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Michael Marmur

Progressive Judalsm:
Choicesg Myths and Failures

OUR MISSION
usual A44AV4 editorial. Instead of
THIS commenting
EDITORIAL
IS NOTcurrent
TIIE
on important
issues, the 100th editorial is about A44Jviv4
itself. It is also an `1' editorial since I

personally want to thank all those
contributors who have given their talent
and time to AffljvIV4 absolutely free. So

much of my work and the work of the
Jewish community depends upon good
will. I never cease to be bumbled byjust
how much of it there is. I also want to
thank all those who have contributed to
the production of A4:4MV4 too many to
mention without risking forgetting
someone and giving offence. But I must
name my deputy editor William Wolff
and art editor Charles Front. Without the
two of tbem A44IVIV4 would have
vanished long ago.
I want to continue in the first person
to share something that has long puzzled
me. I cannot count the number of times
that I have heard someone say that

people do not know what Progressive
Judaism is and stands for. My first
reaction is one of genuine annoyance.
After all I have spent a lifetime

preaching and lecturing on the subject not to mention writing pamphlets and a
booklet

entitled

Wfecz/

z.s

jze/or777

t/zfdczz.s".? Whilst I agree with my
respected Deputy Editor, elsewhere in
this issue, that finding a three or four

word slogan would be very helpful
indeed, I have come to set aside my
irritation and ask what actually lies
behind the question.
I suspect that there is no single answer but that prominent are two
underlying questions: `How do I justify
not being Orthodox? '. That reflects British Jewry's obsession with the
supposed authenticity of the way things
were done in the synagogue that our
parents did not go to. Or, altematively,
help me to find a formulation of reli-

gion that makes sense at a time when
religious fundamentalism threatens to
propel us all into the Richard Dawkins
atheist camp.
Which brings me to this centenary
issue of A44mu. A4:4MV4 100 is almost
double the length of our regular issues
and includes contributions from many of
our most distinguished contributors over
the past twenty-five years as well as
some significant rising stars. But it is not
otherwise different in purpose.
There are a number of philosophical
and theological articles. There is Waiter
Rothschild's cri de coeur in the enduring
presence of the Shoah. Howard Cooper
provides a bleak but all too plausible
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view of what the future may hold and
why. David Goldberg calls for a radical
recasting of the notion of God and Daniel
Finkelstein explains why he is a Reform
Jew.
The j`44IVIV4 Essay brings an
international perspective from Britishborn Israeli teacher and scholar Michael

Marmur. His father, Dow Marmur
provides an overview of Progressive
Judaism worldwide.
Danny Rich and Jonathan Romain
examine the need for a radical reshaping
of British Jewry in which modem, living
Judaism and fundamentalist Judaism are
identified as the two distinctive streams.
Professor Geoffrey Alderman reflects on
the role of the Establishment within
British Jewry. Barry Hyman' s interview
with Melvyn Carlowe illustrates the
process of change. Felix Posen reminds
us of the growing phenomenon of
secularism and of the place of cultural
Judaism in giving meaning and purpose
to Jewish identity.
Three women rabbis, Elli Sarah,
Jackie Tabick and Julia Neuberger
remind us of the huge positive change

that the equality of women has brought
to Judaism via the Progressive Movements. Radical change can bring
immeasurable benefits. Even so, it is all
too noticeable that the majority of contributors, even to this hundredth issue of
A44NN4 are men. This is unacceptable.
I do not know whether it reveals unconscious prejudices in me or something
more systemic which we have yet failed
to address. Rabbi Lionel Blue also
speaks of change, wams us of what is so
easily lost yet underlines contemporary
Reform Judaism's most important insight. Reaching out to people and
responding to their `wants' is more im-

portant than institutions endlessly
repeating the same programmes and
lamenting a diminishing response.
Core to Progressive Judaism is its
ethical content and its striving to address
the cutting edge issues of the day.
Michael Marmot takes us right to the
heart of issues of health and choice.
Members of one of our congregations
David and Pat Astbury take us to the
coal face of another pressing issue,
asylum.
Israel is at the centre of the Progessive
Jewish landscape. Rich Kirschen tells us
so much in a hilarious yet profound piece
of autobiography. Lynn Reid Banks
shares for the first time the diary of her
first visit to Israel.
j`4;4N7VA frequently uses reviews to
explore a range of topics. In this issue,

there is only one review, but a very
important one in which Charles
Middleburgh introduces us to one of the
community's new, young intellectuals
with plenty to say about the European
Jewish intelligentsia. Talented young
historian David Tilles sheds an amazing
but distressing new light on Britain and
its political leadership sixty-five years
ago.
Almost every issue of A44N7VA has

something to say about Halachah and
classical Jewish literature. In this issue
the focus is on the British Reform
Movement's new siddur. The article is
by Christian theologian and publisher
John Bowden who played an important

pat in the siddur's development.
There are also articles by Marc
Saperstein and Jeffrey Newman on the
rabbinate and why an authentic,
progressive rabbinate is vital to the
development of Judaism in Britain.
A4;4MVA tends to leave contemporary
Jewish literature to the admirable Jewish

Quarterly. But this has not stopped us
publishing the occasional short story
which illuminates the Jewish condition.
In this issue we pay homage to one of
British Jewry's greats, the late Chaim
Bermant.
Theology, philosophy, British Progressive Judaism, Progressive Judaism
worldwide, British Jewry, Israel, Shoah,
history, culture, ethics, the rabbinate,
Halachah, siddur/tefillah, classical Jewish literature, the contemporary Jewish
condition - these are the themes that
A4:AV7VA addresses. Any given issue may

appear random or unconsidered but it is
far from that. We have always tried to
avoid being preachy or didactic -preferring people to dip into topics that ifiterest
them and, perhaps, find that those which
they might have thought to be of no
interest were actually stimulating.
Read h44.W4 for half a dozen issues
and it is pretty hard not to gather what
Progressive Judaism is all about, what
its concerns are and what it offers. It is
Judaism for those who prefer the journey
to the blue print. It engages
enthusiastically with modemity rather
than rej ecting it. It is certainly authentic.
Although it does not provide all the
answers, it not only asks the questions
but walks with you along the
exploration route that you have chosen.
It is a contribution to developing
Jewish responses that deepen your

personal sense of meaning and
purpose. And it gives content to Jewish

identity I

AMB

Dow Marmur 's autobiograpky is called S.rxTjIves. The title refers to his
birth in Poland; foeeing as a child with his parents before the advancing
Nazis to Uzbehistan; reaching Sweden at the end Of the war and being
educated there; coming to Britain to study at the Leo Baeck College and
serving South West Essex Rof;orm Synagogue and the North Western
Reform Synagogue f;or more than twenty years; being head hunted by
the Holy Blossom Temple in Toronto; and retiring to Jerusalem.
We thought that this remarkable life would provide a unique perspective
from which to view progressive Judaism over the last twenty-five years.

invariably linked with the quest for the
safety and survival of all Jews
wherever they may live.
Questions were now being asked not
only about the rights of Jewish persons
to conduct their lives according to their
own decisions, but also about their
obligations to God, community, the
Jewish state, and above all to Jewish
continuity in the light of the collective
Jewish past. The hundred issues of
A424jvIV4 reflect much of the shift. I

offer here not a survey but some
reflection by a witness to, and
occasionally a minor actor in, the
process.

Even now the above observations
would not be well received in the
United States where Reform Judaism,
despite its humanistic claims and
occasional welcome inconsistencies, is
still largely in the grip of old-style
liberalism. The stress is on personal
freedom. When responsibilities to the
Jewish collective are on the agenda,
they are more likely to take the form of

WE HAVE

COME OF AGE
Dow Marmur

A;:I:?:a::lfnef:i:£:F::rii
Reform congregation in Israel, Yair
Sheleg, the religion correspondent of
the daily newspaper fJcz 'c7re/z, made a
helpful distinction between religious
liberalism and religious humanism. The
former, he suggested, stresses rights and
freedoms, the latter includes duties and
obligations. An apt way of describing
the changes in Reform-LiberalProgressive Judaism in the last quarterof-a-century might be to see it as a move
from radical liberalism toward inclusive
humanism.
The clich6 of Jewish religious
liberalism, especially in North America,
was `informed choice'. It seemed that
the task of our teachers, especially
congregational rabbis, was to tell the
laity about the course of Jewish history

that would show, firstly, that much of
what others consider to be tradition is
not very traditional. Secondly, that our
history was usually shaped in response
to specific conditions at any given
time. In the liberal scheme of things,
history, not law, was seen as the basis
for our understanding of Judaism. Law
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without regard for history was often
described as static and rigid, whereas
history was perceived as dynamic.
The argument was that, as the
present historic conditions in which we
live are radically different from earlier
times, it is incumbent upon us to adapt
Judaism to the needs of the hour. In
true postmodem fashion, the emphasis
would now be on the autonomy of the
individual and the relevance of the

present, not the tyranny of the
collective and the dictates of the past
that were usually invoked by Orthodox
and even Conservative Jews on behalf
of tradition and in the name of God.
But in due course even Reforln Jews
came to pay more attention to our
collective past not only as history but
also as a guide to contemporary Jewish
life. This shift from liberalism to
humanism was gradual but the
dramatic experiences of June 1967
before, during and after the Six Day
War, alerted most Jews, liberals no less
than others, that they were never only
Jews for themselves but always, also,
part of the Jewish people. They also
realized that what happened in and
around the State of Israel was

philanthropy than identification.
Thus when members of the Union
for Refoml Judaism encounter their
Canadian constituents who, in matters
of Jewish practice and commitment to
Israel, are often more Europeancollectivist
than
American-individualist, they tell their
neighbours in the north that they are a
couple of generations behind the
United States.
The patronizing
implication is that, in time, Canadians
will be as liberated from what many
Americans perceive to be obligations
in the realm of liturgy and observance
as are their sisters and brothers in the
United States.
There, too, things are changing.
Almost three decades ago I was invited
to address a convention of the Central
Conference of American Rabbis, the
Reform rabbinic organization. My
brief was to report on the way Reform
in Britain had modified its approach to
conversion and divorce, demanding
zcvz.//czfe, immersion, for all and mz.//czfe,

circumcision, for men who wanted to
convert to Judaism, and a ge/, a
traditional bill of divorce, at the
dissolution of a Jewish marriage.
In all my years as a public speaker I
have never had a more hostile reception
than on that occasion. My American
colleagues were outraged that anything
as traditional as that should be spoken
from their platform. But recently, the
American Reform rabbinate has
recommended procedures very similar
to what has been the British Refomi
practice for decades. Yet my American
colleagues would not admit any outside
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influence, because the thought that
Reform Jews elsewhere may have
something to teach them is anathema
to many.
But the main reason why the
American rabbis reacted so vehemently
against my presentation was not that I
was an alien, although that was a
factor, too, but because they feared that

the majority of those whom they led
were cool to the prospect.
Aliyah was viewed both in the
United States, and even in Europe, in
characteristic Reform fashion, as a
matter of individual free choice, not as
a collective Jewish obligation to return
to the land of our ancestors. Though
this is still the majority view, the

My American colleagues would not adndt any
outside irifluence, because the thoughi that
Reform Jews elsewhere may have something to
teach them is anathena to many.
their freedom would be curtailed. The
procedures I was advocating required
collective discipline epitomized by a
traditional I)ez.f c7z.7?, a court consisting

of at least three rabbis, that would
accept a candidate to Judaism as well
as authorize a divorce. My American
colleagues preferred to be themselves
judge and jury and expected other
rabbis to accept their decisions,
however idiosyncratic these may have
been.
There are signs that this is also

changing. Today the various rabbinic
lists on the internet solicit advice and
guidance from colleagues in ways I do
not think existed before. Though the
Conference' s Responsa Committee has
been in existence for a long time, its
decisions could only be vague
recommendations, used by rabbis if
they needed additional support in their
struggles with congregants who
usually wanted even more liberality
than the rabbis were prepared to offer.
If the shift from liberalism to
humanism has been slow in matters of
Jewish practice, it is more vigorous
when it comes to attitudes to Israel.
Years ago, even after they had shed
their anti-Zionist stance, Israel was
viewed negatively by many Reforln
Jews because of the restrictions on nonOrthodox Judaism that prevail in the
Jewish state. The fact that Refomi and
Conservative rabbis did not get the
recognition from the state that was
afforded to Orthodox rabbis became a
reason for confining commitment to
Israel to philanthropy. American Jews
would give money to Jews in Israel to

pay for the absolption of Jews first
from Arab lands and later from the
former Soviet Union. Though there
were leaders of Reform who felt
obligated to the Jewish collective, even
to the extent of coming to live in Israel,
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creation of a Refomi Zionist movement
worldwide, Pro-Zion in Britain, put
settling in the Jewish state on our
agenda. Many of the congregations that
now exist there as well as the other
institutions are often populated by
Reform immigrants. Had there been
many more, our impact on Israeli
society would have been much greater.
We now live in a post-Halachic age,
when even those who say they are
bound by Halachah choose to do so,
for there are virtually no communal
instmments of power that could force
individuals or groups to be observant.
Though the Israeli Orthodox rabbinate
has clout in matters of personal status,

many
have
found
ways
of
circumventing that, too, at times with
the help of Conservative and Reform
rabbis.

So rather than Halachah, it is Israel
that has become the uniting, perhaps
even binding, force in Jewish life. The
Jewish state and its citizens seem to
have great claim on our allegiance and
compliance. It is there that Jews of all
denominations and none can meet and
it is for its welfare that they often work
together. There was very little of that
before 1967.

Many of the changes with regard to
Jewish practice and Jewish allegiance
to Israel are reflected in the new
liturgies that are being produced on
both sides of the Atlantic. Though the
immediate motivation may be the need
to translate the prayers into gendersensitive English, in fact the changes
go far beyond that. A greater
commitment to Jewish observance and,
even more so to Israel, is in evidence.
Thus most Reform prayer books
nowadays have the liturgy for putting

innovation in many congregations one can see men and women adorned
in these traditional signs of piety.
Even stronger are the prayers for
Israel in the new liturgies. What
happens not only to the Jews there but
to the state and its leaders is of cardinal
importance to worshipping Reform
Jews. They identify with and feel
bound to Israel and Israelis. Thus the
liturgies also include services for
Israel's Independence Day and the
Memorial Day for the fallen soldiers
that precedes it.
The new prayer books do not
necessarily bring in more worshippers
to the synagogues. Attendance for the
sake of prayer is limited to a relatively
small number of Reform Jews. The
majority of worshippers at most
Shabbat moming services are there
because of a Bar/Bat Mitzvah or a
some other life cycle event. But all are
brought in close contact with the
demands of Jewish tradition and the
expectation to identify with the Jewish
people and the Jewish state.
Though the various institutions, like
the two Progressive movements in
Britain, wish to retain their own style
and liturgical traditions, the differences
between them are negligible. We can
no longer say, as we used to when I
first came into the Reform movement,
that the Liberals were `American' and
we were `European.' Over time we
have all become less marked by
territory and more by ancestry: we are
all Jews. One can only wish that the
other streams in Judaism would open
their eyes to it, for their own benefit
even more than for ours.
And all this is there not instead of,
but in addition to, the emphasis of
Reform Judaism on mending the world
by acting responsibly in the societies
in which its adherents live, taking care
of the poor and the needy. The many
social action programmes in Reform
congregations all over the world testify
to it. What has changed in recent
decades is that the stress on our
obligations to other human beings is
not seen as a substitute for what we
believe we owe to the demands of
tradition and to the needs of the Jewish
people.

If either/or is the stance of
adolescents, it is reasonable to say that
in the last decades Reform Jews have
come of age. A4:4VZVA reflects it and

celebrates it I

on a fcz//z.ffe, prayer shawl, and even
fe/z.//I./?, phylacteries. At weekday

RABBI DOW MARMUR I.a /fag c7zc/feor o/
Beyond Survival cz#d The Star of Return, c!#d I-s
a regular contributor to MAITNAL. Frequent
`Letters from Jerusalem' are to be found on the

moming services - in itself a recent

Rofbrm Movement website.
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If Rabbi David Goldberg is often the uncomf;ortchle voice from the
`left' , Professor Geoffi'ey Alderman is the equally uncomfortable voice
from the `right' . An Adath member, he has never i;ound that
incompatible with contributing to MANNAL.

Judaism in the UK were anything but
`anti-establishment'. The founders of

the Liberal movement were, after all,
none other than C. G. Montefiore and
his female admirer, Lily Montagu.
But this past, you will say, is dead.
Chaim Bemiant's Cousinhood assimilated and married out. Its dominance of
Anglo-Jewish affairs ended in the midtwentieth century, when the sons and
daughters of the refugees from Tsarist

persecution pushed it aside. So they
did. But only in order to graft themselves onto the old establishment order.
They did not `beat' the establishment.
They joined it. They were as preoccu-

SECRETIVE AND

POWERFUL THE ANGLO-JEWISH
ESTABLISHMENT
Geoffrey Alderman

about `the Jewish establishment'
IIIAVE
and specifically
BEEN ASKED
about
TO
theIVRITE
AngloJewish establishment. My dictionary
defines the word ` establishment' -used
in this sense - as `a group of people
holdingmostofthepowerandinfluence
in a government or society'. That there
is such a thing as the Anglo-Jewish
establishment should come as no
surprise. All societies, all social groups,
are characterized by the dominance of
`a group of people holding most of the

power and influence.' One might say,
indeed, that the existence of a cohesive,
reasonably disciplined ` establishment'
is necessary to the good governance of
any polity a- be it a nation-state,
communist or capitalist, it matters not,
a political party, or an ethnic or social
group.
The Anglo-Jewish establishment is a
fact of life, and has been ever since the
Cromwellian Resettlement, so-called. It
consisted, and consists still, of a
relatively small group of mostly
wealthy individuals, to whom British
Jews at large defer. Why do they so

4

defer? Partly because money has a
habit of commanding attention. Partly
because of the access these mostly
wealthy individuals have - or are
thought to have - to the corridors of
power in the British state. Partly
because of their media presence.
In the nineteenth century the media
counted for little. The Anglo-Jewish
establishment consisted of a few megawealthy individuals, most of them
related to each other - `the Cousinhood,' to use the late Chaim Bermant's
very apt phrase. By reason of their
mega-wealth, they imposed their rule
on the communal organs of the Jewish
communities of the British Isles - the
Goldsmids, the Mocattas, the Rothschilds, the Salomons, the Samuels, the
Montagus, the Montefiores. Even
when the West London Synagogue of
British Jews, the first `Reform' synagogue,
raised
its
banner
of
independence, the Cousinhood remained in control, and the same was
true of the Liberal movement that
sprouted at the beginning of the twentieth century. Reform and Liberal

pied and as obsessed with social
control as had been the Cousinhood
whom they displaced. And why were
they so preoccupied and so obsessed?
Because the overriding passion of the
Anglo-Jewish establishment was, is
and probably always will be the projection and preservation of an image.

What drives the Anglo-Jewish
establishment is not simply its desire
to order the affairs of the UK's Jewish
communities. After all, he or she who
pays the piper is entitled, surely, to call
the tune, at least some of the time. No.
What drives it is its fixation with the
image of these communities in the eyes
of the non-Jewish world. In the 1840s
and 1850s the establishment seriously
considered buying out the Jewish oldclothes sellers, many of them dealers
in stolen property, that inhabited
Petticoat Lane Market, as it was feared
that the negative image of British Jews

projected by these rascals would
jeopardize the struggle for Jewish
political emancipation. In the 1940s
and 1950s the establishment funded the
Trades Advisory Council, whose job it
was to persuade Jewish business
people to abandon practices which,
though perfectly legal, annoyed goyish
shopkeepers and factory owners. In
1979 the Board of Deputies, whose
precise
relationship
with
the
establishment I shall consider in a
moment, persuaded the government to
pemit it to vet all applications by Jews
for Sunday trading licences. Armed
with this power, it conducted what can
only be described as inquisitions into
the private financial affairs of lawabiding British Jews - a scandal that
was only brought to an end when
Maggie Thatcher swept away most of
the absurd Victorian restrictions on
Sunday trading in England and Wales.
Jewish establishment 772czcfeers of all

persuasions, Orthodox and Progressive,
defended this travesty of justice on the
grounds that illegal Jewish Sunday
traders were giving Anglo-Jewry a bad
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name, and that, `in the communal
interest' - how often have I heard this

phrase - these miscreants had to be
reined in.

New money has now displaced old
money. Lord Levy is by background
an accountant, Lord Kalms owned a
chain of high-street stores, and Sir Alan
Sugar began his working life as a
market-trader. My impression is that
the establishment is much more
property-based than it once was - I
mean it derives more of its income
from property rather than uses its
wealth, accumulated in other ways, to
buy itself landed estates. My
impression is also that more members
of the establishment are entrepreneurs.
A few appear to have derived their
wealth from the sale of pornography
and from other occafpcz/z.o#s rz.sgz!Ges.

Does all this matter? In one sense,
probably not. Some Jews of my
acquaintance huffed and puffed when
they learned that media tycoon Richard
Desmond, who makes a great deal of
money from `adult entertainment, ' was
appointed two years ago as president
of Norwood Ravenswood. Well, the
world has not fallen apart. Besides
which, Mr Desmond seems to be doing

a darn good job.
But in another sense it does matter.
In the nineteenth century, and in the
first half of the twentieth, members of
the Anglo-Jewish establishment were
very much involved in the day-to-day
affairs of the communal organizations
they funded. Sir Moses Montefiore was

president of the Deputies. A generation
later, Lord Rothschild was president of
the United Synagogue. Even as late as
1962 the United Synagogue could elect
as its president a giant of the
commercial world - Sir Isaac Wolfson
- who took a close interest in its daily
running.
Today the members of the AngloJewish establishment have tuned their
backs, more or less, on the major
representative bodies of the Jewish
communities in this country. I do not
blame them. The generation and

management of wealth are timeconsuming. Today's Anglo-Jewish
establishment does not have time to
waste. Election to the Council of the
United Synagogue, or to the Executive
of the Board of Deputies, is no longer
the prize it once was. It is not that the
establishment does not believe in the
democratic process, rather that this
process is no longer relevant to its
concerns, and no longer fires its
imagination.
The current president of the Board
of Deputies has effected to solve this
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problem by sponsoring a curious body
known, now, as the Jewish Leadersh`ip
Council. Nobody elects the JLC - it
appoints itself. Its deliberations are
secret. Its membership currently stands
at twenty-five, a mixture of the wealthy
- Sir Ronald Cohen, Sir Trevor Chinn,

Lord Levy of Mill Hill, Mr Gerald
Ronson - the good - Mrs Rosalind
Preston - and the great - Baroness

My inpression is
also that more
members Of the
estabtishment are
entrepreneurs. A fow
appear to have
derived their wealth
from the sale Of
pornography and
from other
occupations risqu6es.
Deech, Lord Woolf. It claims to be
`strengthening the voice of British

Jewry in the wider society and setting
internal priorities for the community'.
It has in fact sponsored some important
research - for instance a study in April
2007 of the likely supply of and
demand for places at Jewish schools in
the UK over the next decade.
But the JLC is not `the Anglo-Jewish
establishment in committee'. It is a
small, unrepresentative subset of the
establishment, feared, it is true, by
some Deputies who suspect that its
ambition is to usurp them -but ignored
by Anglo-Jewry at large.
Note that I have used the word `communities.' Whatever the JLC may
think, there is nowadays no such thing
as the Anglo-Jewish `community'.
Religiously, we are divided as never
before. I am, therefore, probably in error in employing, save in the loosest
sense, the term `establishment' in reference to the Jewish communities of
the UK. There are several `establishments,' some of which are not on
speaking terms with each other. The
black-hatted Haredim of Golders
Green, Stamford Hill, Gateshead and
Whitefield have their own establishment, and mention of Whitefield leads
me to observe that there is a Manchester Jewish establishment quite separate

and distinct from the Jewish establishments of Greater London.
But what all these establishments
have in common is their complete lack
of public accountability. My head tells
me that this is how establishments have
always operated, everywhere. There is
no such thing as an elected
establishment, which is really a
contradiction in terms. But my heart
wishes that it were otherwise.
In lieu of public accountability we
must make do with the press. Now the
press may be, or may become, an arm
of the establishment, which is always a
dangerous state of affairs. In 1936 the
British press - then an arm of the
establishment if ever there was one agreed not to report on Edward VIII's
developing relationship with Mrs
Wallace
Simpson.
Readers
of
American newspapers were able to
access information that was denied to
the British masses. But had the British

public been prepared for this news by a
truly independent press, the Abdication
Crisis might have had a very different
conclusion.
On 5 April 1988, in the midst of a

genuine crisis that had enveloped
Anglo-Jewry, and which related to the
comprehensive
repudiation,
by
Britain' s orthodox Jewish communities
of the presumed right of the Board of
Deputies and of Chief Rabbi
Jakobovits to speak for them in matters
relating to evolving government policy
on the slaughter of food animals, the
then editor of the .Jewz.sfo Cfero72z.c/e,

Mr Geoffrey Paul, replied to a
correspondent who had asked him why
Jewish newspapers in New York were
carrying much more detail on this crisis
than was his newspaper in London. Mr
Paul was unapologetic. Such publicity,
he instructed his correspondent, `is of
no help at all to Anglo-Jewry' and,
moreover, he had `reason to believe'
that this view was `shared by eminent
Halachists, rabbinical authorities, who
are not members of the Chief Rabbi's

Beth Din' - but whom Mr Paul
declined to name.
The ./ewz.sfe Cfero#z.c/e then saw itself
as part of the establishment, and its
then editor was, apparently, happy to
dance to the establishment's tune.

I would like to think, twenty years
later, that this could never happen
again. But I cannot be absolutely
certain. Establishments are secretive,
powerful machines. And their capacity
for self-renewal is awesome .
PROFESSOR GEOFFREY ALDERMAN !.s
Michael Gross Professor of Politics &
Contemporary History at The University Of
Buckingham.
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Rabbi David Goldberg, Emeritus Rabbi Of the Liberal Jewish Synagogue and author Of To The PronisedLand. A
History o£ Zjied+strTh:oug", is one Of British Jewry's more controversial f iigures. A passionate commitment to the
highest ethical values and to the continuing inportance Of the Diaspora, coupled with a brilliant but acerbic
writing style have enabled him to land shrewd and painful blows on many communal sacred cows and individrals,
including the Editor, MANNAL benofits greatly from his regular contributions and he reminds us that it is not
always the role Of a genuinely progressive journal to play it safe.

WE NEED A

NEW MEANING FOR GOD
M}:i+::x:t:Ri:bi]gofg¥t¥
sort of twenty five years of British
Jewry, warts and all' essay to this
centenary issue of A44NIV4 was to feel

David Goldberg

Four's 7l¢e A4lo7-cz/ Mczze, Lionel Blue

flattered.
My second reaction was more
ambivalent. When Napoleon' s Foreign
Minister Tallyrand was told that his

kits at communal conferences. The
/cwisfe C¢ro72z.c/e may finally have
abandoned
the
risibly
smutty
implications of being the self-styled
`Organ of Anglo-Jewry', undergone

great political rival Mirabeau had died,
he mused: `Just what did he mean by
that?' A few years before A44AV4 's
first appearance in 1983, a recondite

several facelifts, and become more
Daily Express and less Times in its
attempts to halt falling circulation, but
remains irredeemably suburban in

journal of European Jewry with
pretensions far above its station and
miniscule circulation, asked me to
write a review of its first decade. My
gentle - as I thought - criticisms
provoked a storm. So just what did
Tony Bay field mean by asking me to
expose the warts and all of tetchy,
sensitive-verging-on-paranoid,
overwhelmingly bourgeois - along
with Baudelaire, I believe that a
writer's ta.sk ±s 6pater les bourgeois,

to

dumb found the bourgeois -

hypocritical, self-satisfied, Angloowryr).

But since one of the joys of
retirement is that I am no longer
beholden to anyone, and as far as I
know my pension is not with Northern
Rock, here goes. . .

Firstly, let me offer genuine
congratulations to Tony on having kept
alive for twenty-five years an
in`tellectual and theological journal like
A44IVIV4. During that time, other
magazines of other religious branches
of Anglo-Jewry have come and gone.

ethos. The freebie I,o72c7o7z Jewz.sfe IvewLs

has been the curious, sometimes
malevolent plaything of an ultraOrthodox publisher. Only A44N7VA has

remained unabashedly intellectual,
maintained a distinctive Progressive
Jewish voice, put a theology essay,
admittedly of variable quality, at the
centre of most issues, and attracted to
its pages a variety of high-calibre
contributors none of whom ever gets
paid a fee -well, certainly not I. . . For
all this, let us give thanks.
It is worth reminding ourselves of
the situation in Anglo-Jewry when the
first issue of A44NN4 shyly peeped
forth. In those days, the Chief Rabbi,
soon-to-be Lord Jakobovits, bestrode
our narrow world like a Colossus.
`Jako' was the unchallenged `Chief',

nysterious Jewish Renaissance -from

recognized as such within and without
the community from Margaret
Thatcher down. His United Synagogue
fiefdom was the automatic port of call
for government legislators wanting a
Jewish viewpoint on everything from
abortion to Sunday,trading, just as the
President of the Board of Deputies was
automatically assumed to be the
collective epitome of Anglo-Jewry's

where does this ` independent quarterly
magazine of Jewish culture' get its
funding? - pops up in the delegates'

political attitudes, especially with
reference to Israel and the Middle East.
Progressive Jewry, by contrast, was

77!e Jewz.s¢ gz/czrzedy has struggled to
keep its loyal core readership. The

something of an also-ran. Hugo Gryn
had yet to discover his niche on Radio

had yet to become a National Treasure,
and the RSGB, as it then was called,
was shortly to lose its most powerful
rabbi, Dow Marmur, to Toronto. For
the ULPS (as it then was called), John
Rayner was easily the best brain and
most impressive advocate in either
movement, but diffident about
promoting himself and strangely loath
to undertake the major works of Jewish
scholarship for which he was
eminently suited by intellect.
Leo
Baeck
College,
jointly
sponsored by the two movements, was,
frankly, a shambles. Its Principal,
Albert Friedlander, had many
endearing qualities, but not even his
most ardent admirers would nominate
organizational skills as one of them.
So the College flew by the seat of its
pants, typified by one maladroit incident among many that I recall. It will
embarrass Sir Jonathan Sacks, the
current Chief Rabbi, to be reminded
that for a brief time he taught Talmud
to students at Leo Baeck while it was
still housed at West London Synagogue. But because his integrity and
future prospects could not be compromised by setting foot in such frez/e
suroundings, a bizarre strategy was
concocted whereby he and the students
were picked up by taxi at Marble Arch
and driven to what is known by Intelligence Agencies as a `safe house'. And
his fee was paid not for teaching, but to
cover the cost of taxi fare, electricity
and accommodation, on the rabbinic
principle that one should not make a
spade of the Torah. When this farcical
arrangement was brought to the notice
of the Academic Committee, Rabbi
Louis Jacobs led our outraged vetoing
of it.
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Not until Professor Ben Segal took
over as Principal did the College
acquire a serious reputation, just as

:Laftyesenftyehaar:Pnr::i°eudsL¥r£:fems¥9Sftus::t
Sandmel to come from Hebrew Union
College for a ye`a,r to provide a proper

wellbeing. In his essay Po/I./z.cs as cr
yoccr/z.o#, the German sociologist Mall

Weber observed that anyone who lets
himself in for politics `contracts with
diabolical powers'. Let us pray for the
souls of Tony and Danny.

A remarkable transformation has
taken place in wider Anglo-Jewry over

:::±:mftcosttpefu::.rr¥:twafra]yns;£p°:1:
Professor Mare Saperstein, to restore
balance to a syllabus that in recent
years has veered towards New Age
fads like Spirituality and Meditative
Breathing, rather than traditional
staples like the way to write a proper
sermon or run a congregation
effectively.
A combination of factors around
1983, including financial constraints,
the evidence that rabbis trained at the
College were hopping seamlessly
between the two movements like so
many vicars of Bray, and the happy
coincidence of a few genuine idealists
on both sides, persuaded the RSGB
and the ULPS that the time was ripe
for entering into negotiations about a
possible merger.
All of us who participated in that
intemiinable round of sub-committee
meetings cany the scars to this day.
The diversionary tactics employed by
those rabbis, honorary machers and
salaried functionaries with most status
and offlce size to lose by the creation
of one single, numerically strong
Progressive movement out of two complementary, expensively duplicating

ones - would have won even
Machiavelli' s grudging admiration.
Perhaps one day Raymond Goldman
and Sidney Brichto, the then-Directors
of RSGB and ULPS, will favour us
with their reminiscences of that
exciting time. Certainly it should be a
doddle for Sidney's fecund pen, after
his imaginative retranslations in
retirement of most of the Old and New
Testament, despite having `small
Latin, and less Greek' and a rabbinic
graduate's limited skill in Hebrew,
Aramaic and other cognate languages
usually deemed necessary for a proper
understanding of biblical texts. But
until we get Raymond and Sidney's
versions from the horses' mouth as it
were, one can only surmise on the basis
of plentiful gossip and innuendo as to
why the talks broke down.
If there are going to be two separate
Progressive movements, at least in
Tony Bay field and Danny Rich they
now have canny operators at the helm,
both highly capable and inured to the
duplicitous depths which Anglo-Jewry
is capable of plumbing. My only
concern is for their long-term spiritual
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In the widespread
ackeowledgenent that
marrying `out' is afact
Of life, that we, too, have
the same percentage Of
homosextlals and
lesbians as the rest Of
society, and that sexual
equality applies as
much in the pew as
in the workplace,
it is the Unj,ted
Synagogue that has
been the biggest loser.
the past twenty-five years. There has
been a general loosening up. Every
shade of religious opinion gets its share
of spa;ce in the Jewish Chronicle. A
healthy debate about Israel takes place
at public meetings, on Letters' pages,
in newspaper columns, on television.
No longer can the Board of Deputies
claim to speak on behalf of all British
Jews in its unconditional support for
Israeli government policies. But whatever the Board's sclerotic condition, it
does have the virfue of being democratic. That fact was highlighted by the
outcry a few years ago when a selfimportant, self-selected, self-appointed
cabal announced itself as the Jewish
Leadership Council, only to be forced
to beat an undignified retreat and try
again with a greater semblance of
genuine representation.
In the widespread acknowledgement
that marrying `out' is a fact of life, that
we, too, have the same percentage of
homosexuals and lesbians as the rest of
society, and that sexual equality
applies as much in the pew as in the
worlaplace, it is the United Synagogue
that has been the biggest loser.
Assailed by Masorti, Reform and
Liberal from the left, derided by the
ultra-Orthodox from the right, and
forced to close down the once-proud
institution of Jews' College, it has

baemorrhaged members and authority.
My bet is that its present Chief Rabbi
will be the last to hold that title - the
office will collapse under the weight of
its
inherent contradictions.
Sir
Jonathan Sacks is in the galling position of being more highly regarded by
the gentile world than he is by his own
Jewish community. An outstanding
intelligence, a brilliant writer and facile
communicator, his greatest gift - and
weakness -is an acrobat's skill to hold
several different positions all at once.
In that, he resembles Churchill's
famous `Boneless Wonder' from
Bamum's Circus, whom his parents
had refused to let him watch as a child
and whom he had waited fifty years to
see sitting opposite him on the Treasury Bench in the shape of Ramsay
MacDonald.
In truth there has been a marked
decline in synagogue membership and
attendance across the spectrum, save
for the ultra-Orthodox. Jews today can
express their identity in a variety of
non-religious ways. Culture and
education are two. Limmud has been a
phenomenal cross-communal success
story, despite the ChiefRabbi' s timidity
about endorsing it, the London Jewish
Cultural Centre is a vibrant initiative,
and Jewish Book Week attracts several
thousand visitors annually.
I have my own view as to why
nowadays Anglo-Jewry feels happier
with leaming about Jewish history,
discovering Jewish writers and artists,
or reviving quaint folkloristic
traditions like `inspecting' the bride
before her wedding, even though
everyone knows that she and the groom
have been cohabiting for years - rather
than attending synagogue. It is because
it has become increasingly problematic
for most of us, rabbis included, to pay
lip service, even twice a year, to the
unchanged, supernatural, omnipotent,
omniscient, just, judgemental God of
our prayer books. Such a God is,
literally, beyond belief in the modem,
scientific world. Yet apart from
Mordecai Kaplan eighty years ago, I
can think of no recent Jewish
theologian, Orthodox or Progressive,
who, has attempted to redefine the
nature of God, or tackled the barriers
to faith raised by the arcane concepts
we still use to describe the Deity's
attributes.
Perhaps that could be the theology
subject for A44IVIV4 'S one hundred-

and-first issue .
DAVID J GOLDBERG z.a EmerJ.ftys J2crbbj. o/
The Liberal Jewish Synagogue, having served
the congregc[tion from 197 5 -2004. He feels ten
years younger since retirement.
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synagogues tbat associated together for
The fiollowing needs no introduction except to say that it is a classic
piece Of Lionel Blue. Lionel is now seventy-eight and has experienced
ill health f;or many years. Yet he still contirmes to write, broadcast and
speak with verve and his own unique brand Of spirituality.
Mc[y he contirme to contribute to the religious life Of Britain

for mcny years to come.

pragmatic not ideological purposes. It

stayed together -just -though parts of
it moved on rather more than the rest
realized: for example women rabbis,
and gay and lesbian rabbis, too.
`Reform' was an epiphet applied to it
by its opponents which stuck.
Jewish communalism and nationalism was growing in the Association,

TRY THE
SAMARl-TANS?
Lionel Blue

of Synagogues of Great Britain
IBUMPED
indirectly
INTO
and
TIH
unintentionally
ASSOCIATION
in
1953 because of an advert. I have

forgotten the actual words but it invited
applications from decent young men of
good education for a rewarding career
in the Anglo-Jewish ministry. In fact, it
came from the Union of Liberal
Synagogues, of which I knew nothing.
This was not suxprising because I had
till recently been more revolutionary
than liberal, a Marxist Zionist, a
Kropotkin pacifist-anarchist and a
member of the far left Hashomer
Hatzair. But I was now, alas, bereft of
any ideology and I needed one for
adolescent sublimation. I had painfully
separated Stalinism from Marxism. I
was wary of all nationalism because, as
an ideology; it had wrecked Europe in
two world wars and had proved more
tenacious than universalist leftist
dreams. I was attracted by the utopian
kibbutzim, in which I could have no
place being gay, but depressed by the
problem of the Arab refugees. I knew
some Palestinians. Their problem
would not disappear into the desert
sands. Israeli officials were fooling
themselves and us with false hope.
Being a Balliol man I got a cordial
answer from the Union but all
negotiations ended politely after my
first visit to The Liberal Jewish
Synagogue. The service seemed more
respectable than mystical and its style
was too far from my Yiddish roots in
London's east end. My mother told me
there was another lot not quite so
liberal and she introduced me to Gus
Radges of the Association of

Synagogues in Great Britain, who
introduced me to Rabbi Dr van der
Zyl, whom I took to immediately. At
his unpretentious service in a prefab of
a synagogue I could contemplate the
Great Mystery I had discovered among
the Quakers and at an Anglican
monastery, which linked up with early
east end sZz.eb/ experiences. I had

somehow acquired a religious home

for myself and my parents thanked
God, whose existence they doubted,
that it was at least a Jewish one.
The ASGB fascinated, amused and
exasperated me, but then gained my

admiration, at first grudging then
increasingly affectionate. I was a
difficult person. They put up with my
untidiness and disorganization very
courteously
which
I
tbought
remarkable. It was very British, though
I was more Anglican - high - than
Anglo-Saxon. Some of its ministers
were Zionists of the mild philanthropic
type but its leading rabbinical lights
were not. (Rabbi) `Mr.' Reinhardt was
distinctly cool about it - he did not
want a special prayer for Israel but
accepted a mention in a `Cook's Tour'
prayer that listed Jewish communities
anywhere and everywhere. To Rabbi
Dr Ignaz Maybaum, our greatest and
only theologian, the glory of Judaism
was the central European golden age
of Jewish intellect, Marx, Freud,
Einstein. Zionism did not seem to

figure much in the thinking of our
scholar `saint' Rabbi Dr Leo Baeck
either.
This diversity did not matter because
the ASGB was a very loose association
indeed. It was really a gathering of

partly because of the dazzling emergence of Israel and partly because of
its increasing east European membership. Reluctantly I realized that the
strongest force in the twentieth century
was not Marxism or anarchism but
nationalism, J.J. Rousseau and Geman
Wandervogel style. I appreciated its
constructive and creative side. For me
it had replaced a dying Yiddish culture
with a living Hebrew one and I rejoiced in its plangent songs, poetry,
fraternity, campfires and communal visions. On the downside, all nationalists
are tempted to love their own more by
loving others less. This is a religious

temptation and its consequence was the
Arab refugees who were pushed aside
after the triumphant independence war.
A few years after my entry into
middle class Judaism, the title of the
Association was changed to the
Refomi Synagogues of Great Britain. I
backed the change though my teacher
Rabbi Dr van der Zyl did not. He said
to me reprovingly that we had now
tuned ourselves into a Jewish sect. I
did not understand what he meant then
but now I do and wish I had left well
alone. He insisted that the teaching in
the Leo Baeck College should be very
broadly based and was very happy
when one of our students decided to
become orthodox.
I was mainly concerned, in my
student years, with the youth groups of
the Association. A leader of Hillel,
expert in Jewish youth and student
matters, told me that, by rights, the
minimalist organization Y(outh)ASGB
should have fallen apart. Actually it
worked rather well, she conceded,
though why she could not work out.
The youth groups had very close
contact with the rabbis at that time,
referring affectionately to Uncle Percy

(Goldberg) and Uncle Wemer (van der
Zyl).

There were many things which
surprised me about the Association and
its youth groups. I list the ones which
affected me most deeply. One Reform
synagogue led the way into holocaust
studies and experiences by inviting a
German Evangelical congregation to
come and stay with them, in their own
homes. The discussions were deep and
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personal. It was a possible begirming

of the possibility of a new Europe. The
rabbi concerned had spent the war in a
labour camp and his wife in a Nazi
ghetto. Ko/ fecz4czvod to them - it was
not a popular thing to do. Following on
that, led by the older youth leaders and
some remarkable rabbis such as Rabbi
Dr Albert Friedlander, the first JewishChristian-Muslim meetings took place
in Berlin and Bendorff. This was hot
stuff indeed when most Jews and nonJews were hardly aware of the
changing, multi-ethnic character of
their own Europe - Britain included.
Once again remarkable friendships

One Reform synagogue
led the way into
holocaust studies and
experiences by irrviting a
German Evangelical
congregation to come
and stay with them, in
their own homes.

contemplation,
even
through
mysticism and theology laced with
modern aids to self knowledge as
provided by Freud and Jung. First they
needed to find out if God still existed
for us and how, considering the nonanswer of prayers and pleas during the
Holocaust. Secondly, if He did exist
for us, where do we locate Him in the
horror? Zionism, even of the amchair
kind, filled the gap. It seemed the only
hope around, the only possible
compensation for the suffering which
might make some sense of it. By and
large I think British Reform Judaism
regarded God as reigning but not
ruling. Like the Queen in fact.
The reformists could and did give
support to Israel as I have said, but
they could not give their criticism.
Semons by definition had to support
the official line - out of Zion sball go
forth Torah indeed. If you had a
different line on events, you could be
labelled a traitor and, if you were a
rabbi, lose your job. Not having a
congregation at the time, just an
eccentric back room bureaucratic job
supervising a non-orthodox Beth Din,
I survived. At this time, too, the Youth
of the Association suddenly ceased to
exist and I felt as if I was back in
ffczbo#z.77c again. It all happened so

across the traditional political and faith
borderlines resulted. The `high' from
this honesty made many of the
participants `spiritually aware'. This
awareness resulted in retreats,
ecumenical study of religious texts,
and praying together. The effect was
not the break up of Judaism but a new
freshness which breathed life into old
pieties.

While this was going on beneath, so
to speak, the adult Association of synagogues and the Reform Synagogues
which replaced it increased their sup-

port for Israel and their cooperation
with their American counterparts. They
admired American strength and suecess and became part of the World and worldly - Jewish establishment.
They were no longer a fringe group
though not anywhere near the centre of

power and honour. They were too
small. The exclusive British patronage
system militated, thank God, against
that.
What really eluded the reforinist
organizations was the God experience.
Though tidied up traditional prayers
were repeated, and the old pietism
streamlined, there were two gaping
holes in post-war Judaism. They
needed not exactly an answer - which
was impossible - but a lot of
exploration through meditation, and
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quickly. I did not at first realize the
consequences. The synagogue youth
groups transformed themselves into a
Movement, and then the adults too
eventually became a Movement. My
own past had caught up on me. Where
we are all moving to still remains
uncertain. If it means re-forming our
minds and souls to greater honesty and
shrewder perception, then I am all for
it.

What this changing nomenclature
means I still have not worked out. It
could also mean `back to the Ghetto! ',
and seeking God so much in the past -

tradition and archaeology - that
religious education begins to replace
spiritual experience, just as cleverness
has replaced wisdom in higher
education. Singing doleful songs about
the Temple or the throne of David
without believing in either - what is
the point? Fortunately the new edition

of For"s o/ P7iq/er is reuniting the
spirituality of the Holocaust with the
problems of post-Holocaust life.
What attracted me and many others
to the old ASGB and its successors
was not its power and publicity, which
were pretty amateur, but its
friendliness and care and concern for
its members. An awful lot of time was
spent over resolutions at conferences.
But we all knew that they would end

up in the waste paper baskets of the
powerful recipients they were sent to
such as the Foreign Office, The
Secretary of the United Nations and
the Office of the Chief Rabbi. I think
we have to be careful this unremarked
care and concern is not lost among
interlocking committees and their
efficiency.
A small example comes to mind. In
1953, if you had a problem, and that is
after all when most people need
religion, you rang up West London
Synagogue and talked it over with
Ruby, an old non-Jewish lady, who had
manned (woman-ed) the telephone
switchboard there longer than any
rabbi could remember. Ruby helped
you find someone to dispose of your
bottle of ashes from the crematorium,
how to get a beggar a free night in a

Salvation Amy Home -Mr Rheinhart
distributed vouchers - find a secretary
whose shoulder you could cry on,
kitchen leftovers for hungry students,
how to get a Get [a religious bill of
divorce] and who from and a rabbi who
would say a prayer for you, or give you
a hand out if you were broke, and many
other things. Now in many synagogues
and offices, what you get is a bright
impersonal voice setting out your
options which never seem suited to
your needs. You press `one' for this,
and `two' for that and `three' for the
unmentionable and... It is like the
Kaflcaesque world of some modem
anti-social social service departments.
And when you do get a human voice, it
is a recorded message about a
committee meeting, which repeats that
you press `one' for this and `two' for
that and `three' for the unmentionable
and `four'. But what is `four' for?
You've forgotten. Try the Samaritans
or the Citizens Advice Bureau instead.
You might get a real person at the other
end.

I think the greatest asset of the
Refomi movement under its various
names was its humanity, its not
`putting on the style,' and preferring
people as they are to ideological
templates. That is certainly how I got
into it and stayed with it for most of my
life.

A rabbinical friend waned me to be
careful. Old people cannot help
lurching into nostalgia. Too true. So
please make your own adjustments to

the above .
RABBI LIONEL BLUE, cz grc[c7#cr/e a/ Leo
Baeck College, former rabbi Of Middlesex New

Synagogue and convenor of the Reform
Movement's Beit Din, is a renciwned author and
broadcaster. In 1977 he co-edited the 7'h edition
Of Forms Of player with Jonathan Magonet.
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crops to western markets, often to pay
for military equipment or the interest of
international debt. What illumination of
mystical theology, what knowledge of
divine things could stand in this desert
with the mothers touching their dying
babies?3

Rabbi Jeffi~ey Newman is one Of
MARTNAL 's veteran contributors

who has done more work than
anyone in this country in
seeling to understand the career
of rabbi. So it seemed natural to
ask him what changes he has
seen in the role Of the rabbi and
in understanding the meaning Of
the rabbinate over the last
twenty-five years. He responds in
characteris tic f ashion.

TODAY'S
RABBIS -

WHAT
IS THEIR

POINT?
Jeffrey Newman
Every evening, as the day ends and
darkness falls upon Argentina there is a
transcendental crossing of the borders of
the capital city of Buenos Aires. Your
beart must fill up if, from your window
you observe mysterious shadows starting
to move in silence, ghostly silhouettes
crossing the street to stoop at your door.
Within minutes there are thousands of
shadows trespassing, transcending one
by one every border of the complex
geography of class, race, private property
and gender of Buenos Aires. The
trespassers are the excluded, the people
whom global Capitalism intends to make
invisible, as they earn their meagre living
by looking into the rubbish bins for
something to sell, to exchange or to eat.
The cczrfo72eroS (scavengers) are the

untouchables of the expansion of
Capitalist society, living and dying by
touching the untouchable rubbish of the
city, as marginalization reduces them to
death by hunger or tetanus.I
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INETEEN EIGHTY-THREE twenty-five years ago, twentyfive years in the life of

A44IV7V4. Twenty-five years past and
twenty-five years in the future. These

are arbitrary figures though with
resonance to them. In 1983, I had been

a rabbi for thirteen years, and at
Finchley Reform Synagogue for ten of
those. It was the year after the Lebanese
war, when Begin had decided to take
Israeli troops to Beirut -the first `nondefensive' Israeli war. It was the year
before J984, the novel by George
Orwell when Big Brother took over,
Goldstein was the enemy (or hero?) and
CCTV cameras with listening devices
were everywhere.
What of 2033? The late Rabbi Louis
Jacobs warned me at my induction at
Finchley Refom Synagogue: `Rabbis
are not prophets, not even the sons of
prophets.' All our looking forward is a
projection from the present. The past
informs the present and the future
shapes it. My rabbinate has been one
of Messianicity - a new word I have
just learnt: living in the kingdom of the
Messiah, the kingdom of hope and
expectation. I learnt mainly fi-om books

by Martin Buber and Leo Baeck and
Abraham Joshua Heschel. But I leant
also from my Leo Baeck College
teacher Dr Ellen Littmann - that `ec7#ccrfz.o# ' means `drawing out' what is

already in the student, rather than
`pushing something in to them' . I learnt
most from Rabbi Lionel Blue, and
those around him. And I was deeply
fortunate with my colleagues:
Awraham Soetendorp, Jonathan
Magonet and, latterly, Tony Bayfield
and Frank Dabba Smith.
In 1983, we had lived through four
years of Mrs Thatcher, our local MP.
There were those in my community
who saw her as a saviour. Others were
deeply depressed by her words and
actions and most of all, her `tone'. My
sermons began to be seen as
controversial - for or against the
government. But my preoccupations
never changed.
In sub-Saharan Africa nearly half the
population lacks access to safe water
and sanitation. Three million people,
many of them children, die each year of
waterborne diseases. Water courses and
oases that once supplied their needs have
been polluted, destroyed by warfare, or
diverted to provide irrigation for export

What will be the issues, politics and
sermons in 2033? Will Synagogues
still own premises or will services be
held in cyberspace, as Finchley Reform
Synagogue and, later, RSGB Chair
Neville Sassienie predicted back in
1983 at a Synagogue retreat? And what
will be happening to dying babies, to
the cczrfo7?eros, those ghostly spectres?
In 1983, Finchley was in the midst
of a period of self-examination. We
had decided that we needed to develop

our community, to work further to
realize our potential. But how were we
to do it? We appointed a young, Israeli
community worker, who conducted
interviews, but then became confused
and lost as she tried to write them up,
and the work was taken over by a member of the community. He recognized
that there was no `answer' and no
`report' which would solve our questions. The issues we were raising were
ones which demanded that we continually re-invent ourselves, our work, our
understanding of ` community'.
The real essence of community is to be

found in the fact - manifest or otherwise
-that it has a centre. The real beginning
of a community is when its members
have a common relation to the centre
overriding all other relations: the circle
is described by the radii, not by the
points along its circumference. And the
originality of the centre cannot be
discerned unless it is discerned as being
transpicuous to the light of something
divine. All this is true; but the more
earthly, the more creaturely, the more
attached the centre is, the truer and more
transpicuous it will be. This is where the
`social' element comes in. Not as
something separate, but as the allpervading realm where man stands the
test; and it is here that the truth of the
Centre is proved.4

In 1983, we had a discussion both in

Council and in the community,
attempting to see and live the
implications of our `community
development' report. Like Buber's
words, it was all a little mysterious, a
bit theoretical. The only clear
conclusion was that we would need a
continuing consultancy or community
worker, and that was a bit too
demanding financially. Fortunately, at
exactly this time, Eugene Heimler was
working with West Central Synagogue
to develop a consultancy and training
programme. So I could go part-time
and Finchley was able to appoint as
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Administrator, Liz Crossick, a trained
social worker, used to working in and
with `the community', whatever that
might be. Maybe it was by now 1984
but it was about twenty-five years ago
-and there was a crisis in the rabbinate.
Rabbis were leaving, going into other
fields, there were reports, discussions,
there were disputes - was it a crisis or
not? How far did financial pressures
play a part? What did it mean to be `a
rabbi'?
There was certainly a freedom, a
respect then. No-one would ever have
expected a rabbi to account for his or
her time, to be `accountable' in that
way, except always to God - and thus
to the people of God, to be `in the
office'. Now there is greater professionalism in all ways - but a price has
been paid.

Now is always and only the time in
which we live, so, looking to the future,
to 2033, the question must be what are
we 72ow doing, what are the issues we
are #ow facing? In the Biblical phrase
fez.#e7zz. we are called to be present, open

and aware, here, where we are. There
is nothing more to concern us and
every rabbi, every Jew, will answer in
his and her own way - through
leaming, through prayer and ritual,
through good deeds -cz/ ¢cr-rorcz¢, v 'cz/

ha'avodah, v'al gemilut chasadim.
All these are the ways of Israel. Yet
there are still issues which affect us all.
In the disapora, Israel in its fullest
sense - land and people - can neither
be ignored nor fully addressed. I
hesitated with my opening quotation to
type the capital `C' of Capitalism,
knowing that many readers would
stumble and fall in assimilating the
apparent rejection of Western, or
global society. But I also deliberately
cut short Grace Jantzen's quote:
In the Palestine Occupied Territories a
desert of a different kind is being
created. Palestinians are sentenced to a
`parched life,' while Israel utilizes most

of the water resources of the region. In
Hebron, where Jewish settlements are
interspersed with Palestinians, 70 per
cent of the water goes to about 25 per
cent of the population: settlers water
their lawns and ornamental trees while
the Palestinians have to make do with an
ongoing severe shortage. . .

And so on. But the predictable
critique does not efface the indigestible
facts and the pains are intensifying
through the years. Buber asks us to
face the political challenges with
religious honesty:
The prophets knew and predicted that in
spite of all its veering and compromising
Israel must perish if it intends to exist
only as a political structure. It can persist
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-and this is the paradox of their waning
and the paradox of the reality of Jewish
history - if it insists on its vocation of
uniqueness, if it translates into reality
the divine words spoken during the
making of the Covenant. When the
prophets say that there is no security for
Israel save that in God, they are not
referring to something unearthly, to
something `religious' in the common
sense of the world. They are referring to
the realization of the true communal
living to which Israel was summoned by
the Covenant with God and which it is
called upon to sustain in history, in the

way it alone is capable of.5
1983-2008-2033...

what is

the

difference or, as contemporary, the
French philosopher Jacques Derrida
wowhd say, diffdrence or difference?
We - Jews, rabbis - work for the
Messiah, we live in the footfalls of the
Messiah - personal or, perhaps an
`age'.6 I quote Derrida because, though

I cannot understand him, there, too, is
a resonance. Is all this writing about
`Messiah' ultimately utopian -a word
which means `nowhere'? Not if we
follow Derrida once more with his
`absolutely undetermined messianic
hope. '7 0r Derrida, for whomjustice is
the first and only undeconstructable
demand.
Why, once again, 1983 -why not
1943? Or 1933? Was that where it all
began? Or 1833? Where do we begin
Jewish history - or even `modem'
Jewish history?
Let us return to the ghosts, or
spectres, and revisit them with the help
of Derrida.
Derrida suggests that without speaking
to and of ghosts we would not be able to
be responsible either to the living or to
the not-yet living or no longer living.
Thus, the discourse on spectres is the
condition for what, with Benjamin, we
would call an anamnesiac solidarity with
the dead of history and for those as yet
unborn. Thus, the discourse on spectres
proceeds in the name ofjustice. . . justice
here defines and is defined by the ethical
relation to the other (cf. Levinas). In
Derridean terms, Justice is the
undeconstructable
condition
of
possibility for deconstruction, the `forthe-sake-of-which' deconstruction takes
place, `but', Derrida notes, `we can call
it by other names'. The messianic will
be one of those other names.8

These ghosts or spectres unavoidably
recall for me the Musselmaenner in the
concentration camps; the unborn
foetuses and the issues of abortion.
Derrida raises also the issues of
animals and their rights. Rabbis of the
future will still be dealing with all these
under the heading of the call of Justice
- /zec7e4. There is a book I wish I could

have written -but let me quote, finally,
Robert Gibbs:
I have been working on a book
cillled Messianic Epistemology. tt
examines a family of Jewish thinkers
in the twentieth century: Hermann
Cohen, Franz Rosenzweig, Martin
Buber, Walter Benjamin, Gershon
Scholem, Ernst Bloch, Emmanuel
Levinas and Jacques Derrida. I do not
examine their interaction particularly,
but the claims I make come in a

straightforward fom:
1. Truth is in the (messianic) future.
2. The present is not true norjust.
3. The past was not true, not the way it
had to be nor the way it should have
been.
4. Messianic hope makes us criticize the

present and the past.
5. The study of the past, therefore,
exposes the falsity of tbe present, and
in particular, the false sense of
limitations for change, for the sense
of justice.9

As the Torah demands: Tsec7e4 tsec7ek
fz.7it7o/',Justice,justiceyoushallpursue.
And that shall be the work and
methodology of our rabbis I
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Head of Chaim

MY HUSBAND

CHAIM
Judy Bermant
Chain Bermant was the doyen
o/Jewish Chronicle co/"77?7zz.s/a.
Born in Poland in 1929, his

fe[mily emigrated to Glasgow

via Latvia, which provided hin,
in every sense, with a unique
accent. Journalist, novelist and
historian, his name is still
renowned ten years c[fter his death.
His widow Judy tckes up the story.

A::::s!r,¥:oo:osklJfao:rkReg,T:;:::f
not work together on illustrations for
his books. It was the publishers who
commissioned them and the editors who
discussed them with me. It all began
whilst Chain was on a lecture tour in
the United States. His publishers at
Weidenfeld and Nicolson phoned to
discuss a jacket for his latest book. I
suggested that I do it and that I would
like to do an etching. We discussed
which part of the book I should illustrate
and they decided they wanted a
wedding so I did an etching of the
subject and they liked it. Then they
asked me to do a drawing of chaim for

the back cover and it carried on from
there.
Chaim was happy with everything I
did. But he was not that interested in
the visual side of his books - for him
the most important thing was the
writing. That is not to say that he was
not interested in art. He did visit
museums and galleries but we rarely
went together because he would walk
around very quickly. He always made
sNIe he ba,a The Spectator or Private
E};e in his pocket to sit and read while
he waited for me. Sometimes I would
say to him `which of these drawings do
you prefer?' and he would reply `they
all look okay to me. ' If I really pushed
for an answer, he would choose but if I

Chaim at typewriter
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asked him why, he would find it
difflcult to explain.
For a long time we had wanted to do
a book together. When he was working

Chaim typing

on his book Ge72esz.s - 4 £czZvz.cz#

Cfez./d72ooc7 about his early years in the

shtetl in Latvia, he was very much
involved in that world and felt himself
there. He went back eventually - he
had tried for many years but only
managed it after the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Then he had an idea for
a book on Chelm where he would tell
his own stories. The residents of chelm
are well-known in Jewish folklore for
their foolishness. In some ways it was
almost as if he was reliving his
childhood and he did not find it
difficult to picture himself in that
world. And as he gave me his stories, I
made
prints
illustrating
them.
Unfortunately he only completed five
or six stories before he died. I made
eleven studies but some were different
ideas for the same story.
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Ge7?esz.s was to have been the first in
a series of five autobiographical books,
though in the event it was the only one
he completed. I think that his Chelm
stories were based on his memories of
characters who peopled his own shtetl
- Barovke. That he was working on

both at the same time when he died
seems to me to confirm this.
Chaim died suddenly on 20 January
1998 and this year, we have marked
the tenth anniversary of his passing in
a number of ways. There was the
inauguration of the Chaim Bermant
Prize for Journalism which was
awarded to Daniel Finkelstein,
Associate Editor and columnist of 7ljze
rz.7#es. Also, an exhibition of my
portraits of Chaim was held at the Ben
Uri Gallery in January 2008. The
Chelm stories have never been
published before so I am delighted that
the first of these stories to appear in
print will be in this year's I Ooth edition

of Manna - a publication to which
Chaim regularly contributed .

Grave problems
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WHY THE MESSIAH

DID NOT COME
Chaim Bermant

C:E##Tg::t::?;#l;n:;b:F::h;
of its women, the shrewdness and
generosity of its laymen, and above all
the piety and leaming of its rabbis,
especially Reb Nosen the Wise, a large
man in black with a long white beard
who was not only very pious and very
leaned, but a miracle worker to boot.
Chelm had two cemeteries, the old
one and the new one. The old one filled
up and when the new one also began to
flll up, the elders looked around for a
new ground and eventually found one
about a mile outside town, over-grown
with bushes and shrubs. They knew
they would have to clear and drain it,
but the price was very reasonable and
they were about to buy it, when they
discovered it was the nesting ground of
a very rare bird, the Great Crested
Twit, which could not be disturbed.
They looked for another fleld and

eventually. found one about two miles
from town, also over-grown, and a bit

marshy, but it tuned out to be the
natural habitat of the Hare-Lipped
Toad. They found a third field, three
miles from town, but it was the
breeding ground of the Club-Footed
Centipede. There was hardly a field in
the neighbourhood which was not the
habitat of something or other.
In the meantime as word spread that
the new cemetery was filling up people
died as soon as they could, if not
sooner, to make sure they got a plot.
You have heard of panic-buying? This
was panic-dying.
The elders sat for seven days and
seven nights pondering on what to do
next.
`If things go on like this,' said Reb

Oysher the oldest of the elders, `people
will have to stop dying. We'll have to
talk to Reb Nosen.'
continued on next page
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They did not like to disturb Reb
Nosen because he spent all his time in
study and prayer, but they had no
alternative.
They arranged to see him the
following afternoon and explained how
the old cemetery had filled up and the
new one was. filling up, and how all
their efforts to buy a new ground had
been frustrated.
`But what's the problem?' said Reb

for a while, took a large pinch of snuff
and had a long sniff, opened his mouth
as if to say something, then shut it,
consulted one volume of the Talmud
and then another, walked up and down,

And they all agreed that they had a
genius as a rabbi who had a solution
for everything. But as they were about
to leave, a thought occurred to Reb
Yitshe the youngest of the elders.
`Supposing the Moshiach does not

day of fasting and prayer to make sure
that the Moshiach comes without
further delay. '
And so the special day was declared.
Shmuel the shammos blew his shofar,

and the dead rise again,' he asked,
`how will we Louse them, clothe them,

feed them? If you look at the old
cemetery and the new one, you'11 see
how we have far more dead people
than living ones. How will we manage?'
And Reb Nosen pulled at his beard
for a while and said `Yes, you have a

come?' he said.
`You mean to say you do not believe

in the Moshiach?' asked Reb Nosen.
`Heaven forbid,' said Reb Yitshe,
`but he has not come up to now, and for

point.'

He cancelled the service there and
then, and sure enough the Moshiach
did not come.
As for the new cemetery, that is

all we know he may not come for
another five years, perhaps ten, and by
then the new cemetery will be full to
over-flowing.'
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one thing to do. I shall declare a special

people came together in their Sabbath
best from one end of Chelm to the
other. The great synagogue was
packed, and the prayers were about to
begin, when Yitshe, the youngest of
the elders had another thought and
rushed over to Reb Nosen.
` Supposing the Moshiach does come

Nosen. `VThen the Moshiach comes the
dead will rise and we will not need any
cemeteries at all. '

And Reb Nosen pulled at his beard

then down and up, and finally said:
`Yes, you have a point. There's only

Reb Nosen

another story .
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Felix Posen cnd his Foundation consider themseives a service
provider for the statistical majority Of the Jews worldwide who
generally call themseives secular or cultural (Ckjihorii in Israel).
For many years he has argued the case i;or educating Jews in a
Judaism defined in broad cultural terms. His particular passion is f;or a
far greater understanding Of Jewish secularism from Spinoza or[wards
and the historical, philosophical and political tradition that emerged
from the enlightenment at the begirming Of the l9th century.
He has made a vast contribution to Jewish education in universities
particularly in America, Canada and Israel and as Of this fall also in
the UK, France and Poland. However, his pleas that those children
coming from Jewish homes who do not see their identity primarily in
religious terms be respected and educated appropriately have
fallen on deof ears in this country. Until now.

HOW VANY
REFORM JEWS
BELIEVE IN GOD?
Felix Posen

S;hi:elf:i:e#:p¥:T;=ew#¥fL:n{
themselves as being Jewish but
generally do not live by Halachic rules,
do not observe kashrut, rarely if ever
attend religious services, do not send
their children to religious day schools
- there are no secular Jewish days
schools except in Mexico and Argentina
-rarely observe any of the holidays and

more often than not have no Jewish
education. This is true of Jews in the
Diaspora as in Israel except that the
latter speak Hebrew and are more aware
of holidays as they are often national
holidays and more aware also of
Shabbat, as that, too, is the official day
of rest in Israel.

The great centres of Jewish leaming
- both religious and secular - are
primarily located in Israel and the USA
and Canada. Jewish studies programmes at UK universities are a rarity
and the few that exist are generally
staffed by Israelis, North Americans
and lately also German PhDs from the
so called Judaistic courses offered at
certain Geman universities. There are
very scant Jewish university courses
anywhere else in Europe.
You therefore have the concomitant
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phenomenon that the presence of
British scholars in Judaica, both Jewish
and non Jewish, is a very rare
occuITence at world conferences like
the annual Association of Jewish
Studies in North America and the
quadrennial meeting in Jerusalem - the
World Congress of Jewish Studies
whose next meeting will be in the
summer of 2009.
Jewish schools in the UK, as in the
USA, are all denominational, allied
either to the orthodox or progressive
movements. They all, without exception, teach Judaism as a religion.
Secular Jews define Judaism as a
culture which includes religion. But
there was no place to lean about this
concept of Judaism either in a school
or at a university until very recently.
The flrst courses opened in 2001 at
Israeli, American and Canadian universities, and at University College
London as of the autumn of 2008). The
first courses in Jewish secularism in
schools in Israel got started during the
autumn of 2007 when fifty of the
Israeli Mamlachti junior and senior
high schools in certain cities such as
Rishon le Zion agreed to start teaching
these courses in accordance with the
Shenhar Commission report of 1994

which recommended such courses.
To back up this new set of courses, a
substantial amount of work needed and
still needs to be done to train teachers
able to teach Judaism as a culture and
to supply literature allowing the
students to learn from texts not
available before. The production of
textbooks and reference books is in the
progress as I write.

None of this work was done in the
UK as there was no interest at all in
pursuing this course of action. The UK
continues to build new Jewish religious
day schools teaching the form of
Judaism eschewed by and not observed
by the majority. These schools continue
to be built despite the continuing steady
decline in Jewish demography since
the Second World War. As far as I
know, not the slightest attention has
been paid by the organizers of new day
schools to the changes which, as in
other parts of the world, have also
affected UK Jewry. What is evident is
that the majority of UK Jews have
simply abandoned all interest in their
own rich culture, leaving nearly all
communal matters, particularly in
education, in the hands of the
organized religious but numerically
dwindling portion of the community.
No attempt has been made by the UK
Jewish community to address the issue
of why the increased number of Jewish
schools does not seem to have halted
the demographic decline.
Who is at fault for this dismal
situation? The religious? Not at all. It
is the secular majority who have
simply not taken the responsibility onto
their own shoulders to supply the
schools and infrastructures needed to
sustain and develop their culture.
Leaving this all important activity,
basic Jewish education, in the hands
solely of those who are opposed to
secular life must clearly lead to a
stalemate and therefore Jewish
illiteracy. That is a needless and
immense pity.
The phenomenon of Jewish
secularism, like secularism in general,
started in the seventeenth century and
affected the whole Western World. It
arose as a spontaneous, leaderless
phenomenon which never had a single
proselytizer. Yet it is today the largest
single portion of the Jewish world. It is
also rising very quickly within the
Christian world but not yet the Muslim
world. This is not a value judgement. It
is simply a statement of fact. It is due
to the phenomenon of secularism that
the religious Jewish world changed
radically particularly during the three
or four decades at the end of the
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eighteenth and beginning of the
nineteenth century when Jews in
Europe generally received their civic
freedom and official status as citizens,
could leave the ghetto and adopt family
names. It was then that the
denominations we have today came
into existence - Orthodox, Reform and
Conservative -later on to be joined by
Reconstructionism in the USA in the
early twentieth century. Orthodoxy and

Religious Jews take

enormous pride in
the immensely
lopsided awards Of

Nobel prizes to

Jewi,sh men and
women but do they

know that all but
two Of these Jewish

Noble laureates
were secular Jews?
Reform are both children of the
Enlightenment and of the spontaneous
phenomenon of secularism.
Everyone understands that one does
not force a Refomi Jewish child into an
Orthodox school, nor an Orthodox
child into a Refom school. So why
does anyone expect a child from a
secular home to want to go either to an
Orthodox or a Reforim school?
I believe no one has yet done proper

research on the Reform Movement
worldwide as to how many of its
members are actually secular, even
though they remain nominal members
of the Movement for various reasons
often connected with the rites of
passage. I have no doubt that there are
similar situations, perhaps in lesser
numbers, among Masorti and even
Orthodox communities. The unifying
common denominator of the vast
majority
of this
economically
successful group is the abysmal
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ignorance of Judaism at practically any
level - literary, religious, ethnic,
cultural, artistic. They can recognize a
mezuzah and hanukkiah and a piece of
matzah and might even put a piece of
ham on a piece of matzah at the
appropriate time of year. But beyond
that...

And where, oh where, are there the
talented and intellig.ent English
academies, businessmen and women,
writers, artists, doctors and .dentists,
knowledgeable in their own Jewish
culture? I am not talking about leaming
b 'rczcfeof by heart in a language you do
not understand but learning about
exactly what it is that helped make
Judaism such a rich culture. Religious
Jews take enormous pride in the
immensely lopsided awards of Nobel

prizes to Jewish men and women but
do they know that all but two of these
Jewish Noble laureates were secular
Jews? Is it a given that one must be
ignorant of one's Jewish culture to
become a Nobel laureate? At the
moment, unfortunately, yes. Can this
be changed? I have no doubt that it can
be done.

The most likely agent of change, not
away from Judaism but towards
learning about many critical and
fascinating aspects of Judaism, would
be a teacher steeped in the richness of
Jewish culture. By this I mean the
modem historical, literary, artistic,
political dimension, the extraordinary
creativity of our people during the past
two hundred years or so. The
contributions of Jews to the political,
financial, literary, scientific European
world is second to none. It is
particularly during these last two
hundred years or so that the most
amazing developments and changes
occurred in our history. To know,
understand and appreciate that would
be a most worthy goal for all those
who wish to call themselves Jewish
but have little Jewish leaming. We now
have syllabi to teach these sort of
courses at all levels from junior high
school through undergraduate and
some graduate courses at universities
and for adult leaming as well. This can
be done under the rubric of `Judaism as
Culture'. A main mover is needed to
help educate the immensely Jewishly
undereducated but otherwise bright
and intelligent Jews of the UK.
Let me stress that there is no need

a separate subject from the teaching of
modem history and culture. Those for
whom religion is not an option but who
feel culturally Jewish must also be
offered appropriate Jewish education.
To initiate such leaming for, say,
grades 7-12 also requires the training
of teachers able to teach the new
syllabus. This in itself is not a light
matter as it will take some time. Most
teachers from religious day schools
will not be equipped to teach the new
syllabus. Some may not wish to teach
it at all.

I have purposefully stayed away
from the mention or issue of God. To
me this is a very personal matter and
ought not to interfere one iota with the
courses we have already designed and
which are now being taught in over a
hundred institutions outside Britain.
For whatever it is worth, demographic
studies show that there are those who
call themselves secular and have a
belief in God and those who call
themselves religious and do not have
such a belief. Granted -the numbers of
the latter are relatively few but the
point is made.
The malaise of the Jewishly
uneducated Jew is reversible and the
Reform Movement in Britain might
wish seriously to consider taking the
lead in the UK to correct this curable,
self-imposed and shameful malaise.
The net result would be a more
Jewishly educated UK Jewry, some of
whom might even become truly
interested in Reform Judaism itself.
What is there to lose?
I am encouraged and pleased to say
that recent in depth discussions about
these weighty Jewish matters - not
only in Israel and the USA but also
now in the UK and particularly with

the British Refomi Movement - are at
long last not falling on deaf ears. There
is now hope that educational facilities
will be made available for those who
call themselves Jewish, feel deeply
Jewish and desire to have their children have a Jewish education
consonant with the philosophy and life
styles of cultural Jews. At last there is
the beginning of a recognition that reli-

whatsoever for the Refomi Movement
to give up its interest in their forin of

gious Jews should know about and
respectsecularJewsjustassecularJews
should know about and respect nonfundamentalist, pluralist religious Jews.
There is a light at the end of the tunnel
that these approaches to and ways of
teaching Judaism are not contradictory
but complementary and immensely

Jewish religion by also teaching

enriching I

Judaism as culture - a term which
includes the concept of religion.
However specific religious tea,ching is

FELIX POSEN was born in Berlin, educated
at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore and
lives in London.
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A HARSH
LIKENESS

J

EWS AND EUROPE IN THE
rwe77fy-Fz.7is/ Ce72/c6ry is the fruit of

a meticulous investigation into the
thought and attitudes of Jews in three
European countries - Great Britain, the
Netherlands and Italy - carried out and
further refined over a period of some
five years at the start of the century.
Dr Nick Lambert, through his
interviews with rabbis and lay leaders,
artists and academies, journalists and
novelists, amassed a huge volume of
material that offers a keen insight into
the mood among the communities from
which these individuals are drawn, and
within which many of them work. Most
of the correspondents agreed to be
named in the book, though some
insisted on anonymity or pseudonyms.
Lambert notes that some of his
interviewees, when sent the transcripts
of their interviews prior to publication,
insisted on changing what they had
previously said. t/eus cz#c7 Ez/rape is

thus the most up-to-date representation
in print of European Jewish thinking
on all the key aspects of modem Jewish
existence. It is a source of much
information for consideration by both
scholars and lay people.
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Charles Middleburgh
JEWS AND EUROPE IN THE
TWENTY=FIRST CENTUR:I

`THINKING JEVISH'

by Nick Lambert
Foreword by David Cesarani,
Vallentine Mitchell, 2007,
ISBN: 978 0 85303 761 3,

pp 332, pb, £19.50

Nick Lambert divides his study into
nine main chapters, considering Jewish
tradition, the precise nature of what
Jews are, the Jewish community, and
Jews in Europe. He considers the latter
in several ways, including the role
played by Jews in post-war Europe, the
Jewish sense of belonging, or not, to
the countries in which they reside, and
the relationship between Europeacculturated Jews and the State of
Israel.

I salute Nick Lambert for his work
with a modicum of diffidence because
I was one of his interviewees, but

wholeheartedly because it is a superb
snapshot of where European Jews in
his three chosen countries are. Much
may be extrapolated from it with
regard to the future and how we will
shape it. Lambert frames his chapters
and the comments of his interviewees
with just the right amount of analysis
and explanation, and his light touch is
enhanced both by his erudition and
sense of humour. Jews and Europe is a
book for anyone with an interest in or

concern for the future of European
Jewry, and you do not have to be a
sociologist or a Jewish monomaniac to
enjoy it and be stimulated by it.
Some of the material comes as no
surprise:
the tensions between
Ashkenazi and Sephardi Jews, writ
much smaller in Europe than in Israel,
the gulf between traditional and nontraditional Jews, and the animosity and
lack of empathy with the other that so
often defines their non-relationship.
We find the huge challenge presented
by any attempts to define precisely
what Jews are, the negative impact of
the alien graft of ultra-Orthodox rabbis
on communities that have no historical
experience of them and for whose
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traditions the rabbis in question have
complete disregard; the dysfunctional
nature of Jewish communal leadership,
its lack of intellect and bovine
stubbornness.
In his summary of this material,
Lambert notes that the situation is far
from hopeless:
Today, Jews who are secular, female,
dissenting, peripheral intellectuals,
patrilineals, homosexual or mcz"zer cannot be subjected to the punitive measures
of incarceration, excommunication or
execution by Jewish authorities to which
they once could. Inter-denominational
in-fighting,low levels of intellectual rigour, high levels of intra-communal
strife, materialism, argumentativeness,
theatrics, arrogance, authoritarianism,
crony-ism, prestige-seeking, political

playground-making, questionable ` chief'
rabbinates, dubious themes through
which communal leaders manipulate
their members' identity (let us hear no
more the words `adversity', `antiSemitism', `out-marriage', `continuity'
and `authentic Jewish life') together
with intractable arguments over theology and a tendency to feather their own
nests appear to characterise Jewish communal management and preclude the
creation of that mythic universal
diasporic Jewish council. A glance at
the mismanagement, propensity to corruption, and the worldly ignorance of

past Jewish authorities should be enough
to convince us that dystopia is sometimes better than its alternative. a.113)

The chapter on the relationship
between European Jews and the State
of Israel in the year of Israel's Sixtieth
anniversary contains a powerful
indication of the degree of twenty-first
century disconnection between so
many Jews and the Jewish state, the
shame and embarrassment felt by many
European Jews over the actions of
successive Israeli governments and
their often brutal occupation of
Palestinian lands, and the fact that
many interviewees stated that if the
chips were ever down in the countries
of their birth Israel would be absolutely
the last country in which they would
wish to live.

For me the most powerful part of the
book, and the most thought-provoking,
is that concerning the Shoah and its
continuing, malevolent influence.
Much may be drawn from this material,
not least the profound difference of the
psychological impact of the Shoah on
Jewish communities such as those of
Italy and Holland, where the Nazis'
influence in all its horrible breadth was
felt, and that of Great Britain, which
remained safe and free.
The impact of the Shoah continues
to be felt in many areas: in his fifth
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chapter, `In Hiding: The Jews of
Europe', Lambert details an extraordinary degree of ambivalence towards
the European Union, based, inter alia,
on the Christian internationalist conservatism that underlay its foundation
and the concept of European supranationalism that was a key plank of
German National Socialism.
According to his findings, Jews in
Britain and Europe fear greater EU
integration because it might lead to a
fortress Europe dominated by extremists from which Jews would be unable
to escape, and still harbour dark opinions about Austria and Germany,
which define their broader view of
Europe as a whole and inform their
suspicion of many actions taken by the
EU Commission in Brussels. In addition, there is a further divide between
Jews within the EU, in that those who
survived and continue to live in Contimental Europe find it hard to identify
and empathize with a British Jewry
that managed to avoid their defining
experience between 1933 and 1945.

Further ramifications of the Shoah
aree found in the chapter, `Don't Tug
the Loose Thread: Jews and National
Belonging'. That considers the Jewish
connection to our lands of birth or
domicile and the ways that Jewish
history, particularly in continental
Europe, unavoidably removes the Jew
from certain cultural and societal
interaction. It is as if many Jewish lives
caITy a specific shadow unknown to
non-Jews from the darkness of which
the Jew can never totally emerge.
Sometimes the size and scope of the
shadow is increased by actions that
have an enormous impact to which
those who instigate them are
completely oblivious, such as the
Vatican's intention to beatify Pope
Pius XII and the Jewish convert to
Catholicism, Edith Stein, who was
murdered at Auschwitz because she
was a Jew by birth.
In his penultimate chapter, Nick
Lambert considers the ways in which
Jews knowingly and unknowingly take
steps to protect themselves within the
societies in which they live. They do
so not least by achieving positions of

prominence and influence and/or by
making the powerful their friends, as
if, should their situation deteriorate,
their importance will protect them from
a fate that might consume lesser
mortals. This is a vivid counterpoint to
the equally strong Jewish tradition of
maintaining anonymity in the - often
misguided - hope that if things go
wrong they will somehow be ignored,
or maybe even missed.

Jews and Europe is a fascinating and
intriguing assessment of the state of
Jews in the twenty-first century, in a
Europe that has changed beyond all
recognition over the last hundred years.
Nick Lambert brings meticulous
scholarship to his study, yet manages
to present his findings with just the
right blend of seriousness and humour;
in addition he manages that all too rare
feat of the interviewer, allowing his
interviewees to speak their minds with
minimum
interruption,
his
extrapolations complementing the
statements to which they relate.
On concluding ./ews a;7d E"rape the
dispassionate reader is left with some
unavoidable conclusions: first and
foremost, that it will be decades,
possibly centuries, before the Shoah
ceases to dominate the thinking of
modem Jews, and that the baggage
inherited from it will still be carried
long after the last survivors have died.
Second, that the events of the Shoah
will continue to exert a profound
influence on how European Jews relate
not just to their own countries but to
the greater Europe of which they are a
part.
Third, that the Jewish
communities of the twenty-first
century are as bitterly divided as ever,
on the whole poorly led, uureasonably
dominated by an outmoded, irrelevant
and uurepresentative orthodoxy, and
failing to find any means by which
greater coherence and purpose may be
brought into effect. Fourth, that,
barring
miracles,
the
Jewish
communities of many European
countries will continue to shrink,
through death, assimilation and a low
birth rate, and fifth, that as the decades
go by it is more than likely that Israel
and Diaspora Jewry will become ever
more estranged, the latter not just
disturbed and distressed by the actions
of successive Israeli governments but
turned off and away from Israelis who
epitomize for many cultured European
Jews everything that they despise.
You may not conclude c/eus cz7€d
E„rape feeling uplifted, or hopeful, or
energized. But you should feel
informed, educated and enlightened by
a fine piece of research that holds up a
mirror in which, with crystal clarity,
we may see ourselves as we truly are .
RABBI DR CHARLES H MIDDLEBURGH
is rabbi to the Jewish Celts Of Ireland and Wales,
Senior Lecturer in Rabbinics at Leo Baeck
College and a lecturer at the Irish School Of
Ecumenics, Trinity College Dublin. He is a
regular MA:NNA reviewer. His reviewee Nick
Lambert is a scion Of Bromley Reform
Synagogue and an exciting addition to the ranks
Of the British Jewish community's young
intellectuals.
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Rabbi William Wolff -Willy to his countless friends and admirers -was born in Berlin but wehi to school in this
country. For many years he was a Fleet Street journalist. But, at the age Of fifty-two, he gave up journalism f;or the
rabbinate and studied at the Leo Baeck College. After serving a rmmber Of British congregations with great
distinction, he went back to Germany to serve as the regional rabbi in North East Germany. For the last twenty-five
years he has been the Deputy Editor OfMAITNA, subbing every line Of every column and supplying all Of the
headlines -whether contributors like then or nol:. He has also contributed his perceptive and sometimes acerbic
Last Word. Urfortunately, he does not write enough but the Editor managed to persuade him to contribute the
following piece to our loo'h issue -as well as the Last Word.

WORDS/
WORDS/

WORDS JUST THREE
win during my five years at Leo
IIIAD
Baeck
MORE
College.
TITAN
TheONE
first was
LOTTERY
to have
found more than one friendship that has
stayed with me throughout the rabbinic
years since. And they will, I hope,
accompany me to Hoop Lane one day
except that they will remain firmly on
earth while I will be lowered below. A
second and eternally precious gain was
to have found a Talmud teacher whom
I was able to revere, as I still do his
memory. That was Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs. His instant and sovereign command of two vast bodies of literature,
the English and the rabbinic, still humble and dazzle me. He also gave me one
of the other necessities of my life. That
is an opinion with which I can passionately disagree.
That was his dismissive treatment of
Samson Raphael Hirsch. No British
Jew, especially none who swells its
progressive ranks, need worry for a
moment if that name rings no bells. He
was the patron rabbi of German
Jewry's modem orthodoxy before that
was wiped off the German and the
entire Jewish landscape by the Nazis.
Among his long forgotten qualities was
a compulsion to write - it still happens
to some rabbis of German Jewish
origin. Hirsch left behind a massive
corpus of essays and longer whtings on
bible topics and the nature of Judaism.
Louis Jacobs dismissed them all as a
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William Wolff
late and not hugely distinguished
expression of nineteenth century
German romanticism. I cannot quarrel
with that dismissal, the more so as I
know nothing of German or any other
romanticism - I did economics and
politics during my first bite at higher
education. With that dismissal Louis
Jacobs shut both his eyes to Hirsch's
one historic achievement. He coined a

phrase,justonethatgainedimmortality.
Because with that one phrase he gave
to German orthodoxy an ideology by
which it lived until its destruction with
the rest of European Jewry in the first
half of the last century. rorc7fe Jw
Derecfe E7~e/z, he called it. By those

four words which every modern
Orthodox Jewish child in Gemiany was
spoon fed with its first carrot puree,
Hirsch meant that every Jew could be a
fully participating member of German
society, go to university, write their
theses on the Roman-Dutch law of
contract or the mobility of metatarsal
bones, become doctors and lawyers and
university professors, or run businesses
if they had to, and still remain fully
practicing Jews. Still keep away from
their offices and practices or factories
from Friday afternoon till Monday
moming, still attend their cathedral

synagogues every Shabbat moming,
sleep away their Saturday aftemoons
while the kids were kept quiet by maids
in the nursery, and have separate
crockery and cutlery for milk and meat
in their kitchens. The whole of Central
and West European modem orthodoxy
had worked all this out for themselves
before Hirsch put his scratching pen to
his pad of paper. But they needed just
one phrase that bestowed immortality
on their way of life, and sealed it with
sanctity. Hirsch gave it to them, and
thereby he also gave them a lasting
pride in their way of life.
To us he leaves precisely this lesson
- that we need two or three or four

words, not more, that are more than a
slogan. They need to distil the way of
life that we have already worked out,
consciously or subconsciously. And by
distilling it, give fresh taste and above
all strength like the tinctures distilled
from medicinal herbs. Historians are
expert at this. But they do it for the past,
sometimes brilliantly as for the Age of
Enlightenment, sometimes miserably
as for the rich civilization of the early
and central middle ages, which they
wrongly dismissed as the Dark Ages.
But because of its punch and simplicity,
that label too has stuck. And we need it
now, as Hirsch realized that his contemporaries needed it in their life time.
Such a label may also bestow
immortality on our way of life.
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Whether it has done that already, our
grandchildren will know perhaps, we
certainly shall not. But it will give us,
here and now, fresh pride and strong
purpose, and they are the starting
blocks for our march into eternity.
A new way of life we already have
worked out for ourselves to fit this new,
secular era. It gives to each of us the
mixture we need of Jewish observance
and secular pursuits. Its huge advantage is its flexibility. It allows some of
us to be more observant, to eschew all
shopping and cooking on Shabbat, and
some less observant. But we all know
what the minima are. If we never
observe a Friday night at home, if we
never attend a Shabbat moming service, if Passover is a memory and Yom
Kippur a shrug of the shoulders, we
have crossed the bridge out of Judaism.
And though the way back is never
barred, it is rarely taken. Because habit
is more powerful than heritage, and
new habits are more difficult to change
than a tyre is to a mechanical idiot with
two left hands, like myself.
We already have a phrase to sum up
our stance. We call it a mixture of
tradition and modemity. On the credit
side is the fact that the phrase is
accurate. But how do we start
explaining what it means, either to
outsiders, or to our own adherents. It
takes for ever. And abovie all, it does
not sing. It leaves no ring in the ear,
meaning the ring that you hear rather
than the one that you wear. It lacks
punch, and it wants clarity. So it rallies
few converts to our cause from within
the Jewish community.
That is where we need to look for

the bulk of our new adherents, more
for their sakes than for ours. And we
desperately need to keep those
members we already have. For only we
can sustain Anglo-Jewry with a deeply
rooted theology twinned with a modem
ideology, only we can make it grow in
numbers and conviction. Unlike ultra
orthodoxy, we must rely on our
message rather than our birth rate. For
only we have a theology twinned with
an ideology that will enable the bulk of
Anglo-Jewry to remain Jewish through
this twenty-first century. We already
have the synagogues and the cultural
back-up, from Leo Baeck College to
the twenty-kid Sunday school in Little
Puddlecombe or thereabouts. And
from Eugene Borowitz to Tony
Bayfield, we have the thinkers and the
ideas - and in spite of himself, Louis
Jacobs was also one of them. All we
need is two, or three or four words to
sum it up with a clear ring and pressing
rallying tone I
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First, I am extremeiv sEaafEful that I
am no longer an oddia-.T. or. a± least,
no odder than any oiner rabbi. For
many years I felt that FThen I took
services some would come only to
gawk or watch me drag -dreir heavy
scroll or even, ostenfaficmsfr. faE:e out a

Jackie Tabick

Elizabeth Tilrvah Sarah

newspaperandrustleikepap_gesloudly.
Now, thanks to m}- collea=qHes, I am
just one of a croTrd and iE is almost
unthinkable within the Pro_sHessive
movements that an3-one would question our authenticity. Research in 1994
byschmoolandMillerfotmdthatmore

Research in 1994 by

Schmoal and Miller

WOMEN
IN THE

PROGRESSIVE
RABBINATE
One of the most important, if not the
most important, developments in the
progressive Jewish world over the
last twenty-f irve years has been the
progress made by women and by
women rabbis in particular. But it is
not a story Of either complete or
unqualif ted progress. The Editor
remains acutely embarrassed by the
preponderance Of men over women
as contributors to MANNA. - even
in this 100'h edition. Three women

rabbis who have made significant
contributions over the years are
Jackie Tlabick, Julia Neuberger and
Elizabeth TiJevah Sarah.

W.E HAVE CHANGED
JEWISH LIFE

Jackie Tabick
se77?i.c¢cz¢, a j oumalist asked me

write an article
on the life of
THE to DAY
I RECEIVED

a woman rabbi. `Ask me in twenty-flve
years time,' I replied, `and I may have
an answer!' So, thirty-two years on,
here is an attempt at an answer.
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f;ound that mc;re
than 90 per celtf Of
non-Ortho dox +F omen
accepted the vahae
and legitimacy Of

women rabbis.
than 90 per cent of nan-Orthodox
women accepted the value and legitimacyofwomenrabbis.Thisaccaptance
has resulted in a certain lessening in
the tension surrounding the job. I no
longer feel that I bate to prove myself
continuously. I can rela:x3 jllst a little,
andmaybeevenaeeapt`drat1cannotdo
every aspect ofthejob 120 per cent.
But... there are still questions. I was
alertedtotheircontemporarylelevance
by the editorial decision to head a
fascinating article ty Dow Marmur on
Israeli Reform in the 2008 Spring issue
of A44AV4 `Do women drive out the
men?' So I feel the basic questions
remain:
• Are women ral>bis qualitatively

different from the male variety?
• If we are, is that difference good or
bad for the Jews?
• Or for the rabbinate?
All my colleagues have their own
talents and idiosyncrasies, but I believe
we have changed Jewish life in certain
areas.

We have provided role models for
the young women in our communities.
They may not all want to become
rabbis, but more and more celebrate
their bat mitzvah and serve as leaders
within the congregations, providing a
vital element in the volunteer force
needed and offering great skills and
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leadership qualities.
We have also broken the stereo-

typical picture of what was a
male-orientated role prevalent till the
1970s. We do not have those wonderful traditional rebbetzins to help us
with pastoral and educational duties
and provide generous hospitality. We
often have to see to the ways of our
own households while still canying out
rabbinic duties on festivals and
S¢czbbczfo/. This has prompted a change
in the way that the rabbinate as a whole
now approaches its role, with a
healthier and more holistic attitude.
We have also been at the forefront
of job-sharing experiments and
combining the rabbinate with other
roles as full time jobs have often been
hard to secure.
For unfortunately, there are still
inequities around. I salute Rabbi

Alexandra Wright for breaking through
the glass ceiling at the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue but other ceilings remain.
Women rabbis often still find
themselves last in the queue to obtain
the larger pulpits or the full time jobs.
And some argue that our presence in
the rabbinate has lowered rabbinic
status and earning capacity.
When I received se77€z.chcrfe, I assumed

that sexism was not institutional in
Reform Judaism, but that all colleagues
would be judged on their individual
talents and skills. I used to say that I
was not a `woman rabbi' but a rabbi
who is also very happily a woman, a
wife and motber. I learnt that this
indeed was and is still a naive approach
but I am just so glad and feel so

privileged that I was of the generation
that was allowed to serve God and the
community in this challenging and
fulfilling role I
RABBI JACKIE TABICK, Brz./oz.#'s #rs/
woman rabbi now serves the North West Surrey
Synagogue.

RADICALS IN
SHEEP'S CLOTHING

Julia Neuberger
South London for six years, had two

IN 1983
children
I HAD
and was
BEEN
beginning
A RABBI
my first
AT
sabbatical. It all seems a long time ago.
But things have changed dramatically.
First of all, women were rare as rabbis

then and rare as synagogue leaders and that has changed. Most of our
congregations have women in senior
leadership positions, so that women
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wardens, chairmen, editors, rabbis,
chairs of rabbinic assemblies and
conferences, and even women leaders
of cross community activities are now
commonplace. It did not feel like that
in 1983, despite the fact that we were
no longer one or two but six or eight.
Second, the discourse was different.
I am now a rarity in using the term
chairman for a woman - I simply
cannot bear being called a piece of
furniture and do not object to the temi
Madam Chairman. Gender neutral

I am now a rarity in
using the term
chairman for a
woman - I simply
cannot bear being
called a piece Of

fiurhiture and do not
object to the term
Madam Chairman.
language in the liturgy is commonplace
and sensitivities to `male speak' are
widespread amongst men and women.
When I use the traditional translation
of the priestly benediction in the
masculine form referring to the divine,
I know I am now an outlier, and I do it
for taste reasons, and no other. We
women are everywhere, as senior,
junior and in between rabbis, leaders,
enablers, teachers, and public faces of
Judaism. So in most ways I am content.
But not wholly so.
I still think women rabbis are
broadly - impressionistically - paid
less than men, and that is both because
there is discrimination in our
synagogues as elsewhere in life, and
because our women do not demand
more. I still think people regard
themselves as `brave' appointing
women when they should think of

themselves as ordinary - and that
means they often ask too much of us.
And I still think that the conventional
picture of a male rabbi plus, ideally
non-working, wife and children is a
norm to which too many congregations

the sbeer joy of women as rabbis and
lay leaders. Nor would we have seen
the need for Jewish Women's Aid nor
for the kind of family support agencies
such as Norwood provide as routine.
We would not have thought we would
live as long as we do, nor that we might
have to think differently about our care
of the very old. The social changes
have been immense in that time, and
the position of women in our
synagogues is only one small part of
them. For we do live in a different
world now. Though it is not perfect,
the position and status of women has
come along leaps and bounds. And if
you do not believe me, look at how
slow the Church of England has been
in comparison, and see us for what we
are -radicals in sheep's clothing - in
bringing forward a major social change
with relatively little outcry, objection,
or, indeed, fear or anger. Long may we
women flourish and continue to grow,
serve, and enjoy our role in nonorthodox Judaism across the board.
But that is not enough. I had hoped
that the very broadening of leadership
would attract more people into our
synagogues. To some extent it has, but
so many Jews, young, old, and in
between, still find nothing in religious
practice, still dislike synagogue, and
still describe themselves as cultural
Jews, that it should give us pause for
thought. If people find nothing for
themselves in our religious practices
and beliefs, that is either a failure of
leadership by all of us, or a change in
the psyche of the times, or a
combination of the two. So even
though women leaders have become
the norm, it has not effected the great
change of enthusiasm I was hoping to
see back in the 1980s. We may need to
think differently now - not who our

leaders are but what we provide - even
to begin to deal with that. Though there
is reason for quiet celebration of the
last twenty flve years, there remains a

huge amount of unflnished business .
RABBI BARONESS NEUBERGER, DBE z`s
President Of Liberal Judaism and a Liberal
Democrat Peer.

HUGE IMPACT

Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah

aspire.

That having been said, I do not think
I could have future gazed in 1983 and
foreseen the dramatic change, the
talent, the idealism, the acceptance and

1983 when A44IVIV4 was first

8ACKpublished,
IN THE AUTUMN
OF
the
British
Progressive Rabbinate included just
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four women: Rabbis Jacqueline Tabick
(1975),JuliaNeuberger(1977),Barbara
Borts ( 1981 ) and sybil sheridan ( 1981 ).

It was in the autumn of '83 that I
decided to become actively engaged in
Jewish communal life, and enrolled in
a Beginner's Hebrew class taught by
Rabbi Rodney Mariner at Liberal
Judaism's Montagu Centre. Then,
around November time, I met Rabbi
Barbara Borts. As a radical feminist,
who had spent the past six years of my
life since graduating from the London
School of Economics, involved in the
development of Women's Studies,
lesbian feminist activism - and, more
recently, Jewish lesbian feminism meeting this feminist rabbi made me
realize that it was possible, not only to
aspire to find a place to be a feminist
and a lesbian within the progressive
Jewish community, but also to become
a rabbi. So, in October 1984, exactly a

year after I started leaming the 4/ep%Bez.Z, I embarked on the rabbinic

programme at Leo Baeck College.
A snippet of my personal rabbinic
story: I offer it as a means for reflecting
just how far Progressive Judaism in
Britain has come in the past twentyfive years: Rabbi Sheila Shulman and I
became the ninth and tenth women
rabbis in Britain when we were
ordained in 1989. Today almost half
the Progressive Rabbinate in Britain is
female.
Along the way there have been some
significant developments. In 1987, the
RSGB Working Party chained by Rabbi
Barbara Borts - which included, Dee
Eimer, Dorothea Magonet, Karen
Goldman and myself - published
Wo772c777 c77zc7 ro//j./,

a booklet that

combined personal testimony with a
study of the sources.
In 1991 at the inspired instigation of
the Hebrew Union College-trained
Rabbi Marcia Plumb, the women
rabbis established the Half-Empty
Bookcase
Progressive
Jewish
Women's Study Network, to highlight
the fact that until women's voices were
included, the bookcase of Judaism was
only half-full. The Half-Empty
Bookcase initiative included annual
conferences, encompassing a range of
themes, as well as a new liturgy for the
celebration of Rosh Chodesh, the New
Moon, and study materials reflecting
women's perspectives. Since the early
1990s, the bookcase has been filling up
rapidly across the Jewish world, with
works by women covering every field
of Jewish scholarship - see for
example, fJec7r 02/r yoz.ce edited by
Sybil Sheridan, SCM Press, 1993.

Apat from our pioneering work in
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the area of teaching and study, women
rabbis have created new life cycle
ceremonies and rituals, embracing all
the different dimensions of experience
from birth to death, as well as rituals
and guides for infertility and pregnancy
a;nd toss - see Taking Up the Timbrel
edited by Sybil Sheridan and Sylvia
Rothschild, SCM Press, 2000. Women
rabbis have also engaged in the
consciousness-raising work needed to
move Progressive Judaism in the
direction of gender-inclusive liturgy reflected in Liberal Judaism's prayer
boords, Siddur Lev Chadash (\99S) a;rid
Machzor RIAach Chadashah (2.005),
and Reform Judaism's, Pz./grz.777
FeszJ.vcr/I machzor (1995), and its

forthcoming siddur (2008)

I have lost count Of
the number Of ti,mes a

male congregant has
said to me something
like, `1 couldn't tell a
male rabbi that. . . '

In addition to these concrete
outcomes, women rabbis have also
brought new approaches to the way we
cany out our rabbinic role. On the
whole, women rabbis tend to lead by
empowering, enabling and facilitating
people, preferring to work together
with others as a team, to encourage
individuals on their journeys, and to
foster collective decision-making by
consensus. Old fashioned gender
socialization has succeeded in making
women rabbis better listeners than their
male counterparts and better at
nurturing the abilities of congregants
and those they work with, and
enabling them to develop and realize
their potential. The contemporary

phenomenon of women who have not
previously engaged in study or taken
an active part in religious services,
embarking on adult access leaming
programmes geared to their needs and
subsequently celebrating their bat
mitzvah, or bat Torah, is in large part
due to the support of their female
rabbis. For men, on the other hand, a
woman rabbi may be simply more
approachable. I have lost count of the
number of times a male congregant has

said to me something like, `1 couldn't
tell a male rabbi that. . . '
There is no doubt that women rabbis

have had a huge impact on the
Progressive movements in Britain. But
that said, at least half the congregations
have had no experience of women's
rabbinic leadership, and there are still
congregations that will not employ a
woman rabbi or that give preference to
male rabbinic candidates - especially
young male rabbis - over female
rabbinic candidates, when it comes to
employment. Of the thirty women
rabbis in Britain today, only one is in a
senior rabbinic role. Rabbi Alexandra
Wright, Senior Rabbi of the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue. Half work parttime and/or free-lance, and three of the
full-timers are working as `Associate'
rabbis in large congregations, which
employ more than one rabbi. Those
women rabbis who are in solo pulpits
are responsible, in the main, for small
congregations - in some cases, very
small ones. There is only one example
today of a woman rabbi duo, working
as equal partners, with different
responsibilities, in a medium-sized
congregation, Rabbis Sylvia Rothschild
and Sybil Sheridan at Wimbledon
Reform Synagogue.
When we move from the micro to
the macro level, it is clear that some
progress has been made. A handful of
women rabbis have led both
progressive rabbinic bodies - and,
currently the Liberal Rabbinic
conference is co-chained by two women,
Rabbis Rachel Benjamin and Margaret

Jacobi - and now a woman rabbi,
Shoshana Boyd Gelfand, holds the post
of Executive Director of the Movement
for Refoml Judaism, although Rabbi
Tony Bay field occupies the senior
position as Head of the Movement.
Meanwhile, the Leo Baeck College,
operates a non-discrimination policy
as far as admissions is concerned, and
employs a number of women rabbis to
teach courses on a part-time hourly feepaid basis, but none of the -admittedly
few - salaried posts associated with
rabbinic training, are currently
occupied by women rabbis, and the
key posts of Principal and VicePrincipal are held by male rabbis.
Women rabbis have achieved a great
deal during the past twenty-five years,
and Progressive Judaism has benefited
hugely from our contributions at all
levels. But there is still some way to go
before the new rabbinic leadership we
offer is embraced by all I
RABBI ELIZABETH TIKVAH SARAH j.s
rabbi Of Brighton
Synagogue.
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SOCIAL ACTION TO STOP CANCER
T IS MARGINALLY DIVERTING
to find oneself described, in a
national newspaper, as a health
Nazi. When it happened,last November,
I commented to a friend that I thought
Joseph Mengele was a health Nazi.
What did I do to find myself in such
company?Myfriendtoldmenottotake
it seriously. It was just a turn of phrase.
The writer did not mean that I made
lampshades out of human flesh. Just
that I was a health fascist. Somehow
that was not terribly reassuring. Especially when my pronouncements were

I

Michael Marmot
than 200 scientists were involved in
the five year process of assembling the

400 page report, and UNICEF and the
World Health Organization were
among the observers - hardly A4ez.72

Kampf.

We reported that people who were
overweight had a higher risk of cancer.
It was therefore important to be as lean
as possible within the normal body
described, by the journalist, as `so
weight range.
grotesque and increasingly irresponsiWe reported that processed meat
ble'. Although being savaged by the
increased risk of cancer and should be
Dc7z./y A4lczj./ may be a badge of minor
avoided if people wished to reduce
distinction.
their risk. And red meat consumption
Another national newspaper fulmiabove 500g a week increased the risk
nated that I was leading: `An unholy
of cancer.
alliance of puritans, health fascists and
As a way of framing our conclunanny-state control freaks.' I was quite
sions we made recommendations:
impressed at the number of clich5s the
recommendations, not commandj ournalist could cram into one sentence
- it is so much easier than thinking.
ments. It is a little difficult to see how
civilization as we know it would come
Should one have expected better of 77ze
to an end if people heeded our recomre/egrczpfo? For good measure, the
mendations. It is even more difficult to
Express chimed in with `Fat Lies of the
see how these scientific conclusions,
Food Fascists'. One or two of the tabreached after such a painstaking proc1oid headlines were good, however:
`Save our bacon' and `Careless Pork
ess, could be labelled as `fat lies of the
food fascists'.
costs lives'.
I had been there before a dozen years
What led to so much foaming at the
mouth of the right wing press? Who
previously: that time about dietary
were my gang of fascistic liars that a
prevention of heart disease. Then the
sober reflections of my committee of
perceptive press uncovered?
scientists and professors were described
Our camouflage was good. I had
as `the food Leninists' latest onslaught
chained a panel convened by the World
. . . The nanny state is going to tell you
Cancer Research Fund to review the
what to eat for breakfast lunch and
evidence on diet, nutrition, physical
dinner. ' I do wish commentators would
activity and cancer. The panel consisted
of more than twenty internationally
get their insults straight. Leninist or
Nazi? I take it as important to be
acclaimed scientists. Fiendishly clever
slured in the right way.
us fascists: covering our tracks by
But how can sober scientific concluhaving day jobs as professors in the
UK, US, Japan, China, India, Chile, sions generate such hostility? Drawing
conclusions on the basis of a careful
Mexico, Africa, New Zealand and
review and debate of 7,000 scientific
Australia. The strength of our report
was that the recommendations were
papers is `lying'? Spending five years
in careful formulation of meticulously
based not on one study but 7,000. More
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worded recommendations that were
subject to, seemingly, endless debate
is `increasingly irresponsible'? And
reporting that people could, if they
followed our advice, reduce their risk
of cancer is `fascist'?
The clue is in the fact that it was
only the right wing press who thought
we were lying fascists. Acceptance of
our scientific conclusions, that there
were steps that could be taken that
might reduce the risk of cancer led, in
the fevered imaginations of these
commentators, only one way: to the
nanny state or worse. But there is a
serious debate to be had: whose
responsibility is it to prevent disease
and promote health? To the extent that
one could discern reasoned argument
beneath the hyperbole ofthejoumalists
it was probably something along the
lines of: if people want to make
themselves sick by their freely chosen
behaviours that is nobody's business
but their own.
But why liars? There is an intellectual sloppiness at work here. If our
scientific conclusions are incorrect the
writer does not have to face the difficult question of what to do about it.
Easier to label us as liars than to
grapple with the question of whose
responsibility it is to prevent disease where should the balance of responsibilities lie between the individual and
the community? When I first started
doing research on these issues I noted a
division even among scientists in their
view of the evidence on diet and
disease. Rather than views of the
scientific evidence determining scientists' willingness to take action to
improve the public health, it was the
reverse. Scientists who were inclined
to want to take public health action
found the evidence more convincing
than those who were philosophically
disinclined to action.
Forget the lies. They only cloud the
issue. Let us assume, as the evidence
shows overwhelmingly, that increased
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body weight does increase risk of
cancer. What should we do? The answer
from the `right' is that `we' should do
nothing. It is up to the fully informed
individual actor, in possession of all
the information, to make his or her
individual choice. If they choose to be
fat it should be no concern of anyone
else.

Rational choice theory, one of the
themes df nco-classical economics, is
a well-articulated version of this
individual sovereignty -otherwise
known as the Chicago school. At a
meeting last year one of the Chicago
rational choice theorists was asked,

rather unkindly I thought, why he was
obese. His response: because I choose
to be. I have to say, I doubt it. It is most

unlikely that he gets up in the moming
and says I think I shall spend the day
making myself fat. Even if it were the
case, how then does he account for the
prevalence of obesity rising in the USA
and elsewhere? And why are more
Americans obese than Frenchmen?
Telling me that it is because increasing
numbers of Americans choose to be
obese has no explanatory power at all.
It simply shifts the question: Why are
more Americans choosing to be obese?
The answer is both simple and
complex. It is simple because more
Americans, and British, are consuming
more calories in their food than they
expend with their physical activity.
The positive energy balance makes
them put on weight. It is that simple.
Complex is why it is happening. It
relates to the design of cities and our

pressured lifestyles which discourage
physical activity, and to the nature of
the food available to us to consume.
Let us return then to the debate:
whose responsibility is health? A
dispassionate view of the evidence
would surely acknowledge that the rise
in obesity was the result of more than
individual choice - it was due to
changed circumstances. Why then
assume that any attempt to change
circumstances is fascism - it must be
left to the individual actor to change
things for himself. Social action caused
the problem but it is illegitimate to
take social action to solve it? I find that
odd.

Underneath this position is the
rational choice theorists' belief in the
market to solve any problems. In their
view the philosophical justification for
the market is the sovereign actor
maximising his own utility. He knows
what is best for himself. Chicago man
would establish markets for pretty
much everything he could. He has
argued for a market in bodily organs. If
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someone in a shanty town in Brazil
wants to sell a kidney for $200, what's
wrong with that? The donor is better
off by $200 and the recipient has
prolonged his life. Everyone benefits.
Long live the market. If you start
talking morals to them they assume

you are a nanny state control freak who
thinks he knows what is best for
everyone. But what, you ask, if the
kidney donor's health suffers and his

only slightly. Only the most extreme
rational choice theorist - they do exist
- would argue for no role for organized

society. Those of us who argue for the
responsibility of society to take action
to prevent people being robbed of their
kidneys for a pittance, or to create the
conditions for better health, do not
want to take away individual freedom
and responsibility for one's own
actions.

Is there a Jewish ethical position on
these issues? I suspect there is. As is

The sober reflections
Of nay committee Of
scientists cund

professors were
described as `the food
Leninists ' latest
onslaught . . . The namy
state is going to tell you
what to eat f;or
breakfast lunch and
dimer.' I do wish
corrmentators would

get their insults
straight. Leninist or
Nazi? I take it as

inportant to be slurred
in the right way.
life is shortened as a result of losing a
kidney? It was his choice, they counter.
No one made him do it. Perhaps not,
but he was not poor of his own
choosing. Sbould we not take that into
account? Cure his poverty and he
would not sell his kidney for $200. The
transaction only works to `everyone's
benefit' if the donor is so poor that he
will sell a chance of better health for
$200.

Cure his poverty? There you go
again, you control freaks are always
the same. You think you can go round
telling people what is good for them
and making things right. The fact is, so
the argument runs, people are poor
because they have corrupt incompetent
governments. Have a democracy with
a proper functioning market and people
will not be poor. They will then be free
to become obese and get cancer.
I am caricaturing these arguments

frequently pointed out, the Hebrew
word `tzedakah' means: justice, righteousness and charity. The tithe, giving

part of your produce for the poor, the
widow and the stranger, is an obligation. Justice implies taking social
action to right wrongs in society. The

Jubilee - forgiving debts, restoring
property to its previous owner, and
releasing slaves - is action, regulated
and required by society, to deal with
others' misfortunes and to correct
injustices. Maimonides - nanny philosopher? -says: `A person is forbidden
to do anything which will harm his or
her own body'.
The challenge is to work out the
appropriate balance between individual
agency and social action. The
outpouring that greeted the Diet Cancer
Report in which I was involved was
simply muddled thinking and quite
unhelpful. In fact, what we were doing
was giving individuals the infomiation
to enable them to make their own
decisions. If I were being critical of the
process that I chaired it would be that
we behaved too much as if we were
free market ideologues. We simply
conveyed information so that
individual actors could make up their
own minds. The right-wing hyenas
rightly suspected that the next step in
the debate might very well be a
decision that social action is warranted.
I am in no doubt at all that social
action is warranted in the case of diet
and cancer as it is in the case of the
world's poor. If I needed further
support I would say that I had a Jewish
ethical argument behind me. The right
place to have the debate is over the
type of action and how to achieve
social action that preserves the sanctity

of the individual .
MICHAEL MARMOT I.a Pro/essor o/
Epidemiology and Public Health and Director
Of the International Institute of Society and
Health at University College, London. He is the
country's leading authority on the consequences
Of the allocation Of health care resources. A
member Of the North Western Ref orln Synagogue,
Alyth Gardens, he is a Trustee Of ResponsAbility
and has contributed a number Of outstanding
ar/z.c/es /a MANNA.
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Q.. What is your childhood background
and do you know about generations
preceding your parents? I seem to

remenber,whenwewereatPrimary
School together, a little drapery shop
r.un by your grandmother'.
A: I was born in Abingdon where my
mother was evacuated during the
war. My father was a fireman based
in London during the worst period
of the blitz. We returned to London
a little prematurely and remained
during some very heavy bombing.
We lived in Oldhill Street in Clapton.
My family lived in a house above
my grandmother Sarah Brenner's
Drapery Shop. The street was
primarily a Jewish shopping area
with nearly all the shops closing
early on Friday and open for
business on Sunday. Most of the
customers were Jewish and my
grandmotherconductedherbusiness
in Yiddish. Her stock book and
accounts were also written in
Yiddish. The entire neighbourhood
was Jewish and I can remember as a

BARRY HYMAN TALKS TO

MEl=VYl\l CARLOWE OBE
FORMER HEAD OF JEWISH CARE

young child some of the fights with
local gentiles just prior to the
establishment of the State of Israel.
I suspect that neither side really
understood the issues but reflected
the attitudes and prejudices they
picked up in their homes.
Q.. Any siblings?
A: I have an older sister and brother.
Q.. What are your memories Of Tyssen
Primary School? Mine are very
strong. I seem to recall that virtually
every pupil was Jewish.
A: I lived about twenty-five yards from
the school. The teachers often

popped into the shop. The school
was being built just before the

outbreak of war on land that had a
lot of fruit trees so I can vividly
recall `scrumping' on the site with
other kids even before going to the
school. I found the school a friendly
and supportive environment. The
staff also showed a great deal of
sensitivity to the needs of the mainly
Jewish school roll. The timetable
was geared to accommodate Shabbat
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and all the )/omzoi;I.ro.

Q.. After the 11 Plus, we still saw each
other__in the shul choir - do you
recall singing? And can you still?
A: My family belonged to the New
Synagogue in Egerton Road. It was
the last of the `cathedral' type sfe#/s
created by the main 4efez.//c7¢s that

formed the United Synagogue. I

joined the choir when I was about
ten and earned 6p per month and 2/
6p for weddings. I used to sing in
school but by modem day standards
I do not think either the choir or my
contribution would go very far! I
regret that I can only sing in the
shower, preferably when no one is
within earshot.

Q..What was your passage through
teenage and University education
like? Like most North London boys
you went to Grocers. What did you
major in there and what f;ollowed?
University?
A: I went to Hackney Downs Grammar
School - Grocers - and the pupils
were also mainly Jewish. It was very
academically orientated and at first
I did not enjoy the atmosphere. But
it did influence my political and
social conscience which has
remained with me to this day. I also
continued to meet and work with

manyexGrocerboysthroughoutmy
career. Indeed two of my chairmen
at Jewish-Care, David Lewis and
Lord [Michael] Levy, were both ex
Grocer boys. So the school has a lot
to answer for! My A Levels were
Political History, Economics and
British Constitution. To my

amazement and even more that of
the Head I passed at A Level that
enabledmetogotoUniversity.Iwas
thefirstpersoninmyfamilytoenjoy
the opportunity and privilege of
going to University. I read Politics,
Economics and Sociology at
Birmingham from 1960-1963. I

enjoyed my time there and, as
secretary of the University Socialist
Society, met most of the major
Labour politicians of the time. I was
also suspended from the Students

Union forthree months for
organising a demonstration that
forced the leaders of three main
fascist parties to abandon their talk
to the University's Committee
against Racial Discrimination.

Q.. Wh?n and where did you and your
wife meet? Where were you
married?
A: I met my wife at an inaugural CND
meeting in the Holy Trinity Church
in Dalston. I was still at Grocers and
she was at Skinners School in
Stamford Hill. It was not j.ust her

politics that attracted me! This year
we will celebrate our 45th wedding
anniversary. We were married in the
New Synagogue. Initially she was a

primary school teacher but later on
retrained and became a child care
social worker.
Q..Awordaboutyourchildrenandtheir
choices of profession?
A: I have two daughters. The elder,
Michaela, became a social worker.
She has a senior position in a local
authority and is still concerned with
social and educational requirements.
Jo, my younger daughter, is a
freelance journalist . Her features
and articles have appeared in many
national and specialistjoumals. She
tries to maintain her work while
bringing up two energetic children
aged five and three.

Q:Did you find yourself drawn to
community work immediately
you started work?
A: My first job was teaching in a very
deprived school in Hockley,
Birmingham. Although I had come
from Hackney, the level of poverty
and poor housing shocked me.
Followingmymarriage1returnedto
London and at first applied for
teaching posts in and around
London. I must admit that I was not
a natural teacher and felt that I
should use my graduate skills to
better effect.
Q..When and how did you come to
Jewish Care and what was it called,
and like, then?
A: Back in London I bumped in to an

old friend from Grocers school. He
told me that he was working as a
welfare officer at the Jewish Welfare
Board [JWB.] He painted an interesting picture of the work and I
decided to make some enquiries
about possible openings. I must
admit that JWB had a Dickensian
reputation in its original guise as The
Board of Guardians For The Relief
of The Jewish Poor [JBG.] It had
been created by the Jewish establishment to bring about some order in
the way welfare grants and relief
were dispensed to the deserving
poor. It also tried to encourage the
repatriation of foreign Jews.
Q..Wfaat was you path to the position
Of Chief Executive?
A: I started work as a junior welfare
officer in 1964. After 2 years I was
asked to become the acting head of
the Welfare Department while the
incumbent was off sick. He never
returned and I applied for the post
and was delighted when I was

appointed. I immediately went about
changing some of the archaic
structure and titles that still smacked
of the JBG era. Welfare Officers
became social workers and had to
have a relevant qualification. The
various committees were also
reconstituted to draw in talented
volunteers and expertise from across
the community. I might add that until
then most of the organisations
trustees were from the West London
and Liberal Jewish Synagogues and
their attitude was anything but
liberal vis-a-vis the clientele who
sought help from JWB. Eventually
a new Board was created and a chief
executive replaced the long serving
secretary. His task was to modemise
JWB and bring it truly to the 20th
century. The new `boss' had spent
all his professional career in the
statutory sector and I think he found
the ever keen interest of his trustees
just too daunting. After just two
years he decided to go back to his
familiar milieu. The post was

continued on next page
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I wehi to Hackney Dawns Grammar School - Grocers - and the
pupils were also mainly Jewish. It was very acadendcafty
orientated and at first I did not enjoy the atmosphere.
But it did infouence my political and social conscience
which has remc[ined with me to this day.
advertised and many applicants
applied including yours truly. I was
appointed as the CEO in 1972 and
was fortunate to be asked to head the
new Jewish Care when it opened for
business in January 1990.
Q;You presided over its major

expansion, absorbing many smaller
Jewish charities. Was that dif f llcult?
A: It was self evident from 1970s
onwards that, as the Jewish
community became more elderly,
the case for more rationalisation was
essential. Too many Jewish charities
were chasing the same dwindling
number of supporters for work that
was being duplicated or even worse
no longer relevant to the needs of
the Jewish community. Fortunately
there were like minded people at
both lay and professional level who
agreed that changes were urgently
required. It took about fifteen years
to create trust and the acceptance
that a new stmcture was required.
There had been no record of
voluntary organisations agreeing to
merge in either the UK or the US.
JWB and the Jewish Blind Society
were already cooperating in many
ways and to my delight the JBS

chaiman David Lewis championed
the creation of Jewish Care
alongside my chairman Jeffrey
Greenwood. To ensure that neither
party would be seen as the dominant
body they agreed that each
would serve as chairman of the new
agency forjust one year. Jewish Care
was only six months old when it
received overtures from other
charities asking if they, too, could
join. This was unprecedented. But
it was felt that, if their contribution
would strengthen Jewish Care, every
effort was to be made to facilitate
their merger. By 2000 eleven
organisations had become part of the
family of Jewish Care. It fell to me
and my team to find ways to absorb
their volunteers, staff, trustees and
supporters while at the same time
reducing overlap and duplication. I
was not always the most popular
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person on the street. I am proud that
the community had the strength and
vision to develop a genuinely new
body to tackle the wide and diverse
demands from our community. Not
only did it throw up even more
unmet needs but it also revealed, and
gave opportunities to, so many
wonderful volunteers and trustees
who donated their money and very
many skills that would cost the earth
if Jewish Care had to pay for their
time. Traditionally fund raising was
not one of the domestic agencies
strong points. This was very much
the arena dominated by UJIA.
Michael [now Lord] Levyjoined
the new board of Jewish Care and
transformed the whole way in which
social care organisations should go
about `selling' themselves in a clear
and rational way. He enabled the
new agency to weather some very
trying times and fortunately he still
continues to bolster the agency in his
capacity as President.
Q..Was there ever a father figure or
special mentor in your career?
A: There were different people at
different times. The individuals that
gave me most support were Lionel
Leighton who was my first chairman
at JWB. Ellis Birk was involved in
so many capacities during the course
of my career. Then there was the late
Stuart Young, who became Chairman
of the BBC; David Lewis, who was
Chairman of JBS, Michael Levy
who was Chairman and later
President of Jewish Care, and my
first Jewish Care President Lord
[David] Young. There were two
Rabbis that I could always turn to
for guidance and an honest appraisal
of matters causing me concern. The
late Chief Rabbi Lord Jakobovits
was a great source of help as was
the late Rabbi Hugo Gryn. Bearing
in mind that Jewish Care had to meet
the needs of such a broad
community, often in dispute, it was
a relief to have the wise and honest
counsel of these two great

Q..WhendidyoujoinsouthgateRofbrm

and does rdigivn play much of a
part in your life?
A: I joined SRDS I about twenty years
ago. I was brought up to respect
Jewish values of social justice and
acts of loving kindfless. I must say
that the most religious experiences
were mainly from witnessing the
acts of so many Tronderful people,
some of whom were volunteers, but
many were clients of the various
agencies I served, and whose
strength and courage in times of
great hardship were inspirational. I
suppose I can say that I derive my
beliefs from the actions and
examplesofsuchpeopleandnotjust
from being a member of this or that
kehillah.

Q..So in retirenent, I guess grandchildren f igure lclrgely?
A: Throughout my communal career I
startedmywol.kveryearlyintheday
and got home quite late. I really did
miss out on seeing my own
daughters grow and develop into
the two wonderful women that they
are today. Fortunately I have an
opportunity to help my wife Jackie
to care for ourtwo lovely
grandchildren-LucyandAlextwice
a week and to witness the miracle
of their growth and love.
Q..Any advice for the current
generation in regard to community
work?
A: I think the work has become much
moreprofessionalashavethevarious
lay leaders who give their time and
expertise. If you just want to do a
job without any real commitment
then don't apply for a post in the
community. But if you really want to
bring about change and innovation
then I think there is immense scope
still in Anglo Jewry I
BA\RR:y TIYIVIAII is Vice President Of Radlett
& Bushey Reform Synagogue and fiormer PR
Consultant to RSGB.

individuals.
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY
PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM:
CHOICES, MITHS AND FAILURES
Michael Marmur
WE:s::I.?mE::;eT::foNnTfie:r:1::;
evoked in these programmes has little
in common with any reality I know. I
have never spent a month dining on
cockroachesintheislandofMartinique,
nor have I ever been inebriated in the
Big Brother House, and I can now
reveal that I have never been seriously
considered as a contender for Israel's
Next Top Model.
If you have no idea what any of this
means, congratulations: you have
managed to avoid one of the most
pervasive and idiotic expressions of
popular culture in recent times. The
point about all these shows, whether
they are choosing ballroom dancers or
chefs, is that each week a choice is
made. The weakest link in the chain is
asked to leave the show, as millions
pay millions to cast their votes. Thus a
televised version of the Darwinist
theory is lived out in semi-reality.
Long before these examples ofbanal
choice had been born, we Europeans
had of course another lowlight in our
year - the Eurovision Song Contest.
For non-European readers, this amual

ritual may be difficult to explain - I
could try but you would probably not
believe me. Suffice it to say that each
year Europe decides if it prefers four
Norwegians dressed as Viking tap
dancers, or ajuggler from Luxembourg
who sings of love and lollipops. Then
we all make a choice, deciding who is
worthy of c7oe/ze poz.#/I and who will
receive zero.
Here, then, are examples of choice

taken from contemporary popular
culture. We choose who will be left
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standing at the end of the show, who
will be plucked out of a low mediocrity
and given the chance to experience a
higher mediocrity.
Progressive Judaism sometimes
likes to refer to itself as `the positive
choice'. I prefer to talk of it as a
positive choice, since the definite
article is a little too definite for my
liking. In any case, the choice we are
talking about here is emphatically not
the kind of choice encouraged by
Reality Television. I do not want to
present a picture of philosophies and
religious movements competing for
your vote - `Praying with the Stars' or
a `Jewrovision Contest'. This is not
how important life decisions are made,
and not the way ideas play out in
history and society. Instead I want to
address the myths and failures of
Progressive Judaism.

Myths
This may not sound like a promising
basis on which to present Progressive
Judaism. If it is all about myth and
failure, why get involved? I want to
suggest that- every major approach to
life has at its root a founding myth, a
Big Story we tell ourselves about
ourselves. Perhaps the most successful

and pervasive myth of all Jewish
history is the one promulgated by the
Pharisees, the implications and
reverberations of which are with us to
this day. Even if you have never heard
of the Pharisees, you know the story:
God reveals a twofold Torah, the
written and the oral, and in so doing
both Biblical tradition and Rabbinic

innovation are given a Divine
inprimatur. The rest, as they say, is
commentary.
I want to set out what I consider to
be five potent myths of modern
Judaism. Modernity is an elusive term,
but in broad strokes it can be characterized as a response to revolutionary
change in the spheres of science and
technology; in conceptions of society;
and in the role afforded to the individual. The clalm is that over the last
centuries the pace of change in these
three connected spheres has been so
great, that it represents a significant
rupture with the incremental change
which had come before.
Jews have had to find ways of
responding to modemity, as much as
everyone else - and perhaps even more
so. Why more than other nations and
faith groups? Not because Jews are
somehow innately superior to others those of us who live and work within
the Jewish world well know what a
difficult claim that would be to
maintain.Thereasonwhyourencounter
with modernity has been particularly
intense is connected to the political
situation and cultural mores ofthe Jews
in the Western world over the last few
centuries. I will spare you the history
lesson - but suffice it to say that if we
were looking for three individuals to
epitomize the revolutions above, we
might suggest Einstein, Marx and
Freud -each of them born Jewish. We
Jews have been some of the prime
beneficiaries, and of course primary
victims, of the modem project. As my
father, Dow Marmur, has written in his
Be)/o7zc7 S2£7nyz.vcr/, our encounter with

modemity can be compared to the
meeting of Jacob with the mysterious

angel at the Ford ofJabbok: he emerges
bruised and blessed from that
memorable struggle.
The five Big Stories I will present
suffer (equally, I hope) from the
necessary
scourges
of oversimplification and banality. Despite
these shortcomings, I hope they will
help map out some key Jewish
responses to the challenge ofmodemity.
Our flrst response is that of the
Haredi, the Ultra-Orthodox Jew.
Despite the rich variations of emphasis
and nuance, at root the line presented
is consistent: modernity and Judaism
are on a collision course. I.f you allow
the deep logic of the modem enterprise

to enter your world, it will eat away at
the core beliefs and practices of the
Jews. Within two or three generations,
so the argument goes, your descendants
will have abandoned their Jewish
commitments and given into the
blandishments of modernity. Therefore,
it must be kept at bay. That is the
reason behind the Haredi look - there
is nothing intrinsically Jewish about it,
apart from the fi.inges on the hair and
the clothing; rather it is a graphic way
of saying: let us stop the world before
modernity struck, when Jews were
Jews and goyim were elsewhere. The
walls of the ghetto were built high from
both sides. Sometimes the results could
be 'bloody, but at least traditional

structures of authority and meaning
could be preserved.
Haredim are not Luddites, nor are
they Amish. Ultra-Orthodox Jews do
not refuse to enjoy some of the benefits

of modemity - take a flight from Tel
Aviv to New York on a Thursday and
you will see what I mean. The point is
nottoeschewallthepotentialblessings
of technological advance, but rather to
keep the subversive messages of
modemity at bay. Some years ago I
had cause to reflect on this distinction
when our family was on vacation in
Amish country in the United States
during the week of Passover. Several
Ultra-Orthodox Jews were also on
vacation. Like us, they had come to
gawk at these refugees from Europe
with their weird ways and refusal to
use modem devices. One highlight
came as we overheard two UltraOrthodox girls, as one said to the other
how terrible it must be to live as an
Amish girl. It made me realise how
much we fantasize about and demonize
the Other, whoever that Other may be.
The Haredi Jew chooses Judaism
over modemity (at least in their own
consciousness). They look around at
the erosion of traditional societies and
they conclude that we have to resist the
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seductions of the modem enteaprise.
My second archetype, the Assimi1ationist, agrees with the logic of the
Ultra-Orthodox, but draws the opposite conclusion. True, he (or she) says,
you cannot be both Jewish and modem,
because the ancient tribal affiliations
and religious dogmas are at odds with
the core values of modemity. Better be
modem, and leave behind the baggage
of Jewish identity. Our ancestors had
little choice in the matter, but we can
accept the deal put on the table
famously by Le Conte de ClermontTonnerre, when he said: `We must
refuse everything to the Jews as a nation and accord everything to Jews as
individuals. ' There have been different
versions of this assimila.tionist urge some have sought salvation in socialism, others in an array of nationalisms.
The common thread is a rejection of
Judaism in favour of modemity.
The last three responses disagree
with the first two. They do not regard
the encounter between Judaism and
modemity as inpossible: ~father, each
of them is looking for some
compromise or dialogue between the
two. Third in our list is the Modern
Orthodox Jew, who agrees that the
sacred traditions of Judaism must be
preserved. But he (or she) asks: why is
it necessary to ignore modem advances
in the process? For a modem Orthodox
le;w, the shoga:us o£ Torah in Derekh
Eretz and Torah U-Madda s:urr\ up the
challenge: Torah with the Way of the
World, Torah with science and
enquiry.
For the Modern Orthodox Jew, there
is nothing stopping us rising in the
moming and praying according to the
dictates of traditional practice, and then
driving to our air-conditioned office at,
say, Intel, where we can be part of the
modem economy. If it was Intel policy
to force us to do something proscribed
by Jewish Law, that would represent a
crisis. But usually the institutions of
modemity are congenial to traditional
practice, so there is no necessary clash.
The key is to create two distinct
spheres, and to find a way of living in
both.
Our fourth Jew is a Nationalist.
Here, too, there are many different subspecies, most (although not all) in the
Zionist camp. The nationalist solution
to the riddle of modernity was
influenced profoundly by nineteenth
century European nationalisms: it

can thrive in the modem world like a
French person - through language,
culture, folklore, cuisine, literature,
politics, all of the accoutrements of

offers a different way of being a
modem Jew. Rather than tampering
with Jewish religious doctrine, the key
is to be found in the national
dimensions of Jewish identity. A Jew

question. Firstly, it is possible to regard these various non-Orthodox

na.tional identity. Different variations

of the theme have offered different
roles to religion. Some are vigorously
opposed,
whilst
others
are
accommodating. They all propose a recalibration of the equation of Jewish
identity, with a renewed emphasis on
peoplehood.
Our fifth Jew is the Progressive Jew.
Her (or his) approach is based on the

notion that the Jewish and modem
aspects of our lives are compatible, that
the two worlds can be opened up to
each other. That is why Progressive
Jews brought many modem disciplines
to their understanding of the sacred
texts of our people, and to our historical
traditions. The founders of progressive
Judaism were keen to allow a full
exposure of these two parts of our
identity one to the other.
I want to offer a metaphor for this
approach from Rabbinic literature. At
the end of the second chapter of the
Tractate jvec7crrz.77z in the Babylonian

Talmud, a list of children whose
behaviour will be affected by the
circumstances of their conception is
provided. I will not go through the
entire list of complex and troubling
examples. The last of them is what
interests me here - these are children
described as a '7eez. c7zczzzap7zcz, those

born to a woman with chutapah. This
woman does not wait for her husband
to initiate relations, but rather she
expresses her own interest. There then
ensues a fascinating Talmudic debate,
in which a quite opposite view is
offered: perhaps there are no other
children as gifted as those born to such
a woman.
We Progressive Jews are b'72ez.
cfecr/z#pfec7: our parents did not enter

unwillingly into their encounter with
modernity. Rather, they saw the
opportunity for a double blessing, and
they opened up each of their two
worlds one to the other. Ours is an
enthusiastic coupling, not some coy
tryst or furtive elopement.
How are we to differentiate between
the various expressions of progressive
Judaism - Reform, Liberal, Reconstructionist, Masorti, Jewish Renewal,
and even tha.t latest denomination: the
post-denominational Jew? I want to
suggest three ways of relating to this

expressions as being positioned closer

to one or other of the modem Jewish
alternatives. So the theology and soci-
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The f;ounding fathers Of Ref;arm tended to be less
tolerant in thdr world-view. They ivighi have
responded to the recat slogan Of Israeli Progressive
Judaism - `there is more than one way to be Jewish' ,
by agreeing. There is more than one way - there is
the way Of eulighiermehi and high ethi,cal
behaviour, and then there is the way Of
benighted obscurandst medievalism.
But we live in an age more likely to see our
brand Of J:udaism as a positive choice,
rather than the only possible one.
ology of Conservative Judaism is
closer to that of Modern Orthodoxy.
You night say it this way: look at the
fantasies of the various movements,
and there you will find the differences
between them. If Masorti and Conservative Jews dream of acceptance in
Modern Orthodoxy, more Liberal expressions have different dreams - such
as bringing disaffected and non-committed Jews into the Jewish fold.
A second approach is to view these
distinctions as a function of their
modem or post-modem approaches.
Modernists tend to be characterized by
an
essential
optimism
about
rationalism and progress, and they
ofteninvokeuniversaltruths.Thepostmodems are much less sure about the
blessings of modemity, even if they
regard the revolutionary change as
irrevocable. They know that there have
been great strides forward for science,
society and the individual, but they are
equally aware of the perils of nuclear
s elf-annihilation, ecological meltdown,
social breakdown and individual
alienation. They tend to show a greater
interest in specific customs and
traditional practices,. even if their
re;sonsfordoingsoaresharplydistinct
from their Orthodox countexparts. So
the Jewish Renewal trend in
contemporary Judaism is in my
typology a post-modem Progressive
Judaism, while Classical Reform is
staunchly modem. If anything much
separatesLiberalandRefomiinBritaim
apart from some local nuances and a
tiff about Halacha (and I am not sure
that anything much does or should
separate them), it may also be seen in
terms of this `modem versus postmodem' contrast.
My third response to the question of
how to differentiate the denominations
of Progressive Judaism is simply this:
it does not really matter. Why bother? I
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doubt that even in the near future these
distinctions will still pertain. In my
view, Progressive Judaisms are distinct
from secularism and orthodoxy
(although there are interesting
conversations to be held in each case),
but not so distinct from each other.
Progressive Judaism is this fifth

answer to the puzzle of modem Jewish
identity. It is predicated on the notion
suggested in another context by
Emmanuel Levinas that Judaism is a
religion for adults. It deals with
paradox and irony and incompleteness,
and it is more forgiving of these than
some of the parallel responses. Of
course, we pay a heavy price for this
balanced approach: passion is a rare
commodity, replaced by that which is
appropriate and sensible and possible.
It is difficult to inspire ourselves and
our children to Jewish commitment and
creativity when we are so busy being
sensible and appropriate.
• The founding fathers of Reform
tended to be less tolerant in their worldview. They might have responded to
the recent slogan of Israeli Progressive
Judaism - `there is more than one way
to be Jewish', by agreeing. There is
more than one way - there is the way
of enlightenment and high ethical
behaviour, and then there is the way of
benighted obscurantist medievalism.
But we live in an age more likely to see
our brand of Judaism as a positive
choice, rather than the only possible
One.

The Judaism I practice is one of
contrasting polarities and balanced
considerations. Ours is the half-full
cup, but this lack of absoluteness does
not mean that we are devoid of our
own kind of spiritual expression. The
Godinwhom1believe,theGod1tryto
serve is -to use an expression from the
mystical tradition - both present and
absent. My colleague Yehoyada Amir

has written an important book, and it is
due for publication in the coming
months. It offers an Israeli Reform
theology, in some ways the first of its
kind, and undoubtedly the most
significant. In that book Yoki (as he is
known)quotesaletterhereceivedfrom
the great scholar Akiva Emst Simon.
Simon quoted a poem that he himself
had written in his youth, and which
had stayed with hin throughout his
life. I quote here the original, and offer
a highly unsatisfactory translation:
Ich babe Gottes Stimme nie geh6rt,
Vielleicht ist sie's, die aus dem
Schlaf mich start.
Wach ich, verstummt sic; kaum ein
Echo blieb.

Den zog ich mach, wohin's mich
imer trieb.
I have never heard God's voice,
Perhaps it is He who disturbs my
sleep.

Yet when I wake, He is silent; only
an echo remains.
He pulls me wherever I am impelled
t0 8O.

Our myth is one which is self-aware;
we can see ourselves in the process of

making. I want to offer another
Rabbinic metaphor to describe this
Judaism of tension, this counterpoint
to myths of totality. According to one
tradition, the Tablets of the Law were
six handbreadths in length: at the
moment of Revelation, God held (if
such a thing could be said) two
handbreadths, and Moses held two,
with two separating them.
I do not believe that we are able to
hold God's hand. The best we can do is
to hold on to what God is holding at the
other end. This metaphor gives equal
significance to each of the three thirds:
that which bears God's fingelprints,
that which is in the human domain, and
that which lies between the t`ro - the
world in which we live. The Torah we
are given, the Judaism we are offered,
is a way of grabbing on to this Divine
Tug of War. It includes leaning,
activism, ritual. It is a Torah given and
received in tension.
Here is our Big Story: an open and
enthusiastic encounter between
Judaism and modemity; an awareness
of irony and incompleteness; an
aspiration to make a difference in the
world, to heal and make whole; a Torah
given and received in tension.

Failures
There are many great successes to
be celebrated. Hundreds of thousands,
if not more, would have been lost to
the Jewish world were it not for Progressive Judaism. Around the world

you can find some extraordinary
models of congregational strength and
growth, inclusive and inventive
addresses of meaning. There are cutting-edge educational approaches;
top-flight lay and clergy leadership;
liturgical innovations; breakthroughs
in inter-religious dialogue. The sheer
strength of our North American movement is an inspiration. We have
outstanding scholars. In my ovm area
of activity, in Israel, we have made
palpable leaps forward over the last
decades, and some heroic work has
been done.

Why, then, talk about failures? I
want to suggest that the sign of a truly
religious organization is its ability to
acknowledge its failures. Claims of
infallibility should be treated with
suspicion. So what do I regard as some
of our major failings?
We are too influenced by criticism
from outside. We often internalize the
myths of other movements and denominations, and as a consequence see
ourselves as inauthentic; comfortable
perhaps, but somehow fraudulent. If
Progressive Judaism is to be nothing
more than an ersatz Orthodoxy, then
what is it really good for? We are not
always true enough to our own story,
to the notion of being Zi '72ez. c¢cr/z#p%cr,

children of an open encounter between
Judaism and modemity. We do not
always affllm that our Torah is given
and received in tension.
Ironically, we Progressive Jews are
not always very good with change. We
protest that we want new blood, that
we are committed to the next
generation, but often we seem to act so
.as to ensure that real change cannot
take place. We often lack the courage
toseetheworldfromnewperspectives.
We have not yet begun to realize our
full potential. Take the example I know
best - Israel. Despite our many
advances, I want to .suggest that from
within and without, we have failed to
come to terms with the enormity of the
upheaval in Jewish life created by the
events of the twentieth.century. Some
Progressive Jews are still unable to
come to terms with the paradigm shift
represented by the Jewish return into
history; still unable to comprehend the
significance of the rebirth of Hebrew
as a living language; still unwilling to
face up to the uncomfortable realities
of power, preferring instead fairy
stories in which Israel is either Prince
Charming or the Big Bad Wolf.
Within Israel, we are still struggling
to work out how to crack the genetic
code of Israeli society, how to break in
to the binary system of Jewish identity
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which still pertains there in large
measure. When the great institutions
oflsraelisocietywerebeingestablished,
the voice of Progressive Judaism was
all but silent. We weren't in Israel
when these systems of government and
attitudes of mind were being set. Our
absence can be explaine.d both by
demography and by ideology: most
Israeli Jews come from lands without a
siinificant Progressive Judaism, so very
few came to Israel with this sensibility.
And the ideology of Classical Reform
was cold to Zionism, regarding the
whole enterprise as contradictory to the
true .spirit of progress.
So for one reason or another, we
were not in Israel when its founding
myths were being established. We are
now firing on many cylinders in our
attempt to become a relevant and
significant influence in Israel. I could
tell you of many of these
breakthroughs, and I am proud of them
all. But I also acknowledge that we are
yet to make a profound impact on what
I consider to be the most fateful,
fightening, enthralling and profound
encounter of the Jewish people with
modemity - namely, the State of Israel.
Now the question of whether we will
break into Israeli society should not be
understood as a question of product
placement for the Reform brand.
Instead, the challenge to bring
modernity and Judaism into meaningful
connection, not to allow a bifurcation
of the two and ultimately a rupture
between them - this challenge has
become an existential imperative in
Israel. By facing up to our failures in
Israel, we may yet lay the foundations
for the next phase of our development
there.
I have a critique of Progressive
Judaism as I encounter its various
manifestations around the globe. I want
to suggest that we are better at being
Right than True. We are right in the
sense that our arguments are plausible,
our values sound, our intentions honourable. But to be true means to step
beyond arguments which can be
defended in a debate, and to reach the
level of a praxis, a model of living in
the world which can engage and inspire
us and our children. Do we profess
Progressive Judaism or do we really
live it?
Please note: I am not suggesting that
we hold our version of Judaism to
criteria set by others. Trying to prove
that we are not Orthodox is a silly
exercise. Instead, we should judge
ourselves by our own best standards:
when is.our Judaism what my father
has called a Genuine Search, and when

is it only a nice argument?
Our failure is one of our greatest
successes. Only a movement ready to
face up to its own inadequacies can
change and grow. Only such a
movement is worthy to be called
religious in my understanding of that
term. It is in fact the myths and failures
ofprogressiveJudaismwhichmakeme
such an enthusiastic adherent.
In a wonderful short story ty the
Israeli author Maya Arad, the main
character is inspired by a sentence
quoted to him by his father to embark
on a career as a translator. The sentence
comes from Samuel Beckett's
J7orsfM/cr7id Ho./, and it deserves to be

quoted here:
Ever tried.
Ever failed.
No matter.
Try again.
Fail again.
Fail better.
Those of us who choose Progressive
Judaism, not as contestants in Reality
Television shows are chosen but as a

way of bringing Judaism and modernity into enthusiastic union, would do
well to adopt Maya Arad's image. We
are constantly engaged in acts of translation, and we are constantly getting it
wrong. We try to study and pray and
set limits and be inclusive and to do
Good Things. Indeed, recently the
Jerusalem community to which I
belong is expressing its commitment
by shopping, of all things. Members of
Kol Haneshama Congregation travelled recently to the beleaguered town
of Sderot to do their Friday shopping an act of solidarity and courage, made
simply and with love, both Right and
True. Inadequate of course, but surely
a better failure.
Failing makes us who we are (others
fail too, but that is another story). It is
our adherence to a strong myth open to
improvement and conscious of failure
which makes it likely that our brand of
Judaism will play a major role in
Jewish life for generations to come.
Perhaps Samuel Beckett, an unlikely
sacred Jewish text, should provide the
motto which epitomizes our choice:
Ever tried.
Ever failed.
No matter.
Try again.
Fail again.

Fail better I
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in London and is a gradrate of Oxford
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The British press has not been
blessed with a profusion Of Jewish
journalists of such quality since the
days Of William Wolf f. The Iou.Tsh
Chrorirc,he is extremely f ;ortunate in
being able to call upon writers Of
the stature of Melanie Phillips and
Jonathan Freedland. They have
also written for MANNAL but in our
100`h edition we are particularly
delighted to welcome to our
columns Daniel Finkelstein, the
Associate Editor Of The Times who
grew ap at Hendon Reform
Synagogue and is the son of our
`resident Jewish historian '

Prof essor Ludwik Finkelstein.

POPE
BENEDICT

TEACHES-

REFORM

OUR
ONLY HOPE

for me.
So when the election of Pope was
announced, I understood the crowds
rushing into the square, I understood
the cheering when the bells rang, I
understood the celebrations at Mass.
And I respect the devotion that so

many show to the Church and their
dedication to its teachings. Given my
own struggle to accept the existence of
God, how could I not respect those
whose faith extends not just to His
existence, but also to the idea that He
had a son?
Even as a non-Christian, I found
some of the coverage of the Pope's
election offensive and a little ridiculous.
A number of my colleagues seemed
genuinely disappointed that the
conclave had not elected Stephen
Byers.

Indeed, many commentators seem
to feel that the Catholic Church is
exempt from our usual tolerance of the
practices and beliefs of others.
It is common, for instance, to accuse
John Paul 11 of being directly
responsible for the death of millions of
Africans from Aids. How ridiculous.
Yes, the Church is implacably opposed
to the use of condoms, but it is also
implacably opposed to promiscuous
sex. How far would one get trying to

place an article blaming Aids in Africa
on Western liberal tolerance of free
love?

So a big part of me - the little hatwearing, Passover horseradish-eating

Daniel Finkelstein
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television when I suddenly felt more
stronglythan1haddoneforyears-that,
that, is why I am a Reform Jew.
We were watching the selection of a
new Pope being announced.
Like many people, I go through
periods when I find the existence of
God very hard to believe in. But even
during these times, which come and
go, my faith in the power of religious
ritual and practice never wavers. Some

people say that they believe in God but
cannot accept organized religion. I
sometimes find myself taking precisely
the opposite view.
I find the Passover night at my
parents' -complete with all the official
rituals and the unofficial ones, such as
spilling wine by putting a glass down
on the uneven bit where the table tennis
net goes on the ping pong table uplifting, life-affirming. That sort of
stuff may leave you cold, but it does it
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part of me - wanted to cheer on the
Catholic conservatives as they told the
liberals to grow up.
But it turns out I cannot.
I feel rather the same about our own
Orthodox community.
To start with, I have huge respect for
many Orthodox individuals - their
learning, their dedication, their
commitment. And my sons attend an
Orthodox school where the unwavering
religious views of the staff is mixed
with common sense and understanding
of the practices of others.
I have also long held the view that
Judaism needs this orthodoxy - it
would not get far if I was all it had to
rely on. Doubt and reformist ideas are
fine for an individual, but for a people?
Jonathan Freedland in his book JczcoZ) 's
Gz/f explains how the Jewish people
survived because Judaism as a code, a
way of living, was passed, unbending,
unchanging, from parent to child
across the centuries. How long would
it have lasted if our forebears had each
decided they could change it as they
wished?
So, you see, I would like to be able

to defend the Catholic conservatives
against those who do not understand,
and a part of me has wondered if the
Jewish Orthodox did not have a point
somebow.
But as I watched Pope Benedict I
realized with a certainty I had never
managed before - reform religion is
not a surrender. It is the only hope, the
only tenable way to guard our Jewish
inheritance
The essential argument the Catholic
conservatives have been putting is this:
the doctrine of the Church is immutable
and no one should expect a new Pope
to alter it. The Cardinals elected a
Catholic and that is that. The job of the
Church is to proclaim the truth, to carry
the flickering flame of faith through
the long dark corridor of doubt and
irreligion until we emerge again into
the light. The truth cannot be altered to
suit modem sensibilities which have
been shaped by secularism.
Fine. Except that while the truth may
be unchanging, the practices and
teachings of the Church are not. All of
the doctrines which are controversial
today were the outcome of an argument
settled by men at some point.
Even in the past forty years or so,
the Church has, as the writer Andrew
Sullivan argues, `doubled the number
of saints in Heaven, shifted its position
on religious and political liberty,
apologized for the Inquisition, declared
that homosexuality is innate and
without sin as a condition, and
ordained married priests '.
And the same is true for Judaism.
We know what would happen if every
generation changed it as they wished
because every generation has. Just as
with Catholicism, orthodoxy is not
unchanging. We know that it is the
result of arguments between leamed
scholars over centuries. Why should
those arguments stop?

Here is another thing -how can they
stop? How can religion survive if it
does not face the challenge of science?
Not only is there no reason to freeze
the doctrines of our religion, there are
urgent reasons not to.
There is also a pressing moral,
religious reason not to.
In Judaism, as in Christianity, no
one can claim to have a perfect
understanding of God's will. Every day

we lean more. After all, if we do not
believe there is any room to improve
our interpretation, then what is the
point of all that study and prayer? .
DANIEL FINKELSTHIN we#/ /a j7ebrew
school, had his bar mitzrvah and married at
Hendon Reform Synagogue. He is Associate

Editor Of The Tines.
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WE
NEED

ANEW
LABEL
Over the last twenty-five years, it
has become increasingly clear that
Liberal Judaism, the Masorti
Movenenl and the Reform
Movement have a great deal in
common. All are served by rabbis
trained at the Leo Baeck College
and their respective philosophies
mark them down as `nonfundamentalists ' . As the ct; IAIediisa:hen Of the United Synagogue
gathers pace, the next twenty-five
years may well reveal as one Of the
most significant issues which side
Of the divide exponents Of modern
orthodoxy fall. Yet there is still no
positive term for the nonfundamentalist groupings and no
collective term for the three `nonorthodox' Movemehis. Rabbis
Donny Rich and Jonathan Romain
address this issue. Rabbi Jonathan
Wittenberg, the rabbi Of the New
North London (Masorti) Synagogue
14;z.// respo#c7 I.7? MAI`INA 1 0 1 .

UNITY

Darmy Rich
describe myself as a `Liberal

with both
a capital andI
WHENJew',
I AM
ASKED,
a lower case `1', an answer which places
me at the very centre of the issues upon
which the Editor of MANNA, my friend
and colleague, Rabbi Tony Bayfield,
has asked me to comment.
On one level it would only require a
short paragraph to remind the reader
that each one of us is a mixture of
identities - male, white, British,
European, Jewish, Liberal, liberal,
leftist - all of which describe aspects
of me but none of which singly or in
combination present the full picture.
Each identity, most of which are
unchosen, represent different parts of
who I am, and I may wish to accentuate
one or another depending on the
particular point I wish to make, the
company I am keeping or the situation
in which I happen to find myself.
That being said, when I respond
`Liberal Jew, with both a capital and a
lower case `1', I am indicating two
components. I am, on the one hand, a
third generation, tribally loyal Liberal
Jew and that tribal identity includes a
connection with the principled

expression of Judaism founded in
England in 1902. On the other hand, I
am confident that the temi liberal Jew
ought to imply that I subscribe to a set
of values which I believe are shared by
the overwhelming majority of
adherents of the Refomi Movement, as
well as many who affiliate under the
banner `Masorti', and others, too.
For me the Jewish community -and,
since I spend a good deal of time in the
Inter Faith world, other religious
communities, too, is divided into
diverse camps: a pluralist, liberal one
and one or more manifestations of its
opposite. This applies also outside the
sphere of religion.
Pluralism, as I understand it, is a

means of welcoming, and living with,
diversity and divergence, of pursuing
my own fragments of truth whilst
acknowledging the equal validity of
others' sincere efforts to do likewise. It
is not about a lack of commitment to
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the truth as I see it. But it does insist
upon a humility which concedes that
my truth is only a partial one and may
ultimately not be the correct one. The
final arbitration is not in my hands but
rests with God in the future. Since, I

personally have no confidence or
comfort in the concept of life after
death, the Truth may never be known
to me.
Having said that, I am an advocate
of a way of life which has an integrity

- and a certainty for me - and which is
built upon the balance between moral
and rational imperatives mediated by
experiences, the range of which
include spiritual, emotional, nostalgic,
romantic and perhaps even foolish
Ones.

Pluralism demands not only integrity
but a sense of unity, of the common
good, and, where integrity and unity
conflict, I must lean patience, the
ability to take risks, and the humility to
acknowledge that even in the face of
what seems to me to be obviously
correct I might be wrong.
Many of the differences and diversity
in the British Jewish community arise
from historical accident, the particular
influence of pioneering individuals,
and serious and incompatible
approaches to, for example, the nature
and

importance

of

fecz/czcfeczfe.

Nevertheless, in the vast majority of
cases, I think it should still be possible
to find a modus operandi, a cooperative way of working in which
joint endeavour is a value in itself,
except on those rare occasions when a
self-interested principle or practice
overrides the common good.
Britain has a population of some
270,000 Jews which appears to face an
inexorable decline of 1% per annum.
One need not be a skilled prophet to
question the continuing influence of
the British Jewish community, if not
its very survival.
I believe that there are a large
number of British Jews who affiliate to
synagogues under various labels and
perhaps none who seek to deepen
Jewish experience and increase Jewish
influence in the face of the ethical and
other challenges of the 21St century. To
achieve these twin objectives will not
require mergers or acquisitions,
dramatic changes in structures and
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funding but will demand that those
Jews with courage, foresight and
determination nail their colours to a
pluralist understanding of the Jewish
community in both word and deed.
I am reminded of the arrangement of
the camp of the Israelites in the
wildemess of Sinai as recorded in the
second chapter of the Book of
Numbers. The twelve tribes are divided
into four sections of three tribes each
so that each compass point is guarded.
The purpose is to safeguard what is of
greatest value, what is shared, in this
case it is the Ark. The Torah text tells
us, however, that each Israelite shall
ca;rap Gal daglo v'otot l'veit avotam:

with his own standard iflag) under the
banner Of his ancestral home'.
The British Jewish community can
still learn from this arrangement. The
Ark represents the continuity and
continuing influence of Judaism, the
ancestral banners stand for our
traditional labels of Liberal, Masorti
and Reform, and the standards will be
the badge of pluralism which enables
each one of us to be different and yet to
contribute to the whole.
If I had to propose a slogan it would

be `Jewish Unity, Not Uniformity' I
RABBI DANNY RICH, cz grc7c7ztcrfe o/ Leo
Baeck College, is Chiof Executive Of Liberal
Judaism.

ALLIANCE

Jonathan Romain
tothequestionposedbythetitle:

THERE
theARE
blunt,THREE
the historical
ANSWERS
and the
conditional.
The blunt answer is that if there is to

be a term covering three different
movements, then it has to be a neutral
one with which all can feel
comfortable. But the two most obvious
temis each have difficulties attached to
them.
One is `non-Orthodox'. Both halves
of that hyphen are unacceptable. It is a
negative term. It also reinforces the

accusation that members of the
Movements are characterised by what
they do not observe, rather than by
positive qualities.
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The other half of that hyphenated
term would be a PR own goal, for it
defines the Movements in relationship
to Orthodoxy as if that was the
yardstick by which everything else is
judged.
It also implies Orthodoxy is central
Judaism, with other groups being
offshoots, whereas Refomi sees itself
as a direct continuation of an age-old
Judaism, which has always contained a
strong reforming element and diverse
trends.
In fact, `Orthodoxy' as we know it
today is itself a relatively modern
movement that only arose in reaction
to emancipationist trends, and has no
greater or lesser claim to authority than
Reform.
So what is wrong with the other
obvious collective term - Progressive
? It is certainly positive and has a `feelgood' factor about it. But until very
recently, it was associated with the
Liberals, whose full title used to be
`The Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues'.
Indeed, although it is now officially

just
`Liberal Judaism',
several
constituent congregations have not
only retained the word but use it as
their sole description, such as
Birmingham Progressive Synagogue.
That probably means the term is too
associated with one group to be used
by all three.
As for the historical reason for the
lack of a collective term, it has to be
remembered that rivals do not seek to
emphasise similarities but to highlight
differences.
When the Liberals started in 1902 it

was because they felt that Reform
Judaism - then primarily West London
Synagogue, with totally independent
congregations in Manchester and
Bradford - was not providing a
sufflciently vital form of Judaism. Men
and women still sat separately, while
there was a minimal use of English in
the services.

In subsequent decades the two
Movements became more similar, yet
there were still several locations in
which both existed - Brighton,
Finchley, Southgate - or were very
close to each other - Middlesex New
and Harrow and Wembley Progressive
- and competed for members.

The

arrival

of Masorti

as

a

Movement in the 1980s was also

perceived as a threat by Reform.
Masorti drew much of its strength from
those within the United Synagogue
who felt that its religious leadership
had departed from the `77„.#feczg cz79g/I.c7 '

of Chief Rabbi Joseph Hertz and was
best articulated by the teachings of
Rabbi Louis Jacobs.
But Masorti also attracted elements

from within Refom, including some
of its more
committed and
knowledgeable individuals. This was
not welcomed.

For their part, as a new Movement
trying to establish its independent
credentials, the last thing Masorti
wanted was to be identified with
Refomi. It was also keen to avoid
claims that it merely consisted of `Jews
who practised Reform midweek but
prayed Singers on Shabbat'. Joint
nomenclature was not a priority.
So what is the conditional response
to the question?
The passage of time has meant that
religio-political factors have changed.
Reform, Liberal and some Masorti
rabbis have all gained se77ez.c%cz¢ from

Leo Baeck College. British Jewry is
not only shrinking but is tired of
religious squabbles.
Merger talks have occurred between

the Reform and Liberals - privately in
the 1930s and publicly in the 1980s and although both failed, they led to
the Movements drawing closer to each
other. Masorti now realise that they are
as unacceptable to Orthodoxy as

Reform, and have many aspects in
common with the latter.
If this mood of sober reassessment
continues, it seems clear that the best
option for all three Movements is to act
more in tandem : separate but allied.
Talk of merger raises suspicions of
takeover. Talk of working in harmony
sounds mutually beneficial.
If one term is required, how about
`The Alliance'? It does not tie anyone
down to a religious position, but it does
emphasise friendship and co-operation,

and that is the key .
RABBI DR JONATIIAN ROMAIN, MBE z`s
a graduate Of Leo Baeck College, Rabbi of

Maidenhead Synagogue and Chair of the
Assembly Of Rabbis of the Movement for Roform
Judaism.
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RABBI MUST MEAN SCHOLAR
Rabbi Professor Marc Saperstein has been Principal Of Leo Baeck College for two years. Over the last twenty-five
years or more, the College has wrestled with the balance between the rabbi as scholar, academic, teacher and the
rabbi as community leader and pastor.. The two roles require different shells and training. In the article which
follows, Professor Saperstein reaffirms the need for the congregational rabbi to achieve and maintain rigorous
academic standards and to see it as part Of her or his congregational work to study, read and write. In the next
issue Of MANNA we hope to carry corments and responses from both congregational rabbis and lay leadership.

I

HAVE A VIVID MEMORY FROM
forty-five years ago of a rabbinic
colleague of my father's, at our

home on a social occasion, discussing
the course he was offering at a small
Long Island college. It was under the

auspices of the Jewish Chautauqua
Society, an organization established
more than a century ago with a mission
to foster better understanding of Jews
and Judaism by sending rabbis to
lecture, and later to offer courses at
universities. This course was on Jewish
history, and he said to my father, `It
doesn't take that much time. I assign
one book for the students to read, and I
prepare my lectures fi.om another book. '
Then in secondary school, I remember
thinking to myself, `That seems like a
pretty good plan. '
A few years later, I was myself in
College. I remembered the incident and
thought, `But what if one of the
students comes across that other book
and decides to read it, discovering that
it was the source of all the lectures?'
Eventually I realized that if I were to
become a rabbi and a teacher, this
would not be a viable model for me. I
wanted to have the qualification that
the teachers of my congregants had: a
PhD.

There was a time, in nineteenth
century central Europe, when all
modem rabbis had to have an earned
PhD, the way we require an MA degree
today. Since they were precluded from
teaching in German universities, these
congregational rabbis had the training
and tools to do high-level academic
research, but no institutional stmcture
to support it. Even so, some produced
major works of scholarship while
working in their congregations.
Abraham Geiger held rabbinical
positions in the communities of
Wiesbaden, in Breslau for twenty-three
years, Frankfurt, and Berlin. Not until
three years before his death did he
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Marc Saperstein
finally

receive

an

academic

appoint"eut, at the Hochschule f ur die
Wissenschoft des Judentw'ns .rrL BeHrri.
During this entire period he wrote
academic articles for scholarly
journals, some of which he edited,
played a major role in the development
of Reform liturgy, editing prayer books
in 1854 and 1870, and published

pioneering studies of the seminal
periods of both Christianity and Islam
Even more impressive was the career
of Adolf Jellinek. After attending a
yeshiva in Prossnitz, he studied
philosophy, philology and Oriental
languages, Arabic and Persian, and
rhetoric at the University of Leipzig.
For twenty-eight years, he served as
Preacher of the large Seitenstetten
Synagogue of Vienna, establishing a
reputation as the outstanding preacher
of his age. Some 200 of his sermons
were published. During this period,
Jellinek also published a series of
major scholarly works on Talmud,
Midrash, Kaballah, and several
medieval Jewish figures, including
editions of previously unpublished
texts, plus writings on anti-Semitism
and Jewish identity, intended for a
wider audience. This would be a
distinguished legacy of publication by
any full-time academic.
This model of scholarly production
by congregational rabbis continues into
the twentieth century. We might note
such American rabbis as Solomon
Freehof, William Braude, Bemard J.
Bamberger, Joshua Trachtenberg,

Louis I. Newman - all Refomi - and
Arthur Hertzberg, Conservative). All
of whom published important scholarly
books, and some of them also held
major leadership positions in Jewish
organizations.

This pattern applies to selected
British rabbis as well. One of the most
impressive to me is the orthodox
Abraham Cohen, who served in the
Singer'sHillSynagogueinBirmingham
for more than thirty years. In addition
to his widely used compendium of
traditional commentaries to the
Chumash, he published translations of
three Talmudic tractates Berczkfeo/,
Awodah Zarah, Sotch arid o£ Midrash
Lamentations
and
Ecclesiastes

(Sor\cino), Everyman 's Talmud, studies
of texts by Maimonides, ibn Gabirol,
a,nd Lessing, Jewish Homiletics, a,nd
An Anglo-Jewish Scrapbook, 1600 1840: The Jew Through English Eyes,
which is an engaging collection of
writings by English travellers on
various Jewish communities in Europe
and the Middle East, revealing a
massive reading of English literature
by Cohen.
The most important example of a
congregational rabbi who made
significant contributions to many areas
of Jewish scholarship was Louis Jacobs
who was first Orthodox, then Masorti.
He had major responsibilities with four
congregations before becoming
founding rabbi of the New London
Synagogue where he served more than
forty years. During this period, hardly
a year went by without the appearance
of books on a wide range of subjects:
Jewish Law, Talmud and Responsa,
Jewish philosophy, mysticism and
ethics, theology, liturgy and theology
and Hasidism. All of these were based
on a full command of the sources, and
are still used by academics as valuable
contributions to their respective fields.
Following several positions in the
United States and in London, Albert
Friedlander became senior rabbi at the
Westminster Synagogue and took on
major responsibilities at Leo Baeck
College, a combination he continued
for more than a quarter of a century.
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Near the beginning of this period he

PhD

published his biography of Rabbi Leo
Baeck and his anthology of Holocaust
Literat\]re, Out Of the Whirlwind, which
is still used in many university courses.
He continued to publish important
material studying Jewish and Christian
theology and liturgy in response to the
Holocaust, and edited an edition of the
Fz.ve Slcro//J for the American Reform
movement.
John D Rayner was associate rabbi
and then a senior rabbi of the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue, a tenure of thirtytwo years. His archive provides
evidence that he spent a considerable
time in the preparation of his weekly
sermons, duly noted in a unique regis-

specialization. They will provide
instruction in Jewish Studies to the
small but increasing number of young
Jews and others who choose to take
such courses as undergraduates.
The congregational rabbis will be
left with the responsibility of teaching
Judaism to those students before they

ter that lists

1137 of them. His

liturgical work resulted in the publication of the major prayer books for the

past generation for Liberal Judaism in
the UK and Refomi Judaism in the
United States. This was supplemented
by three books of sermons, several
works on aspects of Liberal Judaism
and on Jewish-Christian dialogue, and
a survey treatment of the history and
religion of the Jewish people, coauthored with David Goldberg.
One striking feature of the rabbis
who combined congregational service
with impressively productive publications in a range of Jewish Studies areas
is their long service in single congregations. The ones I have mentioned
ranged from twenty-three to forty-two
years.I How did they manage to publish what they did while still fulfilling
what their congregations expected of
them? To justify such continuity, the
congregations served by these rabbis
must have been content with their rabbinic leaders devoting part of their tilne
to study, research, writing and publication. This had to come at the expense

of something - time spent in pastoral
duties, shiva calls, hospital visits, Z777ez.

"z./zvczfo preparation. Yet they were not
recluses, locked in their private librar-

ies. They made the combination work.
The prognosis for the future is that
given the institutional structure of
Jewish Studies in the US and UK, there
will be a division of labour. Those who
are most equipped by commitment,
temperament, and training for scholarly
research and publication will probably
choose an academic career. They will
take advantage of the still increasing
number of openings in Jewish Studies
at universities and colleges in both
countries. Some of these may choose
first to complete a programme leading
to rabbinic ordination which provides
a flne general MA-level training in
Jewish Studies, before continuing in a
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programme

with

greater

go to University, and when - as adults
- they decide to affiliate to a synagogue. That means, during 80 to 90 per
cent of the lives of their congregants.
Some of the rabbis - especially those
who pursue a PhD degree - may publish significant works of scholarship
and play the role of public intellectuals
- Jonathan Romain seems to me a fine
example. But they will be a small
minority. How should the rest be
equipped for their teaching responsibilities within their communities?
Training for the Progressive rabbinate includes not only pastoral skills and

personal spiritual development, but
substantial academic studies, comparable to the strongest MA programmes
offered by British Universities. No one
should have the title Rabbi who is unable to read classical texts of Bible and
commentaries, Talmud and Midrash,
in the original languages, and to
analyze them with the best tools of
modem critical scholarship. It is not a
matter of tbe number of pages covered
but rather of the tools that enable continued study alone or in ¢ei;rz//c7
throughout a rabbinic career. They
should also have a sound understanding of the sweep of Jewish historical
experience and the complexities of
Jewish religious thought, together with
the conceptual tools to facilitate further
study on their own. This material is
taught in the context of a nonfundamentalist faith commitment,
meaning that no critical questions are
to be ruled out of bounds. The faith
commitment should supplement the
academic work, not subtract from it.
As a result of this solid academic
grounding, it is to be hoped that the
rabbi's teaching of Judaism will
challenge simplistic generalizations
and communicate the excitement of
diversity and complexity within the
tradition.
It is also to be expected that rabbis
will not be content with their course
notes from the College, but keep
abreast of contemporary scholarship.
This does not mean in the same manner
that university academics need to
master the entire current literature in
their specialized field. But rabbis
should read academic works on a wide
range of Judaica topics that combine

the elements of sound scholarship,
accessible communication, and subject
matter that transcends an abstruse
issue, and incorporate their insights
into their teaching and preaching.2
The best way to achieve this goal is
to arrange a flxed time for serious
study. In addition to general Judaica
reading, they should choose an area Biblical
commentaries,
history,

modem Hebrew literature - set a time
each week, perhaps Shabbat afternoon,
perhaps a few hours each moming,
perhaps a day in the middle of the
week, when they will not be disturbed
except for emergencies, in order to
devote uninterrupted time to the study
of texts independent of the immediate
needs for teaching and preaching. Most
congregations will respect this policy
as an appropriate use of rabbinic time,
so long as other responsibilities are
fulfilled.

Because of the opportunities for
academic careers, the chances are that
we will not be producing many
congregational rabbis in the mould of
Adolf Jellinek, Louis Jacobs, or Albert
Friedlander in the coming generations.
There is nothing wrong with a division

of roles in the teaching of Judaism so long as both rabbis and full-time
Judaica academics fulfil their respective
responsibilities in an atmosphere of
mutual respect. And so long as no rabbi
graduating from Leo Baeck College
will ever plan a course - whether in a
small College or in a synagogue based on assigning the students to read
one book, and preparing lectures from

another I
Endnotes
I The number of years in their pulpit of longest
tenure: Geiger 23, Jellenik 28, Freehof 32,

Braude 42, Bamberger 26, Hertzberg 29,
Abraham Cohen 33, Louis Jacobs 40, Rayner
32, Friedlander 26.

2 A few recent examples from different areas:

Ma.rain Goodman, Rome and Jerusalem.. The
Clash of Ancient Civilizations (AIlen Lane
2007); Menachem Kellner, A4:az.mo7iz.des '

Conf rontation with Mysticism (Littman Ltorary
2006), Michael Stanislawski, 4 A4:z/rc7er i.7?

Lemberg: Politics, Religion, and Violence in
A4oc7em Jcwj.sA ffj.sfory (Princeton 2007) ; Robin
]ndd.. Contested Rituals : Circumcision, Kosher
Butchering, and Jewish Political Life in
Ger"cr#)/, /643~/933 (Comell 2007); Jason

Roseholatt, Renaissance England's Chiof
Rabbi.. John Selden (Oxford 2.006) - a ge"ine
intellectual stretch - and perbaps my own
Jewish Preaching in Times Of war, 1800 -2001
(Littman Library 2008).

RABBI PROFESSOR MARC SAPERSTEIN
is one of the world's leading Jewish academies.
Formerly Professor at George Washington
University, he became Principal Of Leo Baeck
College in 2006. His latest book Jewish
Preaching in Times of War wczs pz/b/i.sfoec7

earlier this year.
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THE LONG BIRTH FANGS
OF THE NEW SIDDUR
WhenMANNAL was first published, the 7`h Edition Of Fo:rl:!as Of prayer,

the British Reform Movement's Sabbath and Daily Prayer Book was only
six years old and battles over the abolition Of thees and thous had only
just been f;orgotten. Twenty-five years on, the 8th Edition Of Fo:rmas Of prayer with gender inclusive language, transliteration and a huge range Of
choice - is published this month.

John Bowden
of the new siddur, the Prayer
THE THOUSANDS
Book of the Movement
OF COPIES
for
Reform Judaism, have been printed and
bound and will soon be in the hands of
communities.Acomplexprojectlasting
almost eight years has been brought to
a

successful

conclusion.

I

feel

particularly proud to have played a
small part in it. Involveinent has
brought me deep admiration for those
who have created the new siddur, from
its content to its format and typography.
It has opened my eyes to the vast array
of skills needed to bring about this
maj or development. And it has brought
me new friendships and deepened my
spirituality. This involvement has been
a unique privilege, since I am not a
Reform Jew, nor indeed any Jew at all,
but an Anglican priest and theologian.
I owe my role to a close and longtime friend, Rabbi Dr Tony Bayfield,
Head of the Movement for Refomi
Judaism, with whom I have been a
member of an important JewishChristian-Muslim dialogue group for
well over twenty years. He thought
that I could make a contribution as
someone who had spent his life in
religious publishing and who had
close connections with the Refomi
Movement. The international and
interfaith SCM Press Ltd, from which I
retired as Managing Director in 2000,
just as work on the new siddur was
beginning, had published several books
by Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet,
its architect, as well as pioneering
collections of essays by women rabbis,
and from the start I felt at home. The
original plan had been that the siddur
should be produced in a more
`professional ' way than its predecessor
and that I should be `project manager'.
It soon became evident to me that this
was a project that would go its own
way, and I felt much happier with the
role of consultant: listening at
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meetings, making contributions where
I was asked or had something to say,
and being available when needed. In
particular I struck up a close friendship
with another key figure in the project,
Rabbi Elaina Rothman, who felt able
to have confidential conversations with
me about how things were progressing
and discuss how problems might be
overcome.
The siddur contains Daily Services,
Sabbath Services and prayers for
special occasions and for use in the
home, along with the Psalms, hymns
and a study anthology. The edition to
be replaced was published in 1977
under the editorship of Jonathan
Magonet and Rabbi Lionel Blue to
replace one dating from 1930, and its
appearance had been regarded as a
radical departure from its predecessors,
emphasizing what differentiated the
Reform Movement from other
traditions of Judaism, sometimes at the
expense of common features. It was
also in appearance a book of its time,
so if the planned siddur was really to
be new, major questions had to be
faced. The first steps towards its
creation were taken in 1998, but the
planning and work proper began in
2000.

That winter saw the first meetings of
a small group which was to become the
Steering Committee, responsible for
planning, supervising and implementing
the project. Over seven years it met
around sixty times, usually at quarter
past eight on a Monday moming, not
least because its members, like the
others involved in creating the siddur,
had to fit this in on top of their other
work. Alongside it an Editorial
Committee was created, in whose
hands was responsibility for the
content of the siddur. The Steering
Committee started with basic questions
such as the length and possible format
of the siddur, production and other

costs, ways of financing it, timetable
and so on, and a basic scheme was
created. This proved premature. It soon
became clear that there were more
fundamental issues. In particular there
were those in the Refomi Movement
who questioned whether a new siddur
was needed at all. Why not keep the
old one?

The answer was that, just as the
existing siddur was separated by a
generation and more and by the Shoah
and a world war from its predecessor,
now it lay a generation back and had
been followed by unprecedented
change in every aspect of human life.
But this case for a new siddur had to be
made, and it was important that as
many people as possible should have a
say in the form that the book should
take. That meant that there had to be
widespread consultation and a
concerted programme of promoting the
idea of a new siddur. One frustrating
side-effect of this was that the original
timetable had to be extended by two
years. In the end that proved eminently
worthwhile.
The beginning of the consultation
programme was marked by an important meeting in June 2001, representing
a cross-section of communities, at
which all the relevant issues were
raised. An important feature of it was
the presentation of a variety of new
siddurim from the United States,
Europe and elsewhere, to show the
wide range of possibilities. The Steering Committee continued this review
of parallel publications to the end and
it proved helpful.
Key questions were raised at the first
consultation. How far should a new
siddur go in the direction of the `new'
and include, for example, commemorations of life-cycle events, and how
far should it recognize the attachment
of many congregants to the `old' and
restore traditional forms that had been
eliminated in the 1977 siddur? How
should the Deity be addressed? How
far, if at all, should inclusive language
be introduced? And, most controversially, should transliteration of Hebrew
be used?
The process of consultation went on
to include many other meetings and,
even more important, repeated visits
over years by members of the Steering
Committee to communities up and
down Great Britain, tirelessly explaining what was happening, showing
material as it became available,
answering questions, removing misunderstandings
and
generating
enthusiasm. It was encouraging to see
the results of all this hard work. As
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time went on initial hostility turned to
acceptance, understanding and even
enthusiasm. This enthusiasm had to be
channelled into potential sales. Assessing the number of copies likely to be
sold was vital, so consultation also took

on the aspect of marketing. More
importantly, it became an educational
process. Early draft services were
made available and there was careful
explanation of their features and how
they could be best be used.
Education has become an ongoing
emphasis. All community leaders and
teachers, and their communities, will
need to be shown how to make best use
of all the new features of the siddur,
and in particular it has been planned to
meet the needs of rising generations.
Time and again young people were
kept in mind in our discussions and
were involved in consultations. To
provide the necessary resources for an
education programme, including an
interactive siddur website to include
music, a scheme of sponsorship was
devised. For a contribution sponsors
could commemorate the life of a loved
one, an anniversary or another
important occasion within the siddur
itself. This met with a generous
response. Moreover a compact edition
ofthesiddurintendedforyoungpeople
has been sponsored by the Karen
MOITis Memorial Trust, in memory of
a much-loved youth worker who died
tragically young.
With au these cmicial activities under
way, it was possible to concentrate on
the actual creation of the new siddur.
How was the complicated typesetting to be done? Previous prayer
books had been typeset by Cambridge
University Press. In an ideal world,
with aesthetics the priority, that would
have been the best option. Not only
would it have been expensive. It would
have involved extra production stages
and demanded more time and effort.
As specimens of layout and text were
being produced `in house' by the gifted
Marc Michaels, it gradually became
evident that the whole siddur could be
set in this way, and indeed it was. The
in-house typesetting also made possible the production of the draft versions
needed for consultation, education and
trial use in services. After considerable
research the best printer was spotted in
the Netherlands.
Even more important was the

question of the physical size of the new
siddur. The old siddur contained some
600 pages and had the dimensions of
the average book. To make the extra
space needed for the new features
would not be easy. A prayer book
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intended to be held in the hand perhaps
for a considerable period of time
should not be too heavy or too
unwieldy. Alternative page-sizes which
at first sight looked attractive were
ruled out because they would not fit
into existing synagogue bookcases.
The weight of the paper to be used was
another factor. Clearly the lighter the

paper could be, the better, but with
lightness comes the problem of `seethrough', what is printed on one side
appearing through on the other, so
there were limits. In the end it was
decided that around another 150 pages
could be added and that the page area
could be slightly increased horizontally
and vertically.
I was very impressed by the concern
to make the siddur as attractive and
user-friendly as possible. Not only the
weight but the colour of the paper was
carefully considered. Since the text
was to be printed in two colours, which
would best take account of the colourblind? Was there anything in the layout
which could be improved to facilitate
reading by the dyslexic?
Another issue was that of
illustrations. The 1977 siddur had
contained a series of line drawings,

much treasured, of synagogues, many
of which were destroyed in the Shoah.
These would not have looked right in
the new text. But what was to replace
them? It is all too easy for illustrations
to dominate a book and distract
attention from features such as
typography and layout, and the wrong
choice would be a disaster. In the end

Jonathan Magonet persuaded us that
the best solution was to use
calligraphy. He obtained, often through
the generosity of the artist, a series of
illustrations by leading calligraphers,
primarily associated with Jewish
congregations in Europe which have
grown up since the Second World War.
Happily the synagogue line drawings
have found a new home in the
endpapers.
So what is the essence of the new
siddur? It is a world away from its
predecessor. Only the title, For772s o/
P7.czj/er, remains the same. Open it,
with its text printed in black and blue

and the marvellous clarity of the page
layout, and one is immediately won
over. It will be a joy to use. The
controversial passages of transliterated
Hebrew are not intrusive, and the
informative footnotes which provide
commentary on and explanation of
material, together with various brief
introductions, are just right. A standard
calligraphic scheme introduces the
main sections, and where cross-

references are necessary, they are made
by means of a miniature blue menorah
and the relevant page number. Notably,
the new services allow much greater
flexibility in their use. Along with them
is material for reflections on the
services. They offer an approach for
those whose language and assumptions
belong to a different understanding of
the world, the universe and God. In
keeping with this awareness of the
world in which we live, the traditional
`Lord' is no longer used of God. It is

replaced by other forms of address,
depending on the context. The study
anthology has also been completely
revised and updated to reflect the
present. The number of passages
written by women is particularly
notable. There is a far wider range of
prayers for both community and
personal use, and prayers to mark many
life-cycle events. Probably unique is
concern for the animal world with
which we co-exist, in the fomi of
prayers for animal companions.
It was only at proof-reading stage
that I realized just what had been
created. I had seen draft versions of
parts of the siddur, but had not read
them with close attention or grasped
the whole scope of the book. I read the
English of its 700-plus pages three
times, never getting bored and fighting
not to be distracted from my task of
identifying errors and inconsistencies
by being caught up in the content of
what I was reading. From beginning to
end I was impressed by the range and
riches of the Jewish tradition, ancient
and modem. In much I felt at home:
the psalms and also the many passages
from other books of the Hebrew Bible
which have found their way not only
into Jewish but also into Christian
worship. But there was so much that
was new to me, in the forms of
worship, in the study anthology and
elsewhere, which I felt would not be
difficult to make my own, and by
which I would be enriched.
So the siddur is finished, a
fascinating chapter of my life has
ended, and soon I shall be able to put
another substantial book on my
shelves. But it will not stand there as in
an archive. It will be part of my
collection on spirituality and I shall
take it down and use it as I use my

other favourite works .
THE REV DR JOHN BOWDEN was, /or
many years, the Chiof Executive Of SCM Press
and established il as Britain 's leading Christian

publishing house. An Anglican priest, he is a
distinguished radical theologian and translator,
among others, of the German Catholic
theologian Hans Kilng.
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and custard apples, which I used to eat
for breakfast, chilled, scooping out the
white grainy flesh with a spoon like a
boiled egg.

FIRST TRIP TO ISRAEL

OCTOBER 1960
This extract is adapted from the diary I kept Of my fast visit to Israel in October
1960. My first novel, The L-Shaped Room, was dale out the following month, and I
was using the £100 advance Chatto had paid me to make this long longed-f;or
journey. I combined ny `pilgrimage' with work -I was researching for my second
no_vel, and my editor at ITN, Geoffi.ey Cox, had asked me to make a FtoNin8Thaport
there called Cwomen Of Israel'. Through a contact made on this trip I was to meet
my husband, Chaim Stephenson, then on leave in London from Kibbutz Yas 'ur, where
I was destined to spend ni.ne years and where our three sons would be born. LRB

Lyrme Reid Banks
to Haifa had dark and moving
THE BOAT-TRIP
FROM
moments. There
were VENICE
two main
groups on board that I found interesting:
rich Austrian women laden with luxury
goods bought in Venice, nonetheless
travelling third class like me - and a
large group of Orthodox families
making aliyah from Poland. I had heard
that Orthodox Jews only travel on Yon
Kippur, which fell during our voyage,
under
the
most
compelling
circumstances, so they must have had
to grab their chance to get out when they
could.

I joined some of them, attending the
service in a small room in the bowels
of the ship. Men and women were
separated, but the room was so narrow
that their knees almost touched across
the `aisle'. One woman wept all
through the service. Her son kept
`crossing the line' to comfort her. I

found out later that she had been trying
to get out of Poland for years, and that
her husband had died a few weeks
before she finally succeeded. What had
they come from, I wondered, these
strange, quiet, shabby people? How did
they envisage their future as they
travelled away from poverty and
bostility through a world entirely new
to them, to one newer still, which so
far had existed only in the mythic realm
of prayers and dreams?
One of my cabin-mates (we were
four in a tiny space) told me her history
- the first time I had heard about the
horrors of Nazi Europe from a survivor
of Auschwitz. Her story lost none of its
horror by being told in very broken
English, which I recorded verbatim.
`For long time I'm not know where am
I. I not know my husband and my boy
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is gas. One day I am at the wire, I'm
look at where are the men. I'm see a

little boy - I know him -the son from a
neighbour. I call - I shout: "You know
my boy - tell him to come -tell his
mother wants to see!" He go and he
come back and he got another boy, and
it's far, and I'm cry, I can not see it is
not my boy, and I call to him, I call his
name... Even after the war, I'm not
believe they are killed. I go back to
Hungary, I live under Communism, all
the time I show his picture to peoples
and ask if they see him.' The case for
Israel became stronger by the hour on
this voyage.
My most recent Hebrew teacher in
London, Eliezer, had given me an
introduction to his wife's parents, Sam
and Lily Friedlander. He had told me,
quite seriously, that if one addressed a
letter to `Uncle Sam, Israel' it would
get to him, such was his fame. Sam and
Lil had arrived from America twentyseven years before, strode off among
the sand dunes north of what is now
Netanya and built a house, planted a
citrus grove, and before long there was
the village of Avichayil. Actually,

Netanya was not there then - the town
started in 1928, so it is possible that

Sam founded that, too. I would not put
it past him.
Sam and Lil welcomed me as if I

were their fourth daughter. In fact, that
is what they called me. Their modest
bungalow - I slept in a sort of box-bed
set into a wall - was a place of charm
and warmth for me. Sam was a citrus
farmer but also a painter. The walls
were covered with his bold, colourful
flower studies. Their garden had a vast
variety of different fruit-trees, including
pomelo and ugli fruit, pitango cherries,

It was the week of Sukkot, during
which we ate all meals outdoors in a
sukkah, built on the veranda -rug walls
decorated with Sam's paintings, and a
roof of eucalyptus branches from
which dangled snapped-off boughs
from the orchard with the fruit still on
them. I was enchanted ... Our sukkah
was a magnet not only for locals but
visitors from afar who had known Sam
in earlier years. The same number
never rose from the table as had sat
down I have never met so many people
in such a short time, or witnessed such
open-hearted hospitality. Or heard so
many stories.
I used to go for walks, and stand on a
hill looking out over the surrounding
country, basically sand but now
covered with orchards and fields green
with crops, and parks and gardens, the
view dotted with red-and-white
villages an-d striped with roads, and
reflect how much had been achieved
since Sam and Lil tramped the bare
dunes not thirty years before. I had a
feeling of pride, of relief. Hitler had
not won. None of the many persecutors

of the Jews had won if they could
survive it all and do this.
Sam took me proudly to Beit

Hagdudim, a memorial museum to the
WWI Jewish Legion (which he had
served in) that had been his idea, and
which was then about to open. On
another day he took me to visit a
`children's village' in the hills. The

children, mainly oaphan immigrants,
or the product of broken homes, had
their own government, with ministries
to deal with all the minor
administration. Though they were
notionally being trained for a life in
agriculture, they had an orchestra and
Sam proudly showed me some
astonishing paintings. `Talent is
fostered,' he said. `It's not enough to
live. Culture is our leaven. Without it
we are matzot. '
A lot of the children were very dark.
Large numbers of immigrants from
North Africa were coming in at that
time, and these `primitives', as some
of the Ashkenazi Israelis shocked me
by calling them, were proving not very
easy to absorb. I remembered asking
Eliezer during a lesson in London: `In
which direction do the Israelis look
with the most unease, north, east or
south?' `Inwards,' he had replied. Now
I began to have the faintest inklings of
what he meant. One of Sam's little
granddaughters was coming home
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from school complaining she had to sit
beside a Moroccan child, `And he
smells!' This was my first intimation
that the Jews of Israel could look down
on each other. (And if on each other,
how much more upon the Arabs!)
I visited Tel Aviv on the bus, to try
to make contact with various friends of
friends I had made in London who had
given me addresses. I had many
interesting
and
heart-warming
encounters. I liked Tel Aviv, overbuilt
and unbeautiful as it was - I
particularly relished the balconies,

turned into rooms with furniture and
pictures as if the inhabitants did not
mind sharing their home with anyone

passing by - how unEnglish was that?
I loved the hot, dry October weather. I
felt supremely happy, challenged, and
alive. It really was like a homecoming.
To my mother I wrote, `The greatest
cynic couldn't deny the difference in
the atmosphere here. Israel, for all the
obvious reasons, is more than just a

a narrow wooden stairway to a gallery
under the roof. It had a wall so high
only a tall woman could look over it,
topped by railings, topped by barbed
wire. Women and girls were crowded
in there, cut off from the celebrations,
struggling to see what was going on
below, where there wa-s a scene of
brilliant colour and increasingly
unbridled rejoicing. Chanting, dancing,
throwing themselves about in ecstasy,
the men revelled in their festival while
the women, sequestered upstairs in the
dark, peered down forlomly through
the bars.
I had already heard `ordinary'
Israelis inveighing against the religious
coercion that kept Israeli society most of which at that time was
struggling to be secular socialists - in
thrall to outdated laws that were
dividing the country and holding back
progress. Although, to judge by their
small numbers, I thought the influence
of the ultra-Ortbodox could not be

I was given a small wooden hat with a standpipe
beyond the porch, and some work-clothes, which I
loved -a pair Of bloomer-like shorts, a sleeveless
blouse, and an `idiot's hat' to keep the sun off
country to them. Eliezer swears blind
that Israelis are just like everyone else.
They aren't. They're more involved,

more proud of their achievements,
more j ealous of the country' s interests.
There's no question here of a lack of
``good, brave causes".'

I paid my second visit to a kibbutz Bin Hahoresh in the Haifa valley. I
thought it beautiful, and so, no doubt,
it was. Even the feczc7czr ocfee/, the

dining-room where everyone ate
together, and the fact that children were
housed separately from their parents,
and that it was all very simple, did not
put me off. I knew my new book r#7?
End to Running) wzLs going to LeIve zL

kibbutz in it. I longed to stay in one
longer than overnight, and made plans
to have this happen.
Once again I kissed Sam and Lil

goodbye, and left Avichayil, this time
for Jerusalem. I stayed very happily
there with a girl I had met on the boat,
and made some new friends of my own.
On Simkhat Torah, a religious friend
of my hostess made us put on our
longest skirts and abandon our
handbags and cover our heads, and
finally `passed' us to walk to Mea
She'arim, where we crept along the
narrow dark streets and at last entered
a tiny synagogue. We women climbed
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great, I found out they held the balance
of power in the Knesset between the
two main parties, making sure that
transport stopped on the Sabbath and
that many other everyday restrictions
on public life were imposed and
preserved. Left-wingers chafed under
these restrictions, and there was
resentment at the fact that Orthodox
men do not serve in the arlny and that
government money is provided for
religious schools and to support their
anti-progressive lifestyle.
The Tourist Office sent me to spend
my last weeks at Kibbutz Ziqim. It was
a very small, economically stretched
settlement on the coast near the
northern end of the Gaza Strip. They
had lost a lot of their members in 1956,
when there was an ideological split
between those who were pro and anti
the Sinai invasion, leaving great holes
in the fabric of the settlement and an
acute manpower shortage.
The person assigned to look after
me was Malca, a big, bonny, expansive
Irishwoman. Kibbutzim liked visitors,
as long as they were willing to turn-to,
which I was eager to do. I was given a
small wooden hut wiith a standpipe
beyond the porch, and some workclothes, which I loved - a pair of
bloomer-like shorts, a sleeveless

blouse, and an `idiot's hat' to keep the
sun off Malca did a satisfying doubletake when she saw me on the first
moming. `You look dead genuine!'
was her accolade.
I was sent to work in the guava
plantation. Ever since, the strong smell

of guavas has brought that time back the long hot momings calf-deep in
grasses (which, I had been told, miglit
well conceal snakes) at first picking
into heavy satchels, and later sorting.
There was no one to tell me to knock
off, so I went back after lunch. At the
end of a six- hour shift, I was too tired
to eat - and I loved it.
For my last week, I teamed up with
our ITN director and we did the jzovz.72g
jzepor/ on `Women of Israel'. I wish I
could remember more about what was
eventually in it, but I know I included
Maskit, a shop run by Ruth Dayan,
Moshe's ex-wife and Yael's mother,
selling beautiful native handcrafts and
clothes, and that it ended in a children's
village where the children danced the
hora and sang a song about King
David. On my reluctant return to
London, I saw it through, wrote and
read the script, and after that it was
time for the publication of my book.
My diary, kept faithfully for five

years, ends abruptly at this point. It
was as if I knew this was the end of the
beginning of my life, the place where it
began its L-shaped turn. My mother
was in a blue funk. This Israel `thing'
had been going on too long for her to
dismiss it as a fad, and she was
seriously worried that I might actually
act on some mad impulse and take
myself off there. I honestly had no such
intention. The book was due out. I was
still at ITN. My life was in England. So
why was I going around half in a
dream, singing the Israeli song of the
moment, Erev Bcz, Evening Comes.?
If Israel had been a lover, this would
have been `our song'.
When many years later I was invited
to do Prz.1;czfe Pczssz.o7zs, that was one of

my choices. My 33rpm disc -of course
I had to supply the record; that was one
the comprehensive BBC archive did
not have - was pretty scratchy after
forty years but it still brought me to the
brink of tears because of all that has
happened since that first ecstatic

visit I
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novelist and author Of children's books. She has

been a regular contributor to MA;NNA
revealing both the depth of her love affair with
Israel and her rising concern at the way in
which her memories and dreams have been
tarnished by Palestinian suffering.
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RIch Kirschen on Guard Duty

A RABBI

JOINS THE ARMY
AS A PRIVATE
OR MOST OF MY LIFE I
subscribed to Groucho Marx's
philosophy that I would never
join any club that would have me as a
member. I have made three exceptions
in my life: my wife, the rabbinate, and
the Israel Defence Force. But my story
starts at Brown University and its
manicured lawns nestled in the bosom
of the Ivy League.
I had landed a plum job. As director
of the Brown Hillel Foundation, I had
a title, a salary, and satisfaction of some
vague, virtually prenatal professional
ambitions. After all, what boy from
Woodmere, Long Island, would not
want to be at Brown? On another more
intense, perhaps irrational, level I knew
in my heart that this was not fulfilment.
As long as I was not living in Israel
something was incomplete in me as a
Zionist and a Jew. I also knew that I
would jump at the first chance - any
chance - to move my family and
myself to Israel. That chance had
appeared, even before Brown did.
While working at Hillel in Ann
Arbor at the University of Michigan, I
received a job offer that would have
moved us to Haifa. I took it. So we
packed and fully prepared to move to
Israel but then the intifada cancelled
my trip. Actually, it eliminated my

F
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Rich Kirschen
tourist-based job and the opportunity
for me to move my family to Israel.
That was when I learned one of the
most important lessons about moving
to Israel: `aliyah' is Hebrew for
Catch-22.
When you are in North America, it
is impossible to find ajob in Israel. But
when you have got a wife and three
small children, you cannot move your
family to Israel unless you have a clear
source of income. And you cannot be
in Israel for enough time to look for a
job unless you live there. But you have

got to get to Israel - a job - North
America - Israel - a job - North
America-...
Fortunately, Providence - not the
small city in Rhode Island where
Brown is located - intervened. In May
2004 I received a job offer in Jerusa1em. It was clear immediately what I
would do. At the same time, I became
completely paralyzed. Fortunately, my
wife Cara was compelled equally to
move to Israel, having grown up there
for a number of years. Otherwise, I
would not be writing this article today.

So, we decided to move to Israel.
Yes, the intifada raged. Yes, I would
earn half of what I earned in the States.
Yes, our friends and family would look
at us as if we were completely mad.
But we put the house on the market.
We sold our cars. And we got Israeli
passports. Like our ancestors leaving
Egypt, we did all of this in total
fezpczzo# - rushing without giving the
bread dough a chance to rise - as
described in the Book of Exodus.
Manically, we sold everything. After
three months of relocation logistics, we
finally said goodbye. We were about to
land in Israel where we would

frantically try to get our kids into
Israeli state schools, find a place to live
in Jerusalem, rent a car without being
ripped off -try not breathing -and try
to do everything else we had to do to
re-root ourselves in Israel. I say we
were about to because the moment
where we actually landed is as
important as the continuity of the
madness of getting there.
After our plane landed, we were
taken to a hall designated for new
immigrant arrivals. There, they asked
us many, many questions and gave us
even more forms to fill out. But there
was one question that remains with me
today. At the time, it seemed like a no
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brainer. They asked me, `Because you
are married with children, we assume

you would like to be exempted fi.om
military service in the Israel Defence
Forces.' I remember thinking, `Of
course. What schmuck decides to get
drafted when he's in his mid-forties?'
And so I signed for my exemption. The
moment stuck in my soul.
Fast-forward two years: I am living
in Israel. Though constantly acclimatizing at different levels to that reality,
I am slowly feeling like I am a part of
this country. It was after the Second
Lebanon War, I believe, when I realized I had shifted identities. I was no
longer watching Israel from afar. For
better or worse, I was here, a part of
this wonderful madness. And then
72cz/c7/ ¢cz 'czsz.777o7€, something clicked for

me. I should probably say that something snapped, but I realized I could
not live here and not serve in the army.
I had to serve. As a citizen, as a father
who will have to send his children to
serve, and as an educator who teaches
about Israel, I suddenly realized that I
was about to do something that would
truly have made Catch-22's Yossarian
lose his mind. I knew in my heart that I
had to go and find a way to get drafted.
That sounds easy. It ain't. The IDF
does not need people. Because of the
massive influx of Russian immigrants
into Israel, the IDF no longer drafts
anyone over twenty-five years old and
certainly no one over forty. I was
already forty-three years old. I was

going to have to resort to a timehonoured tradition, only in reverse. I
was going to have to use influence,
pro/efozz.cz, to get into the army.
As a Refomi rabbi and the Director
of the Saltz Education Center of the
World Union for Progressive Judaism,
I work closely with an army base as
part of our educational programme. As
a result, I got to know the commander
of that army base, who happens to be
studying to become a Reform rabbi.
The phone conversation went like this:
`Shai, do you want to be a Reform
rabbi?' `Yes.' `Good, because I want
to serve in the army. ' There was silence
on the line for an uncomfortably long
time, then to my surprise, `Let's make
this happen.'
Fighting to get my aging carcass into
the IDF was not easy. There were
several points in that process where
luck and divine intervention played
major roles. Yet, I still found myself

received nothing. On the day that I
finally uttered aloud that this would
never happen, I received official notice

And then I+afal

ha'asimon,
something chcked
f;or me. I should

probably say that
something
snapped, but I
realized I could not
live here and not
serve in the army. I
had to serve. As a
citizen, as a father
who will have to
send his children to
serve, and as an
educator who
teaches about
Israel, I suddenly
realized that I was
about to do
something that
would truly have
made Catch-22 's
Yossarian lose his
ryind. I lmew i,n ray

heart that I had to
go and find a way

to report to the Liskhat Ha 'Gius - dra,ft
board - in Jerusalem. I. swear, my first
thought on finally receiving this notice
was that I had somehow betrayed Phil
Ochs and his Draft-Dodger Blues that I
had grown up singing. I wrote that off
as panic and got ready to report.
I arrived at the draft board in the
moming with my official note and one
thing was clear. I was definitely the
greyest recruit of this batch. There I
was with hundreds of seventeen and

eighteen year old pimply-faced boysmost of whom still had their hair. Then
the realization hit me. This is an
amazing cross section of the Jewish
people that very few people ever see.
There was everything, from young
hippy Jews in dreadlocks to ultraorthodox Yeshivah boys still trying to
talk their way out of service. When
they called my name, the nineteen-year
old department commander looked at
me and said, `How old are you?' With
a grey-bearded straight face I replied,
`Eighteen. Why?'

Well, my line got a terrific laugh
from the entire crowd of eighteen-year
olds. I was a hit with my troops. But a
small chill ran down my spine. I got a
small hint of what life was going to be
like in the army. The department
commander was nineteen and he was
not laughing. It was then that a thought
hit me. It was a thought that would be
confirmed time and again throughout
my experience. Apparently, eighteen
and nineteen year olds run this small
Jewish country. Holding positions of
extraordinary responsibility, they are
in charge of hundreds of soldiers and
must make excruciating ethical, lifeor-death decisions on a regular basis. I
was stunned, shocked. Then I moved
onto the rest of the draft board stations.
After a battery of tests, I was told to
report back in a few weeks. So I did.
Seasoned in the way of the draft board,
veteran of line waiting, master of
sitting in limbo for days on end, I was
fully prepared when I went to see the
army doctor. Fully prepared, that was,
until he asked me, `And where is your
son?' Though disarmed, I discovered
that he spoke English. Not only that,
we were /cz#c7s772e77. He was from Long

waiting week after week for a letter or
telegram - do telegrams still exist? or even an email from the army. But

Island. Though he still thought I was
crazy; he certified me as someone who
might not die during basic training. At
forty-four years old with my high
cholesterol-fighting Lipitor by my side
I was to head off to basic training,

nothing ever came. I called. I nudged

almost.

my friend the commander, but I
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to gct draf ited.

contirmed on next page
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I had to take my paperwork back to
the draft board. I gave them the
paperwork and something else that is

an anathema to every army-a square
peg for round holes. They did not know
what to do with me. I thought this was
it, the final dead end. Then more luck
or divine intervention entered the
scene. A few months earlier, I had

performed a wedding for a very sweet
couple who had made aliyah from the
Ukraine. Whom did I see when I
entered the room? Sergei the groom.
When I entered, his face lit up,
`Rabbi Rich, what are you doing here? '
Sergei, it turns out, was a high-ranking
officer in charge of the entire draft
board. He was the one who decided
how draftees should be classified in

the computer and when their army
service should commence. And so I
moved magically to the head of the
line and received my /zczi; gz.#s, my

second reporting notice, for 7
November 2007.
When the big day arrived, my family
gave me their final ribbing and a
collective, final are-you-sure-youknow-what-you're-doing look and
wished me well. In my social circle,
some started calling me a /.I.czr. The
Israeli term for sucker, it is the last

thing you ever want to be considered in
Israeli society. But I reasoned, if being
a #z.czr means having values, I am a
committed/.z.czr. So, I had one of my
best friends deliver me to the main
army-processing base in Tel-Aviv.
Having lived in Israel since he was
seventeen, he had already taken each
of his three kids on this very trip, so I
assumed he was wise in this process.
At times, it was difficult for both of us
not to laugh. But we eventually
managed to take it seriously and he
dropped me off.
As I walked through the door, I
expected a chorus of, `Go home
grandpa!' But none came. In fact, no
one said anything. I just got on the bus
with the horde of eighteen year olds.
All in all, they were as obnoxious as
any group of eighteen year olds,
blasting music and honing their ability
to annoy. But I knew what was really
going on here. Every Israeli knows
what goes on here on this particular
bus ride. These boys were saying
goodbye to their childhood. This was
no joke. It is as serious as it gets. At
times, it is even traumatic. As a student
of Israeli society, I wanted to witness
this and experience it as much as I
could.

We arrived at the Bcz4:ke¢77€ located on

the re/-ffcrsfeomer base in the middle
of Tel-Aviv. Bcz4:kef;72 is an acronym for

the Processing and Absorption Base.
Most words in the Israeli army are
acronyms. In fact, the Hebrew word
for army, /zcz¢cz/ is an acronym for
Tzavah Haganch L'Yisrael. AI I:Irne;s,
it gets to the point where the language
in the army is almost completely
separate from Hebrew. While our
arrival was an interesting experience
for a forty-four year old, it was dropdead shocking for the eighteen year
olds. It was even shocking for the
twenty-five year olds who comprised

the new immigrants in the group, a
group I would later get to know very
well.
The Bcz4ifrof77e works like this. First

they take our bags. Next, we see the
army equivalent of an El-Al pre-flight
safety video. They measure your hair,
then cut it all off. They X-ray your
teeth for `identification pulposes' - as
frightening as it sounds for obvious
reasons. Take your photograph. Then

they give you your any ID and dog
tags and ask you to prove you have a
bank account. They interview you one
more time and then they send you to
get a uniform. During tbis entire

RIch Kirschen with the Alon Platoon
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process I was asked my age about a
thousand times. But the craziest part
was getting my uniform.
Imagine a Gap store in Times Square
after the Gap announces that all of its
clothes are free. It's absolute pandemonium. Three hundred young men all
receive the same duffle bag filled with
all kinds of army gadgets that you have
no idea how to figure out or use and
three sets of uniforms with boots, belts,
and hat that you must try on. And
nothing fits. So everyone tries to
exchange their uniforms. After successfully navigating this room, you go
through a door and come out the other
side changed. Before: hair, no uniform.
After: no hair, uniform.
Though we all looked different when
we came in, we all look very much
alike now. The hippy kid with the nose
ring and the dreadlocks? One of us.
The yesfez.1/crfe boc¢er.? One of us. In

Hebrew, this process is known as
Helem Bakkum: Bakkum shock. TLese
kids have no idea what just happened
to them or where they are going and
their senses are way overloaded, but
their path to becoming incredible
people, adults, and taking on degrees
of responsibility that many of us can
never fathom have begun.

A;fler Helen Bckkun, you go to the
processing area, where they decide
your future assignment as a soldier. It
was there that I met my brothers in
arms. Upon entering, I immediately
spotted a bunch of older guys in the
back of the room - new immigrants
like me. They were the group of
twenty-five year olds I had spotted
earlier. Though they were the `older
guys', I still had twenty years on them.
Anyway, like every army around the
world does, we all waited.
When it was time for my interview,
I sat down with a commander who was
actually close to my age. He looked at
me and said, `What the hell are you
doing here?' Having it down by rote, I
looked at him and explained that I was
a new immigrant and that as a citizen, a
father with children, and someone who
teaches about Israel f to tourists from
around the world, I wanted to serve in
the army. He smiled and got up. He
brought in other officers from other
rooms. An argument erupted filled
with considerable yelling and debate.
And then they decided to send me
home.

So, I went home armed with my
giant duffle bag, uniform, and new
haircut, and I waited. The next
moming, I received a call from the
army, explaining that they had finally
come to a decision about my status. I
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Because I had
arrived late, I got
stuck with the top

bunk, making the
fear Of f;alling out
Of the top easily
one Of the least

pleasant parts Of
my army service.
For the eighteen

years before this, I
had been sharing
the same queensized bed with a
cute redhead who

fortunately
happens to be
my wife. That
highi, I f round
myself sleaping
next to a snoring
Azerbeijani on a

foinsy metal bed
six feet above the
fooor. Crushed like

a sardine in the
barracks with
f lf iteen other

strangers - I
realized that I was
really in the army.

was ordered to report to an army base
in the North of Israel. I was in.
Upon arriving at my base, I was
given a Hebrew test, interviewed once
more, and then thrown into Squad
Seven. Squad Seven was a group of
highly motivated new immigrants from
France, Switzerland, Turkey, Ethiopia,
Ukraine, Azerbaijan, and Staten Island.
I had no idea what to make of these
guys and I am certain the feeling was
mutual. But they had heard that a fortyfour year old Refoml rabbi would be
joining them and they had no choice.
The beginning of my service after
that is a bit of a blur. I remember
desperately trying to organize my stuff.
I even tried to tie my shoes in the
correct army way - still not easy for
me. Because I had arrived late, I got
stuck with the top bunk, making the
fear of falling out of the top easily one
of the least pleasant parts of my army
service. For the eighteen years before
this, I had been sharing the same
queen-sized bed with a cute redhead
who fortunately happens to be my wife.
That night, I found myself sleeping
next to a snoring Azerbeijani on a
flimsy metal bed six feet above the
floor. Crushed like a sardine in the
barracks with flfteen other strangers and I do not even like sharing a room at
Refomi Judaism' s Biennial Conference.
It was this first night at my base when I
first realized that I was really in the
army.
Apparently, a major part of
successful soldiering involves being
woken up in the middle of the night. In
Hebrew, this is called feczkycr/zczfe, from

the word `to make one jump'. When so
awakened, officers give you four
minutes to get dressed in uniform and
then run and run to a given point where
you must stand completely still at
attention. I think at this point that it is
safe to say that I suffer from some
form of undiagnosed attention deficit
disorder as the officers paid very close
attention to my standing at attention.
And they took great pains to explain
this in the form of insults about the
quality of our soldiering. Initially, I
just thought it ended there. I was
Wrong.

I soon discovered that after the
running and attention and abuse, we
got down to the serious running. And
that was when I made a terrible
mistake. In an attempt to increase amry
efficiency I decided to put my unifom
over my sweatpants and sweatshirt. I
also put my feet into my boots without
socks. How efficient. As we were
running through the cold night with
continued on next page
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our commanders giving us pointed, er,

basic level, it comes down to that. In
the best of all worlds, this is not what
we want. But at the moment, this is our

pointers throughout the night, all I kept
thinking was, `What the hell was I
thinking?'
Finally, after running around and
around and up hills and down hills, we
arrived at some type of field, where we
were made to stand at attention.
Sweating like crazy because of my
clothes with blisters on my feet, it was
then that I was told to `get down and
give' twenty-five push ups. Who could
be doing this?
. Itumedto my side and there stood a

ironic observation. During my entire
time in the field, all of my instructions
and all of my orders were issued by
commanders more than twenty years
my junior. For me, a Hillel director for
close to ten years, it was absolutely
fascinating to see these young people
and their advanced sense of authority
and responsibility. My own com-

very fierce-looking commander-a

mander, Hcz772z/czkec7e/ - I later found

nineteen-year old young woman. My
instinct was to say politely, `Excuse
me? I haven't done push-ups since

out her name was Dalit - was a remarkable and capable leader. That is
no small compliment as in the Israeli
army it is all about leadership. But
Dalit and many like her also raised
other interesting questions.
How would Dalit, this young
commander in the Israeli army relate
to Jewish students at Brown University
where I had worked before? Are the
experiences of one nation, the Jewish
people, in two different places, Israel
and America, so radically different that
soon we will not see the connection?
Are we becoming two different
peoples? As an educator, these were
mental notes I kept while I huffed and
puffed my way through the army. Not
all lessons or observations were so

1987.' But it all came back to me
instantly. I was in the army. And in the
army age does not matter, gender does
not matter, only one thing matters rank. It means everything. So what else
could I do? I dropped and did twentyfive push-ups. I was in the army.
After that moment, I went from Rcrv
to rcfrtzz., from rabbi to private. And the
transformation
preceded
great
leaning. I learned to take orders, no
matter how inane. I learned to run and
run and stand with my canteen at my
feet. I leaned to eat all of my food in
ten minutes, line up in formation, be on
time or do push-ups, shine my shoes,
and many, many other odd-yetutilitarian tasks. I even leaned how to

take apat my M16 and put it back
together, and this is from a man who
fears Ikea. Never being able to put their
particleboard together quite correctly,
for me Ikea is a form of Swedish
torture.
But I would like to talk just a bit
more about my M16. Though it is
almost a clich6 at this point, it is a
clich6 for a reason, because in the army

your weapon becomes part of you. If
you ever forget it, you are in more than
serious trouble. And I leamed to take
my M16 apart and put it back together
completely. I also leaned to shoot my
M16 and everything that implies. An
M16 shoots much louder than it does
on TV. I had never shot a gun before,
certainly not in Woodmere, and there I
was, running around in my gear and
vest with many bullets, shooting my
M16 at night.

I also did my share of guard duty a
number of times in the middle of the
night on some hill in the Galilee. This
was an extremely bumbling experience.
On a concrete level, the only reason we
have this State of Israel is because of
these young kids who give up three

years of their lives to stand on our
borders with loaded M16s. At its most
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reality.
I would also like to record another

existential.

One of my favourite experiences
happened regularly when I would
travel home for Shabbat. It was then
that I learned about who and what the
Doc7of, the aunties, were and what they
did. Doc7oJ are older women, even older
than me, who open stands with all
kinds of delicious foods for soldiers to
eat for free while they travel back and
forth through the country. All
volunteers, these women do this out of
the goodness of their hearts and out of
a sense of giving back to the country
while taking care of its young people.
It is truly inspiring to see them there,
on the side of the road, on Friday
momings around 6 a.in. when soldiers
begin their treks home. At the Doc7of
stands, soldiers receive coffee,
shakshuka, humus, a,nd whatever die
they want for free. It is an amazing
connection between generations that
engenders a feeling of camaraderie we are all in this together and everyone
has a part to play. But army life was
not all stunning revelations, ironic
humour, and discomfort punctuated by
profound admiration. There were also
moments that made me keenly
conscious of my uniform and not in the
best way.
I am talking about the Palestinian

conflict. Wearing an army uniform, I
was no longer watching this conflict
from the sidelines. One Friday
moming, I went to my office to get
some papers and ran into some
Palestinian employees who work at my
education centre. As they had never

Ahmad, a nice guy

from Tzar Bacha, a
Palestinicun town on
the edge Of
Jerusale.in, was doing

renovations on our
house. He was a
friend Of a friend, so I
feczd so7#e protektzia

for not getting ripped
off: AItd if. there is one

thing where
Palestinians and
Israelis unite it is in
ripping of f clients.
been before in my eyes, suddenly the
lines were drawn very clearly.
Previously, we always had very
friendly interactions, but now I was in
uniform. I was an Israeli soldier and
the awkwardness between us was now
palpable. It was not an isolated
incident. Ahmad, a nice guy from Tzur
Bacha, a Palestinian town on the edge
of Jerusalem, was doing renovations
on our house. He was a friend of a
friend, so I had some pro/ck/zz.cr for not

getting ripped off. And if there is one
thing where Palestinians and Israelis
unite it is in ripping off clients.
In any event, as Ahmad and I spoke
about the project over tea, it suddenly
felt absolutely mad. Here is this really
nice Palestinian, we have a common
business venture, and we are both
getting along fine. The entire conflict
is like an unspoken background to our
conversation, an unspeaking guest at
the table who exerts great influence on
our interaction.
Apparently in Israel, personal,
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professional and national relationships
often contradict each other. Do we
really want the other person or people
to disappear on a broa.d, impersonal,
national level, while we get along just
fine on a personal and professional
level? On paper, it should not work.
But it does. And there I was speaking

It is easy to be ethical when you do
not have power. For much of our
heritage, we have not had power. Now
we do. That is the test that the Jewish
people face today. How do we actually
use that power? How do we navigate
the tension between power, mitzvot
and ethics? As I saw first hand, the gap

with Ahmad in Hebrew and thinking
that the last sentence in Arabic I
leaned was from guard duty in the
Gal:ilee, ` Wahif I Walla ana betuhak! '

between soldier and civilian is immense
on many levels, but especially when it
comes to righteous indignation and
ethical judgment. The army did not
teach me to be less concerned about
ethics. The exact opposite is true. But
my experience in the army did teach
me exactly how easy it is to pass

That translates directly to, `Halt! I am
armed! ' And so it goes. . .
In the end, I learned to be a soldier.
But I also learned much, much more on
a profound level. I learned to be a
Jewish soldier. I was a soldier in the

army where the food was kosher,
where we had time for the prayer of
my people, and where Shabbat and

judgment on Israel and the IDF over
coffee and the moming paper.
Finally, throughout this entire
experience, an odd thing occurred. I
could not stop thinking about the

holidays were values. This was an
army where the Ethics Code of the IDF,
the jz#czc¢ rzcrfecr/, makes you proud, as
it is based on Jewish values. That does

moming prayer, ofeczi/czfe rczz7bcz¢, and
the verse in the j477€z.c7c7¢ prayer that

not mean that both the IDF and the
State of Israel do not make incredibly
painful mistakes. But then again, that
is the lesson of power and

arbah karfot ha'aretz) a.nd bring us
back to the land of Israel - a prayer

powerlessness.

new immigrants like myself - Jews
who came to Israel from around the
world -the meaning of that prayer for
the Jewish people became even clearer
to me: getting back to Israel was not
and is not about waiting, it is about
taking action.
In essence, this was my army
experience, this prayer turned into
reality. My specific unit started out as

fifteen guys who did not know each
other, guys from Addis Ababa to Paris
to Istanbul. But now we were rzeve/
Shevah o£ Plugat Alon - Squa.d Seven
of the Alon Platoon. We were Jews
from all over the world and we were
now bound to each other as Israeli
soldiers. And when we stood for our
swearing in ceremony and shouted,

`Ani nishbah.I ' or .I swearl.' , to decla,re

our allegiance to the IDF, and then
sang ffc7/z.fu;cz¢, nothing could have felt

more meaningful .

asks God to take us from the four
comers of the earth ¢czbe/z oZcz7?c/ "ez.

said for two thousand years. It is a
prayer that simply asks God to bring us
back home. After being surrounded by
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correspondence from 1942, are two
small, blue envelopes containing thirtyeight photographs which have come to
light for the flrst time. Their existence,
and the recorded British reaction
attached to them, sheds further light on
the govemment's wartime knowledge
of the Holocaust. It reinforces the
perception that this country regarded
the Nazis' persecution of the Jews as a
regrettable, if tragic inconvenience
rather than something which required
a decisive response.
It has long been clear that Britain's

THAT

DOWNING
STREET

KNEW OF
HOLOCAUST
Daniel Tilles
This is Dan Tllles ' first contribution to MAIINA. fwe are
delighted to be a vehicle for the work Of the coming

generation Of Jewish academics , particularly those who
have grown up in progressive congregations.
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role in the Holocaust is far more
complex than the traditional image of
her as vanquisher of the Nazis and
liberator of the concentration camps.
While news of Jewish suffering
shocked the world in the aftermath of
the war, we now know that Britain and
her allies had detailed knowledge of
the destruction of the Jews long before
1945. Debate has raged over how we
should judge the Allies' response to
this evidence. Were they helpless
bystanders to Nazi atrocities, willing
but unable to help the Jews of Europe?
Or were they, in the words of one
prominent critic, `passive accomplices '
who, by failing to act, must share
responsibility with those who actually
committed the crimes? Before one
makes any moral judgements, the
historical details of exactly what was
known, when it was known, and the
response to it, must be established.
It is generally agreed by historians
that, although reports of an intensification of Nazi atrocities against Jews had
been reaching the British government
since the summer of 1941, it was not
until the second half of 1942 that they
possessed enough information to conclude that a policy of systematic
extermination was underway. This led
to the Allied Declaration of December
that year, in which Britain jointly
condemned Hitler's `intention to exterminate the Jewish people of Europe'
and promised retribution against those
responsible for these crimes. The discovery of this new evidence, revealed
in the course of my research for a book
on this subject, indicates that not only
did the British authorities receive
graphic depictions of the Nazis' treatment of Jews in early 1942, but that
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they made a concerted effort to prevent
this information from being publicized.
The envelopes that contain these
photographs are labelled as `conditions
in Polish ghettos and in internment
camps for Soviet prisoners of war' and
were received by the Foreign Office in
March 1942. The pictures inside,

which were smuggled out of Europe
by the Polish underground, vividly
portray the suffering caused by Nazi
rule. In particular, a selection showing
conditions in a Jewish cemetery which I have since identified as being
in the Warsaw ghetto and which were

taken by a German army officer contains some of the most disturbing
images, three of which are printed here.
They show heaps of bodies being
transported on carts and piled high in
mass graves. The death rate is clearly
so high that there is little time for any
proper respect to be paid to the dead.
The emaciated state of the corpses and
the fact that many are clearly young
men indicate the miserable existence
they had endured and that their deaths
were not natural. In one image, the
naked figures of four children, one
clearly no older than a toddler, are
strewn without care across an open
grave. While post-war generations
have become somewhat desensitized
to this kind of Holocaust imagery, we
should remember that in early 1942 no
such depictions of Jewish suffering had
been seen in the West. It is also
important to bear in mind that, while
we associate the Holocaust with the
gas chambers of Auschwitz, a high
proportion of its victims - perhaps as
many as half of the six million perished as a result of intentional
deprivation and shootings.
These images alone would not have
allowed the British to conclude that the
Nazis were undertaking a deliberate
and systematic attempt to clear Europe
of its Jews. But as well as providing
unprecedented and graphic evidence
in themselves, they should have
complemented and lent added weight
to the accounts of anti-Jewish atrocities
which had already been received. It
was easy to dismiss a second-hand
report, written by an unknown
underground source and passed
through many hands, but much harder
to argue with photographic evidence
such as this. But the British response,
scribbled in hand-written notes
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attached to the file, is as remarkable as
the images themselves.
One Foreign Offlce official, after
noting that the pictures have been

The general view
Of British
policy-makers

was that the
passive suf fering
Of Jews was f;ar
less usefiul as a

passed to the Political Warfare
Executive, the body in charge of
disseminating propaganda behind
enemy lines, comments that `we don't
want to see them again'. One can only
speculate upon his exact meaning. At
the very best he was stating that the
hoITific nature of the images meant
that, on a personal level, he and his
colleagues did not wish them to be
returned. At worst, and more likely
given what then happened to the
pictures, he was hinting that he wanted
the photographs to be `buried', never
to reappear. Either way, it is obvious
that the pictures had made a strong
impression and their significance had
not been lost.

propaganda tool
than, f tor
example, heroic

Another note is attached to the
second of the two envelopes, which
contains just four images, but some of
the most shocking, all showing the
Jewish cemetery, including the three

stories Of Sovict
resistance.

more horrendous photographs different this time -and not so good'.
It is hard to conceive on what grounds

There was
also a feeling,
inf ouenced by
prevalent antiSemitic attitudes ,
that the
persecution Of
Jews would not

generate public
syrxpatky.

printed here. The note reads: `Some

these pictures were deemed `not so
good'. One can only speculate that,
given that they contained only images

of Jews and none of Soviet pows,
they were seen as less useful for
propaganda purposes. The general
view of British policy-makers was that
the passive suffering of Jews was far
less useful as a propaganda tool than,
for example, heroic stories of Soviet
resistance. There was also a feeling,
influenced by prevalent anti-Semitic
attitudes, that the persecution of Jews
would not generate public sympathy.
A memo at the Ministry of Information
stated that propaganda `must always
deal with the treatment of indisputably
innocent people. Not with violent
political opponents. And not with
Jews. ' The implication clearly was that
Jews were not seen as `indisputably
innocent'. There was also a feeling,
articulated by a senior official at the
Foreign Office, that `Jews tend to
exaggerate Geman atrocities in order
to stoke us up'. These doubts about
using propaganda relating to Jewish
victimhood were reinforced by
wariness of encouraging accusations,
continued on next page
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It is now accepted that Britain, f;or a
variety Of reasons, some justified, many
less so, strongly resisted all but the
most superficial measures to
rescue or bring reliof to Europe's
Jews during the war.

made surprisingly often given how
ludicrous they now sound, that this was
a war being fought on behalf of Jews,
who wanted to rid the world of Hitler
and were using their supposed power
over politicians and the press to drag
the West into war. Therefore, although
Jews were clearly being targeted for
special treatment by the Nazis, the
Allies preferred to emphasize other
victims, like the Poles, Russians and
French, to avoid the perception that
helping Jews was their main
motivation.
So it is clear that although the
signiflcance of these photographs was
accepted by the British authorities,
they were deemed to be of no use for
propaganda purposes. Indeed the
available records of the Political
Warfare Executive, for whom such
evidence should have been extremely
relevant, contain no mention of
receiving or discussing the images.
Interestingly, some of the photographs
did eventually come to light during the
war, but only when they fell into the
hands of an American Jew, Jacob
Apenszlak, who published them in Z7ze
Black Book Of Polish Je:wry .Tn 1.943.

Images from the cemetery Of the Warsaw ghetto. Originally taken by a Nazi soldier
but srrmggled out through underground chamels bof;ore eventwally falling into
British hands in March 1942.

More disturbingly, the pictures failed to
arouse any sense of urgency to respond
to the crimes being portrayed. It is now
accepted that Britain, for a variety of
reasons, some justified, many less so,
strongly resisted all but the most
superficial measures to rescue or bring
relief to Europe's Jews during the war.
This discovery helps challenge the
traditional belief that it was only after
a fluny of reliable atrocity reports in
the summer and autumn of 1942 that
the Allies were able to conclude that
the Nazis were pursuing an unprecedented policy of persecution against
the Jews. These images would have

given the British a clear indication of
the suffering being endured by
Europe's Jews and would have removed some of the scepticism over the
atrocity reports which had already been
received. Such indisputable and graphic
evidence could also have been used to
raise public awareness of Nazi crimes.
But this was clearly deemed to be contrary to Britain' s wartime interests. The
images were buried, not to reappear
until now, over sixty years later. They
are further testament to our country's
passivity in the face of the Holocaust I
DANIEL TILLES wog bor# z.# I,o#do#,
growing up in Wimbledon, but is of Polish
Jewish and Finnish descehi. Having completed
his undergraduate degree at Oxford Brookes
University, he took a Masters at the Jagiellonian
University in Krckow, Polcind. He is currently
in his first year Of a History PhD at Royal
Holloway, University Of London.
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A#e¥s:dcp::tF::::¥:;;i::.a:
of the Church of England. It presents a
picture of the current state of conditions
of many asylum seeker children living
in Britain. It is entitled I,z.vz.ng o# zfee
Edge Of Despair. ThJe EIIe showri tfu:at

there are children growing up in our
towns and cities, living in households
without food, heating or toys, with

BORED BARRISTERS

TETCHY JUDGES
Pat & David Astbury

parents at the limit of their endurance even pregnant women who cannot
afford to eat.
Professionals quoted by the report
claim that the main cause of destitution
is lack of adequate legal representation.
This reflects concerns that the legal aid
available for asylum seekers is severely
restricted and does not allow time to
deal sufficiently with the complex
immigration system within UK law.
Most of the families interviewed did
not
receive
satisfactory
legal
representation during their asylum
claim. It is the opinion of the
professionals that the lack of proper
legal advice was directly responsible
for asylum claims failing. This can,
and very often does, leave genuine
asylum seekers and their families
facing destitution, as they are not
allowed to work, nor are they allowed
to claim any benefits. Some of the

parents within the study had
experienced rape and torture before
arriving in the UK. Many were
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This is the subfusc world Of bored barristers, yowhing
solicitors , f altering interpreters , irritable adjudicators
and judges , where asylum seekers, racked with
anriety, see their hopes Of froding a new life in a new
country being crushed and discarded.

depressed and felt powerless because
they could not care for their children.
Lisa Nandy, policy advisor for The
Children's Society said: `This may be
a small-scale study but the results are
shocking - we found children only
eating once a day and parents not
eating for several days. If the findings
of this study reflect the wider
experience of asylum-seeking families
in the UK then thousands of children
are
experiencing
destitution.
Regardless of their legal status, these
are children, entitled to better
childhoods, and we have a duty to
protect and support them as we do all
other children in the UK.'
The main points of the study found:
• Children living in dirty, unsafe and
overcrowded conditions.
• Transient housing accommodation.
• One family of six were housed in a
single room.
• Many families were in hostels where

they were afraid of other residents'
behaviour and their property and
food was stolen.
• Children living in accommodation
without heating or electricity.
• Children and their families in
constant fear of return to unsafe
countries.
• Living in unsafe places led to sexual

exploitation. Two children in the
study had been conceived as a result
of sexual exploitation.
• Pregnant women interviewed did not
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have enough to eat, and one was
homeless during her pregnancy.
Anyone who looks into the asylum
situation in the UK will be shocked.
Anyone who looks into the legal
system that we have allowed to be
introduced for asylum seekers will be
even more shocked. This is the subfusc
world of bored barristers, yawning
solicitors, faltering interpreters,
irritable adjudicators and judges, where
asylum seekers, racked with anxiety,
see their hopes of finding a new life in
a new country being crushed and
discarded. The proceedings rumble on
and justice is delivered with the
broadest possible brush. Everything,
everything is against the asylum
seeker. The judges ask for documents
to substantiate their claims; if there are
no documents then their story is
regarded as unfounded; if documents
are produced then they are dismissed
as forgeries. I have sat through enough
of these excruciating occasions to
know that the chances of the appellant
getting a favourable judgement run at
about one-in-ten.
Yet the asylum situation is a

financial juggernaut. Our popular press
and media make a big case of how
much uninvited immigrants are costing
the country, but they fail to
acknowledge how much uuregulated
free enteaprise exploits these people.

continued on next page
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I live in a
northern town,
chosen along
with others, by
the Home Office
as being suitable

fior their
dispersal plans
Campaigning outside a holding centre
The asylum seeker generates wealth
for many areas of our society.
Everyone knows that asylum seekers
are employed, either visibly or behind
the scenes, in most city centre hotels
and restaurants. Thousands of
businesses employ desperately poor

people who are willing to work for less
than our legal minimum wage. They
have the additional attractiveness of
not being eligible for holiday or sick
pay, and they do not have to make
National Insurance contributions for
them. They also do not complain.
These workers play a significant part
in helping keep our inflation levels
within the Chancellor's targets.
Landlords, within the relevant price
range also like them. Local council
housing departments like them,
solicitors particularly appreciate them
- even though the standard of legal
service they supply is usually
shamefully low, as detailed in the
Children's Society report. Local law
societies like them. The far Left like
them, probably using them as another
stick with which to beat the
Government. The mass of so called
`help and aid' organizations like them.

Money pours through in every
direction, mainly from Europe, and
generates a culture of endless meetings,
programmes, journals, commissioned
studies, and so on. None of this money
is ever actually used to benefit a
destitute asylum seeker, but it is taken
up with salaries and expenses and
equipment for people to set up more
programmes and talking shops. You
can find yourself attending conferences
about the plight of asylum seekers and
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what `educational' aids are available
to `raise awareness' when at the back
of the building people are bedding
down for the night in doorways.

Asylum seekers also make the bulk of
work for Translation agencies - most
of these agencies are run by people
who themselves are relatively new to
the UK. The list is impressive.
I live in a northern town, chosen
along with others, by the Home Office
as being suitable for their dispersal
plans for asylum seekers. What this
poliey meant was that the Government
decided to stop accommodating
asylum seekers in London and went
looking for distant towns that had poor
quality, unoccupied housing stock
available. So the asylum seekers came
to my town and we suddenly became
international.
My wife and I would see them in the
supermarkets. Ten years ago they had
to struggle with the Government's
flawed voucher system, which was
confusing and embarrassing for them.
We once saw a family loaded up with
bottles of water and my wife struck up
a conversation with them. The man was
saying that caITying the water home
was difficult, but they all came together
to help with the task. We explained
that the water from the tap is fine in
England. They did not need bottled
water. And that is where it all started.
We decided to help every asylum
seeker we met, and during the
following years we met hundreds.
I wanted to do so much, not in a
grand way, but simply to relieve some
of the struggles of daily life in an
unfamiliar and mostly unsympathetic

f;or asyham
seekers. What
this policy meant

was that the
Government
decided to stop
accommodating
asyham seekers in
London and went
looking for
distant towns that

had poor qudity,
unoccupied
housing stock
available. So the
asylum seekers
came to my town
and we suddenly
became
international.
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country. I could not help with legal
aspects, other than attend court with
them and give support, but I could do a
thousand other things. By using a
network of kind fiiends we started to
collect household items, washing
machines, televisions, carpets and the
like. These items we supplied, at no
cost, to people who needed them. Word

got around and we acquired more items
donated and more people in need of
them. If people asked us `What do
asylum seekers need?' our answer was
`Well, what would you need in a new

country?'
Giving

can

be

problematic,

particularly with people who have a
strong code of pride and independence.
Accepting free gifts can go against
their sense of honour and dignity. We
quickly learned that there is only one
way of making our gifts acceptable.
There has to be a certain magic
ingredient. That ingredient is friendship,
or better still, something approaching a
family style of concern. Only when we
have established a strong link of
friendship are the donated gifts offered.
It need not be a lengthy process - it can
be quickly reached. These friendships
are of a very high quality, far beyond
the reach of contentiousness or
opinion. Religious differences are of
no consequence. Word has got out that

we are Jewish. If asked we say that
helping the stranger and hospitality are
central components of Judaism as they
are of all the Abrahamic religions. One
of our friends, a Kurdish village leader,
a freedom fighter, limping with injuries
but always smiling, once asked us for
the whereabouts of the nearest Jewish
community. I asked him why he
wanted to know and he replied that he
wished to live among Jews.
Helping asylum seekers is a bumpy
road and there are truly terrible
occasions. We have seen black
windowed people-carriers arrive at
5am and front doors smash.ed open in
order to catch families in their beds.
People are given minutes to pack one
bag each and then are bundled, often
with children screaming, into the
vehicles and are driven off to privatized
detention centres, prior to deportation.
We have stood in the heartrending
silence of their ransacked homes. This
is the Home Office at its most brutal.
They distance themselves, and the
actual dirty work is subcontracted to
private fims, of which there appears
to be no shortage.
But we have also experienced the
warmth and joy of being almost a
family member among people from
every part of the world. The courtliness
of the Persians, the magnificent food

of the Afghanis, cooked on a couple of
electric rings, dancing with Kurds, that
rhythmic thumping sound that will
never be silenced, the endless birthday
parties where all the family members
are singing and caITying huge dishes of
wonderful food, the delicious black
teas with cardamom and goodness
knows what other spices - sipped all
day long in steamy tiny glasses. The
old man from Nishapur, birthplace of
the sublime Khayyam, offering to
teach me Farsi, Baluchi, Pashto, Dari,
Luri, Tajiki -a Sufi no less who held
my shoulders and told me that I would
go to Paradise for what I had done for
his family. His Paradise, or mine? And
most of all, the laughing, brilliant
children, who pick up English in a
matter of weeks. They shout with
excitement and run to meet us as my
old car turns into their run down
estates. It is such a joy to be near the
sheer optimism and energy of these
astonishing people. They have so much
to offer this country, so much talent, so
much alnbition. Really, they are the
ones who are giving I
PAT AND DAVID ASTBURY are member:a o/
Manchester Reform Synagogue. Both are retired
- Pat was a schoolteacher and David a design
engineer. For the last tweive years that have
been involved in helping asylum seekers. This is
the Asbury 's first contribution to MAENNAL.
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The Editor attended a European-wide Rabbinic Kallah in
Vii,enna i,n March 2008. It opened with a passionate paper
by Rabbi Walter Rothschild. It touched on topics wide and deep.
This is an adaptation Of that paper, the honesty Of which
makes it truly wortky Of our looth issue.

MY ANGER
me and have to be said. I hope
THE theywarmyou,butdonotscorch
WORDS BURN INSIDE
you.
The older I get and the longer I serve,
the more clear it becomes to me that
my rabbinate is based upon Anger and
not Love. This is an observation and a
piece of self-analysis. It is not a cry for
help, it is not a call for therapy, it is not
an apology. It is simply that I become
more and more aware of being a
member of a generation that calls itself
`Second Generation' but is also to a

large extent - theologically - a Lost
Generation.
The generation that suffered, that
was driven out of its homes and that
saw all that it had built and striven for
destroyed - at the stroke of a pen or the
whim of a sadistic official or the pure
chance of a bomb or a bullet or a
toapedo that struck here and not there,
this house or skip or aeroplane and not
that one - they suffered and there is no
way I can begin to describe what that
meant or how that felt, because I was
not there. But I was born into the
aftermath, and this I do feel.
It means that I was born into the
rubble and dec.ay of what had once
been a Judaism. It means that I grew up
among refugees, people with foreign
names and foreign accents who had
made their second homes in what to
me was my first home. Everywhere I
look I see more evidence of what used
to be. A large part has been formally
remembered in a two-dimensional
sense, with a plaque or a memorial or a
book. But an even larger part has been
totally forgotten, either deliberately or
because there is simply no-one left to
remember. The mere act of
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Walter Rothschild
remembering is a political one - and a
theohogica.i oITe. `Zachor I Lo tishkach.I'

`Remember.

Do not forget'.

To

remember means to be angry. It means
to be deliberately, consciously aware
of what has been lost and what has
been destroyed. Somewhere - all logic
tells us, in spite of the evidence of
human history - somewhere, someone
must be to blame for all this. It is not
enoughjust to be angry in an unfocused
way. There has to be Someone, or
Something, at which to be angry.
I am driven, I am not pulled. I
consider this a valid and legitimate
basis for being a rabbi, but it does make
me impatient and irritable with the
simplistic optimists who see the glass
as half full or more. I see it as half
empty or less.
This is not the first time that Jews
have faced a Catastrophe, or a Crisis of
Faith, but this time I am a part of it. I
do not have the temporal or emotional
distance that cushions me safely from
the events of the destruction of the First
Temple in 586 BCE or that of the
Second in 70 CE. Bar Kochba's
hopeless revolt - or rather for him, it
was hopeful, only we, with hindsight,
can see how hopeless it was - is a long
way away. `The past is a foreign
country: they do things differently
there', as L.P. Hartley wrote in 77!e
Go-Between. I can read Kinot
lamentations from the time of the
Crusades or accounts of the Pogroms
and they turn my stomach but they are
a long way away.

With the Shoah - I am still in the
middle of it. It has not yet finished.
The active killing, yes, but not the
repercussions. There are still people in
my communities now, who suffered
directly and with whom I have to work.
And my work is influenced
enormously by the `Missing People'.
If I work now in a Jewish vacuum, in a
desert, it is because millions and
millions of people who could have
been my congregants are not there, not
there to hear my sermons, not there to
discuss Torah or liturgy with me, not
even there to pay my salary. Nor are
their children or their grandchildren. I
attend memorial services for the people

who are Not Here any more and with
them we should remember those who
Never Were. I attend the openings of
exhibitions with photographs of
children who were deported -these are
the children who should have grown
up to become, now, the pensioners with
time to come and learn with me. But
they are not here.
In the distant past, Jews found means
of turning the blame upon themselves.
In a classic psychological mechanism
that served, if nothing else, to give a
veneer of meaning to the endless
tragedies which they suffered, there
were Jews, prophets and writers, who
said `we deserved this, it is our fault,
we had lapsed from the correct way
and we got what we deserved'. The
Bible's Prophetic books -Progressive
Judaism likes to say that we place more
emphasis on the universal and ethical
demands of the Prophets than on the
exclusive and ritual demands of the
Torah -constantly repeat this attitude:
`There is a God, this God loves us, this

God might or will punish us or has
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punished us, but only because God
loves us and we, as God's People, -as
a collective - should pull ourselves
together.'
This, in a nutshell, is a major
element in the tradition of the Ivei;I. 'z.777,

the prophets.
Thank goodness, hardly any sensible
thinker or writer has tried to apply this

argument to the sufferings of the
twentieth century. Occasionally one
who is not sensible veers in that
direction and speaks of punishment for
`assimilation' and `backsliding', and
some even try to see a hidden promise
in the creation of a Jewish State ten

years too late to have done much to
help. Though it has helped many times
since. But most react - still - with an
awed silence.
There is also the tradition of the
uncritical fundamentalists, which says,
`It is printed in the prayer book, Bc77"cfe

At`uh Adonai, Ohev et-Amo Yisrael ,W e
bless You God, who loves Your people
Israel -so it must be true. They see the
Siddur as a collection of facts rather
than as a collection of pious hopes.
They sing `j7cr//e/c!jczfe ! Praise God' and

mean it. But I struggle.
There is also the tradition of the
Zionists, who say, in effect, `Damn the
Go)/I.in, we cannot trust them one little
bit, we ought to go and get our own
country and there we can be safe and
live the way we want to, as Jews.'
Some Zionists see God's hand in the
creation of the State and their dream
fulfilled. Others base their claims on a
secular, indeed atheist attitude that
says, `God or no God, this is where we
want to be. '
I am not an atheist. I do believe in
God. But I do not necessarily love God.
Despite the command, ` ye 'czfec7i;/cz ez4c7o#czj. I/ofrecfecz ', You shall love the

Eternal Your God', I am angry at God.
I am angry at a God who let so much
happen, so many innocents suffer. I do
not include only Jews here, I include
the millions and millions of people
who were born, the children of parents
who wanted them, in small villages or
towns all over the world - and who
were then dragged into a conflict in
which they drowned or burned or
starved all over the world, from the
seas off Murmansk to the South
Atlantic, from below the surface of the
North Atlantic to the Indian Ocean and
the Pacific, in deserts and jungles and
seas, in the air, on the ice, in ....

Remember, I am notjust a Jew, I am an
Englishman, or even a European, and
the fate of young RAF airmen whom I
recall at annual services in the military
cemetery in Berlin is as much a part of
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my background as the fate of Jewish
civilians whom I recall at annual
services in Auschwitz. We neglect the
meaning of a World War when we
restrict it in our minds to the European
part of the conflict, and forget - for
example -the suffering in North Africa
or in Indonesia. Even in Aruba, in the
Caribbean. I once served a community
formed originally by refugees from
Europe, and there were memorials to
young Dutch men who had left this
paradisical island and had then fallen
in Europe and Asia.
Why did they die? Was it all because
one man was refused entry into the

Academy of Art in Vienna? Thirty

Tine neglect the

meaning Of a World
Tmar when we restrict
it in our rhinds to the
European part Of the
confoict, and forget -

fior example - the
swf fering in North
Africa or i,n
Indonesia. Even in
Aruba, in the
Caribbean.
years later large areas of the world lay
in ashes and the earth was filled with
mass graves. Could it really all have
happened because of this one man?
How do we praise a God who let it
happen? Millions of people died in
1919 and 1920 from the influenza

pandemic - why not this man? Would
it not have saved so much misery in the
future? If Stalin had developed a trivial
gum infection that went septic, or
suffered a stroke, or had leukaemia or
a brain tumour, how many other
millions might not have been forced
into an early and unnatural and
horrendous death? I cannot accept
uncritically the idea that `God left the
affairs of the world in the hands of
humanity' - because we believe in a
God who can and does intervene in
history. God intervened in Egypt - this
is a basic tenet of Jewish self-identity to force a potentate to hand over and
release a group of slaves. God
intervened to get this group through a
sea and to destroy those who sought to
destroy them. God can do this, we

proclaim. So we are faced with the
unavoidable question - `Why did God
not do it again?'
I work in small communities in
Europe. To some extent I work here in
spite of God, not because of God. If
there are hardly any Jews left in many
cities here, or no Jews here at all any
more, then I am having to create my
own communities before I can even
begin to serve them. I have to teach
people to become Jews so that I can
then be their rabbi. It is a bizarre
situation. But I did not create it and I
refuse to carry the blame for it. Does
God really want there to be Jews here,
in Austria or Germany or Switzerland
or France or Hungary or the Netherlands
or wherever? It would be nice to think
`Yes', and to accept gratefully the

manna that falls from heaven or hear a
Bc7Z Ko/, a heavenly voice. Some see

this manna in new migration
movements or new government
policies that lead to more Jews or more
money and old infrastructure becoming
available -at last -to enable us to start
rebuilding work. But even here, I have
the constant feeling of `too little, too
late'. The community where I grew up
in the north of England, Bradford, is
shrinking and dying - despite the
efforts over decades of my parents and
many others. The communities I am
attempting to assist in their efforts to
build and rebuild are struggling - and
this also makes me angry. Why should
we have to fight, and fight other Jews,
for recognition, for resources? But we
do have to fight. We are so few, now,
still, that we need every Jew, every
Euro, every Shekel, every Dollar.
Nothing comes easy. There are
enemies all over, including within the
Jewish establishment, and we do not
always make it easy for ourselves,
either. So much energy is diverted to
the mere act of survival.
Please do not misunderstand. I am a
Progressive Rabbi because I want to
be, and I am working where I am,
despite various career setbacks,
because I want to. Occasionally, very
occasionally, I do get the feeling that
God wants me here, too. But that does
not reduce the anger. God could have
made it easier for me. I pay a high
personal price - and my family has
also paid a high price - for the work
that I claim to do on God's behalf .
WALTER ROTHSCHILD wczs bor# j.#
Bradiferd and studied at Cambridge and the Leo
Baeck College. He currently serves in
Schleswig-Holstein: Bad Segeberg, Pinneberg,
Kiel, Elmshorn, Ahrensburg as well as the
Liberal communities in Vienna, Cologne,
Freiburg Hildesheim and Halle. He lives in
Berlin with his family.
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NOTES FROM
THE FUTURE
Howard Cooper
DATELINE: JULY 2033.
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can reach seventy years, eighty years
withstrength...'Yetitwasnotfi.omlack
of strength that he perished. When the
Rupture calne he was lost, along with
the rest: young and old, dreamers and

pragmatists, the worthy and the
strugglers, the crooks and the charmers,
the charlatans and the faithful. Each a
world, precious, fragile, swept away
forever. How did the Psalmist know, so
long ago: ` . . . and their years are troubled

with grief and emptiness, but this is
soon over and then we move on.' How
does anyone know what the future
holds, and how soon it can all be over?
My father was born in 1953. He
became a rabbi, wanted to be a rabbi
from early on, he told me. A vocation.
Before rabbis built up `portfolios of
skills', before they wanted to work
part-time so that they could `pursue
other interests'. We do not have rabbis
now. Nor will we, I guess, for the
foreseeable future - note how
straightforward that phrase sounds, and
what an illusion it contains - for we
survivors have other things on our
minds. We have lost so much, we
cannot begin to make it good. Yet what
cboice do we have except to cany on,
reassemble fragments, shore them
against our ruins?
I remember my father telling me
about the rabbis of Yavneh, those who
survived a previous catastrophe, the
destruction of their world in 70 CE,
and set themselves the task of building
again, not restoring what was lost but
renewing from the inside, taking the
texts and creating something new: they
built a new Jewish civilization
millennially equipped to survive, a
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portable Judaism not dependent on
space but capable of celebrating the
sacred in time, in the rhythms of daily
life, the week, the annual cycle. There
was glory in that vision, and the study
of Torah vanquished every enemy.
Jews learnt to have eyes thousands of
years old, and ears attuned to eternity.
This was their purpose, their vocation.
Now I begin to sound like him. It
frightens me, finding hope again.
I must light another candle... soon,
not yet. We, the exiled remnant, we
have to conserve our resources. This
time we have no choice. Last time we
knew, but we did not want to know.
We were, my father said, in denial. We
knew that the world could not continue
as it was going, choking in its own
effluent, consuming and discarding as
if there were no tomorrow. We knew it
could not last, the affluence, the
conspicuous waste, the frenetic
avoidance of limits. We knew, but we
did not want to know.
And yet this was the task that the
Holy One of Israel had laid upon that

generation, my father' s generation. But
who cared to attend to the Cloud
moving on when there was manna
every day, the miracle of everreplenishing resources? The flash of
the credit card, the touch of the button,
the sating of desires. Yet the old stories
told of how the people had to attend to
the Cloud, in the wildemess, they were
not to settle, not to imagine that life
would go on like this generation after
generation, but they were to watch and
wait and await the new challenge that
was always likely to arise. And the
Cloud always did move on, God's will
requiring change not stasis, the people
on a journey to a destination always
deferred, diasporic in their genes,
wanderers in their souls. We forgot
that, it seems. And now - and how

bitter is this irony - we know this
wildemess again, not as metaphor but
as life outside this permaglass world
with its sealed-up domes, this postRupture world, this world which saw
the Great Floods of '28, followed so
soon by the mass transfers to the East
when Israel could no longer contain its
fury, then the financial meltdown and
all the terrors it unleashed: it seemed
that nature and humankind conspired
to bring an end to a whole way of life,
like a long delayed, long awaited
suicide. God knows how long the fallout will last. An invisible cloud, a
shroud around the globe.
Looking back, it seems as if it was
inevitable. Like in Weimar a century
before, we were a society in thrall to
technological innovation, material
progress, personal advancement,
deranged by the fear of being left
behind. But history teaches us nothing.
Except that societies seduced by
utopian possibilities of transformation
are driven to overreach themselves
until it ends in blood and grief. We
know this - but it is never true of us.
Now I can see it through his eyes,
how we were bombarded by
programmed tbought - the hollow
litany of `growth, change, choice,
diversity, innovation, developing
vision, new opportunities...' -and all

the time the heartbreak beneath the
surface, and a world spinning out of
control. The Jewish world was no
different: same hopes, same rhetoric,
same fatal embrace with the Zeitgeist,
same difficulty in addressing the
deeper loss of meaning that all tbe
showmanship and spin could not
disguise. At root a spiritual malaise.
For although God had made a
comeback in the new millennium, it
was that familiar god made in the
human image: partisan, ethnocentric,
filled with righteous indignation,
dictating the tnrfu for others, obsessed
with genitalia and what we do with
them, intolerant of difference, fascistic
in spirit.

And I think that what worried my
father most was that no brand of Jewish
religious endeavour had the inner
strength to resist the trends towards the
authoritarianism of tradition on the one
hand
and
the
self-indulgent
individualism of liberalism on the
other. He recognized that there was
much honest endeavour and many
good people working at redefining
Judaism for their contemporary world,
particularly in the strand of Judaism
that he knew best, but as time went on
and the distance from the Shoah era
grew - and the radical theological
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challenge it had effected for all
religious faith became dulled - so all
the well-meaning gestures towards
inclusive language in the liturgy, or
transliterating prayers so that anyone
could participate, or importing mythic
heroines with whom one could
identify, all that egalitarian spirit of
inclusivity that infiltrated the Reforln
Movement (not without resistance, of
course) from the world outside, all the
new creativity that was generated by a
host of women rabbis. (when my father
graduated there were but one or two in
the country, when he died the rabbinate
had become a predominantly female
profession), all the radical passion and
acerbic iconoclasm of the lesbian and

gay rabbis - none of this ferment, this
fertilizing, fructifying transformation
of progressive Judaism, nothing could
disguise the shadow on the lungs. Nor
adequately prepare communities for
the challenges they were to face.
But who dared say that we could not
buy our way out of trouble, that all the
Fairtrade products and re-cycling in the
world just would not do it? Or that
running around in 4x4s and flying to
New York for a weekend's shopping
were sins against the Eternal One? That
language was out of fashion, and

History teaches us
nothing. Except that
societies seduced by
utopian possibilities Of

singalong Judaism,
and Jewish
education as info-tainment, and
comforting, feel-good sermons. And so
it proved. When the crisis struck, the
values and ethos of the marketplace
that had infected synagogue life meant
that we were denuded of the inner
resources necessary for coping with the
disintegration of a whole way of life.
We had been sold lifestyle Judaism not
living Judaism. We had been cheated.
You see, I was born the same year as
Google, clutched my daddy's knees as
the Twin Towers collapsed - a

prefigurative symbol of what was to
come - and grew up IDD (InternetDependent Delusional), that delirious
feeling
of
omnipotence
and
omniscience that all my generation
shared, where everything was available
in an instant. All that is gone now of
course. I remember how people grew
disdainful of the old slower virtues, so
that when my father spoke of the need
for synagogue services to have space
for extended silence and reflection, for
less words not more, and for the study
of traditional texts to be more than the
quoting of commentaries but rather a
deep engagement with language in all
its
complex,
grainy,
breathing
undecidability, which should open us
to uncertainty and help us live without
answers, to live with not-knowing and
the fierce reality of doubt, and that this
was the human condition and a
consequence of the unpredictability
and fluidity of the One Who Is who
said it with characteristic opacity,
Ekye¢ oLsfeer ekych, `1 will be whatever

transf ormation are
driven to overreach

I will be' -whenever my father spoke
like this then eyes glazed over because
it was not easy to hear or understand, it
was not clear cut, it offered

themselves until it ends
in blood and griof Twe
lenow this - but it is
never true Of us.

explorations and questions not answers
and security. I admit it: even my eyes

anyway congregants must never be
offended, and my father was no
different from all the others in tacking
to the prevailing trends. He was not
alone in lacking the capacity for the
prophetic critique that might have
shaken us out of our sleepwalking
state.

Of course we could not have known
exactly what would come to pass - we
Jews never saw prophecy as foretelling
the future but as diagnosing the present
- but my father occasionally intuited
that it would not be enough to offer
congregants a patchwork of smiley,
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gazed up to heaven on occasion, I his
beloved daughter.
And now I wish I could hear his
voice again. Just once. Allow me this
moment of pathos, it is part of the
oblique truthfulness of fiction. But all I
have left is this one text, in front of me
now. It is the only one that survived. I
do not know how. It was never

published, he told me, for it was too
dark, too dystopian, too filled with a
disturbing energy that filled people
with irritation and anxiety. In it he
forgoes reassurance in favour of
something else, something I cannot
now catch hold of, or name. Whatever
it was, it still seems essential, for
although he could be foolhardy, and
headstrong - and he knew his language
was sometimes intemperate - I guess it
was courageous, resisting the upbeat

tempo of the times, trusting his own
experience, trying to report on it as
truthfully as he could.
He had been asked by the editor of a
quarterly journal, for their |Ooth
edition, to look back over the previous
twenty-five years, back to 1983, and
review how the Refomi Movement's
theology and spirituality and belief had
changed, or failed to change, in relation
to how the world had changed, and
how the rabbinate had changed in that
time - so just a modest, circumscribed
brief - and so he describes how as a
rabbi he was fortunate to have had a

generation of teachers who combined
wisdom and humanity, and although
they arejust names to me -Hugo Gryn,
Albert Friedlander, John Rayner,
Lionel Blue, Jonathan Magonet, Louis
Jacobs - he calls them g 'c7o/ez. fecz 'c7or,

thereby linking them and their
influence on him to the great ones of
previous generations. And he sees
himself as merely holding on to their
coat-tails, having caught glimpses
through them of how, after the Shoah,
suffering and evil had to be faced full
on, yet hope retained; how the texts of
tradition could be made to speak again;
and how the opportunity for a strong,
vibrant, open-minded Jewish identity
was offered within the prayerbooks of
the Movement - `the jewels in the
crown of post-War Jewish religious
creativity' he calls them - for within
those pages `was a refined engagement
with the distilled wisdom of earlier
times in subversive conversation with
the sparks of the spiritual trapped
within so-called secular culture', so
that Kaflca and Freud and Simone Weil
could sit together with Midrash and
Maimonides and Buber's montage of
Hasidic lore.

And he writes, with perhaps a touch
of rose-tinted nostalgia, of the
remarkable institution that the Leo
Baeck College had been, `with its
Europeansoulsensitivetot`hetragedies
that had occurred, out of which a larger
vision grew of the necessity for
dialogue with other faith communities
rather than a retreat into the traditional
pieties and insularity of Jewish life
with its unconscious assumptions of
superiority'.
But as he writes, struggling to retain
his good Humour as he saw inner life
turning into an advanced type of
commodity, he seems unable to hide
his `scepticism about the betrayal of the
Judaism he loved: when it came to be
thought of as `a product to be
popularized, re-packaged and sold
American-style in bite-sized chunks to
continued on next page
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He desoribes how as a rabbi he was f;ortunate to have had a

generation Of teachers who combined wisdom and hunahity,
and although they are just nci,mes to me - Hugo Gryn,
Albert Friedlander, John Rayner, Lionel Bhae, Jonathan
Magonet, Louts Jacobs -he calls them or dole;iTwf L' don,

thereby linking them and their influence on kin to the
great ones Of previous generations.
congregants who could then "buy in"
to Jewish history and values'. And
although he admits that he often
compromised his own beliefs, he ends
with the thought that in an incorrigibly
plural world what people needed most
was `a place to nurture their poor souls,
all but crushed by the demands of life,
a place to listen in to the texts of their
own lives and trace the lineaments of
holiness within life's textures, a place
to speak of their pain andjoy, and share
in others' grief and happiness, a place

to discover that the stories of their
own lives, filled with hopes and
doubts, were echoed in the texts of
old, and that the spirit of the divine
was real and present within those
stories, both ancient and modem, for
- as tradition knew - God is the place,
772c7frko",

of the world, and the

mystery of that being so is what has
sustained and nurtured us over time
and through all the vicissitudes of
life'. Yes, hyperbolic, I know -but
that was him.

Outside - as I sit with his text on my
knees, the candle guttering - I can see
the lead-grey dawn, implacable, dull
with the promise of day. In the distance
I can hear the sound of thunder, or
maybe the beating of drums. And as
the flame dims, then flares, resisting its
end, I know it is time for the moming
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OLMERT
political IS
lives
ATfaster
THE than
TIME
an
Olympic sprinter chasing a new record.
That is bad news for Tzipi Livni, the
foreign minister who is being forecast as
his successor with the insistence of a
chorus from the football terraces. The
prophecy will now become self fulfilling.
And the moment it does, she deserves all
our sympathies. Not for the mountainous
tasks that face her - tougher than was
the climb of Mount Nebo for a dying
Moses. All those who know her agree
that she is a consummate political
climber. It is just one comparison that
she will find insuperable. She will be the
first Israeli woman to be premier since
Golda Meir. How does Tzipi skip out of
that shadow?

#
oblivion, Gordon Brown's team

LIMPING
has oneAS
distinction
IT IS that
TOWARDS
will at least
earn it a footnote in Anglo Jewish history.
It is the first government for many
decades that apart from the Miliband
brothers David and Ed, is a Jew-free zone.
The significance of that I still find hard
to grasp. It is not that Brown is prejudiced.
A total lack of racial bias is one of his
many unsung qualities. Is it that young
Jews with heart and ambition to spare for
the skiddy climb never cared for the Blair-

Brown Labour Party? Or do they now
duck out of politics like those seeking a
parking space shun the Golders Green
Road?

#
sport and fashion - with sport

THE BIG
SuhRER
SEASON
OFit
coming
first because
without
fashion would not have a chance - leaves
me with two questions. First why cannot
I place a winning bet? And secondly why
not even one Israeli tennis player at
Wimbledon, and why not one Jewish
jockey at Epsom or Ascot? If Rubinstein
and Menuhin and almost countless others
can conquer the concert platforms, why

no Mendel or Rabinovitch on track or
court? The explanation of centuries-inthe ghetto where both tennis courts and
race tracks were as unknown as ballet and
banquets, will not wash. It is some 200
years since Jews breached those walls,
and nearly that long since the first
Rothschild appeared at an English race
course flanked by horse and jockey.
Jewish players are kicking footballs
around English pitches as hard as any
native Scot, English or Kenyan. What is
making them shun saddles and rackets,
at least the tennis variety?

#
for some time came from the

THE WORST
figures which
NEWS
suggest
TO HIT
that Jews
ME
live longer than others. Longevity is
neither longing nor ambition on my part,
although I seem to be making a good fist
of it without either. To be an octogenarian
has been my wish as little as being a
millionaire, although one of those I have
now achieved - and I am not a
millionaire. The reasons for this longer
than average life span remain as elusive
as most July butterflies. Though no one
is so far suggesting it, could it after all
have something to do with chicken soup?
That is no more absurd than the idea that
all Jews are good at making money.

#
in Berlin. His sonorous name is

ISRAEL
Yoram HAs
Ben Ze'
A NEw
ev. And
AueAssADOR
as Israel 's best
friend in Europe is Angela Merkel and
her government, he comes to his post
with five rosettes. He is tackling his job
with the drive of any student wanting
an A-plus. So there he was the other day
in far-away Mecklenburg to make his
number with the local parliament and
prime minister. Two minutes walk from
the prime minister's office is the historic
building of the local Jewish comlnunity,
one of the few in Germany to have
escaped Hitler's pyromaniacs on that
November night of 1938. Did Ben Ze'ev
bother to pop in there for five minutes
before he sped back to Berlin? What a
fanciful question. His back and cold
shoulder were good enough for my
community. He showed once more and
to polished perfection that Israelis are not
interested in Jews.

UST ONE DISTINCTION I AM
unwilling to share - the persistent
sparsity of my congregations, no
matter the festival, the brevity of the
sermon or the vodka we offer to chase
down the sweet Kiddush wine after the
prayers. So not only was my Shavuot
evening congregation abysmal - I could
never tempt them with lively, late night
study sessions. The middle aged - fi.om
45 to 75 -who come to my services have
immovable, 11 pin bed times. There are
just two exceptions. Yom Kippur, and the
Yizkor services on the last day of every
festival. I honour Yizkor as one more
expression of the strength of Jewish
family life. And is my wish to fill my
synagogue with a devotion to God and
the disciplines of His worship as cloudcuckoo as pining for the beam of a full
moon to light the dancing street on
Simchat Torah?

J#

#
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Thames that has been colonised by the
City of London as Jersey has been
colonised by Boumemouth. The record
has been set by bereaved financiers in
need of saying kaddish. They meet in the
offices of a global law fin to gabble their
Minchah prayers early in the afternoon
They claim they get it all mumbled
through in eight minutes. It does not need
Olympic timekeepers with electronic stop
watches to tell them they must try harder.
I know prayer groups ip both East and
West End where worshippers can be out
of the door in seven minutes, and on a
good day in six. I go to one myself once
or twice a year not far frcm Marble Arch.
By any set of rules, they are perfectly
kosher because no one doubts the
capacity of God in heaven to absorb
whatever prayers are offered to him even
at speeds that tax the most agile human
lip. The doubt lies with the worshippers.
Can tongues that race at speeds with

which no brain or heat can keep pace,
move any spirit on earth or in heaven? .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF is fAe regz.o#cz/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon

Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as c[n assistcmt to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBEFZG CENTF3E FOF} JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End F}oad, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Beform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
NEW EDITION OF FORMS OF PRAYER

The Reform Movement is proud to introduce its
first new siddur for 30 years.
"A prayer book is the most accessible window into

the Jewish soul, this new edition reflects the
challenges and opportunities faced by a new
generation."

Rabbi Prof Jonathan Magonet, Editor
Special features include:
New translations in gender-inclusive English
Highly innovative, easy to read layout

Services for Shabbat, weekdays, festivals and
special occasions

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
A JEWISH JOURNEY
`Making History'Bosnia Herzegovina to Croatia

with Jeremy Leigh and Julian Resnick
July 29th-August 6th 2008 £890 plus flight*
Explore Sarajevo, Mostar, Dubrovnik, Split & Zagreb.
Gain insight into a region that has brought Jew,
Muslim and Christian together in the most
remarkable ways. Spend time visiting Jewish sites of
the last thousand years, visiting the small
communities that continue there today.
To register your interest or to get an application form

please contact Saul Levitt,
jewishjourneys@reformjudaism.org.uk
or call 020 8349 5646
*Per person sharing for members of Reform Synagogues.

Accessible transliteration

Create services to suit your needs
Extensive study anthology
Prayers for major life events
Explanatory footnotes and commentaries
from leadino scholars

If you are not a member of one of our synagogues
the price is £965. Single supplement is £185.

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
Advanced Diploma in Professional Development

756pp;illustrated;2 colours on lightweight paper
Standard, compact or deluxe editions available
Find out more at www.reformjudaism.org.uk

Be part of somcthing special:
order your copies now
To place your order, please contact:
John Trotter Books Telephone 020 8349 9484
E-mail: I.trotter@freenetname.co.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
MA in Jewish Education
A two or three year part-time course taught at Leo
Baeck College, validated by London Metropolitan
University. Students will be taught in a combination of
lectures, seminars, group and individual tutorials to
critically analyse, reflect, articulate, and draw on
theory of research and research literature as. it applies
to practice.
For more information please call ldit Glnsberg 020
8349 5623 or email idit.ginsberg@Ibc.co.uk
Call Jo-Ann Myers on 020 8349 5626 or email joann.myers@lbc.co.uk for more information

You can choose to specialize in:
Jewish Education. Jewish Community.
Jewish Youth Work. Students will be taught through
lectures, seminars, group and individual tutorials to
analyse, reflect and draw on their experiences in
their particular professional setting. The course
includes a 10 day Seminar trip to Israel
Call Jo-Ann Myers on 020 8349 5626 or
email jo-ann.myers@Ibc.co.uk for more information

Leo Baeck College Diary 5769/ Filofax 5769
(2008-2009) Personal diaries and personal organizer
insets run from September 2008 to October 2009 in
a week to view format .
Diary £11.00 Personal Organizer inset £10.00 plus

p&p. Further information or to receive an order form
contact ldit Ginsberg tel:020 8349 5604 or email
idit.ginsberg@lbc.ac.uk

STERNBERG CENTRE ART CLASSES
Classes are held mornings, afternoon and evening,
exploring different types of media and techniques.

lsRAELI DANCING at The Sternberg Centre
The Israel Folk Dance Institute hold dance classes on
Tuesday evenings.
Further info Tel lFDl 020 846 6427

All levels of ability are welcome.
For further information on all courses.

Tel: June Lewis 020 8349 5724
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